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U.S. & World News
Windows Vista debuts;
library techies wary

“One look at Windows Vista shows
the difference,” claims a Microsoft
fact sheet, “with a breakthrough
design, easy-to-use search and
organization tools, and a safer
online experience.” A January 30
media event in London featured
Microsoft Chairman Bill Gates and British Library Chief Executive
Lynne Brindley showcasing Leonardo da Vinci’s notebooks on the
library’s digital book application Turning the Pages 2.0 (above),
developed to run on Vista. But beyond the hype, what does the
release of the long-awaited Vista operating system mean for libraries
and librarians?...

Airline Reservations.
United is offering special
meeting discounts for
ALA Annual Conference
attendees.

Minneapolis library may join county system

The cash-strapped Minneapolis Public Library could merge with
Hennepin County Public Library into a single, $75.6-million system, if
the recommendations of two committees on the libraries’ futures are
followed. The Committee on the Future of Libraries in Hennepin
County, created by the HCPL board and consisting of county and city
officials, rejected such options as having the systems share control of
the city’s main library....

Budget cuts threaten British Library services

Facing a potential 7% cut in its $100-million annual budget, British
Library officials said in late January they could be forced to charge
fees to use the reading rooms for the first time in the library’s
history. In a briefing paper to Chancellor of the Exchequer Gordon
Brown, the administration is also proposing to slash opening hours by
as much as a third, halt all public exhibitions and educational
programs, reduce spending on all books and journals, and impose
limits on its national newspaper collection....

Jackson County residents rally
against library closings
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Carving out new
service areas within
existing space and
forgoing massive
additions or expensive
new buildings offers a
cost-effective solution
for budget-conscious
libraries. Managing
Facilities for Results
by Cheryl Bryan is a
new hands-on
workbook in the
Results Series. NEW!
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Some 300 supporters of the Jackson County
(Oreg.) Library demonstrated in downtown
Medford January 31 as county commissioners
held a public hearing at the courthouse on the fate of the
headquarters library and its 14 branches. The entire library system is
scheduled to close its doors April 6 because of a fiscal crisis triggered
by federal legislators’ failure in November to renew a subsidy to
communities whose revenue relies on the logging industry....

Borough council moves to evict
library management

The nonprofit association that runs the Brielle
(N.J.) Public Library received an eviction notice
from the borough’s council January 23, giving
the group and its employees until February 28
to turn over the municipally owned library building. Brielle Borough
Administrator Thomas Nolan said the action was in response to the
library association’s refusal to return what officials maintain are
borough tax dollars in the form of nearly $90,000 in surplus funds
held in an association savings account....

Massachusetts network revokes residents’
borrowing rights

Four members of the Old Colony Library Network, a consortium of 28
Boston-area libraries, have cut off borrowing privileges for residents
of Randolph because the town’s Turner Free Library failed to meet
state standards. The Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioners
revoked the library’s certification January 4 and pulled $30,000 in
associated state aid....

West Virginia judges void library funding scheme

The Martinsburg–Berkeley County (W.Va.) Public Library is bracing
for the loss of one-third of its $1.56-million funding in FY2008 if
state lawmakers fail to legislate a fix for the voiding of an almost-50year-old statute by the West Virginia Supreme Court. “There’s not
one aspect of library service that we are providing now that won’t be
negatively impacted,” Library Director Pamela Coyle said....

From ALA Editions.

Celebrate Sunshine
Week (March 11–17)
by serving as a host site
March 12, 1–2:30 p.m.
EST, for “Closed Doors;
Open Democracies?” a
national dialogue on
open government and
secrecy sponsored by
Open The Government
.org and other groups.
The event will be held at
the National Press Club
in Washington, D.C.,
and webcast to sites
around the country. To
find out more, listen to
the ALA Washington
Office podcast #10.
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ALA News
Burger testifies at Senate
hearing

ALA President Leslie Burger spoke
of the importance of Environmental
Protection Agency libraries and
librarians February 6 at an oversight
hearing of the U.S. Senate
Environment and Public Works
Committee. She also addressed the
EPA’s lack of openness with regard to digitizing its materials. Her full
testimony is available on the ALA website. In her opening statement,
Senator Barbara Boxer (D-Calif.) said the EPA library closings hurt
“Americans’ right to know about important information regarding the
health and environmental hazards of pollution in their
communities.”...
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Race and Place: A
Personal Account of
Unequal Access
Historically Black
Colleges and
Universities
Spectrum Turns 10
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Library funding increase in President’s 2008 budget
ALA applauds the funding increases for libraries proposed in
President Bush’s FY2008 budget and thanks the administration for its
consistent support of increased library funding. The President’s
budget requests $226.2 million for the Library Services and
Technology Act, an increase of $15.6 million over FY2006....

From the
CentenniAL
Blog

Deadline extended for public library survey

ALA has extended the response deadline for the new Public Library
Funding and Technology Access study to March 1. The multiyear
survey seeks information from public libraries regarding their internet
connectivity, public computing, technology training, and other public
library roles as public access technology centers in their
communities....
The way we were in
1976

Featured review: Books for youth

Lyons, Mary. Letters from a Slave Boy: The
Story of Joseph Jacobs. Jan. 208p. Simon &
Schuster/Atheneum, hardcover (978-0-68987867-1).
This companion book to Lyons’s Letters from
a Slave Girl: The Story of Harriet Jacobs
(1992) tells what happened to Harriet’s son,
Joseph. After a very effective introduction
brings readers up to speed, the story begins
in 1839. Nine-year-old Joseph, living in North Carolina,
begins a series of letters, addressed initially to his mother
but later to others as well; his writings serve as a reflective
first-person narrative. Over the next 14 years, he escapes to
Boston, works on a whaling ship, and travels to New York
and, later, California....

@ Visit Booklist Online for other reviews and much more....
D.C. Update
Represent your group in Congress at Annual
Conference

On Tuesday, June 26, the ALA Washington Office has secured the
Gold Room of the Rayburn House Office Building for the sole purpose
of letting Members of Congress know all about 21st-century libraries.
As part of its Day on the Hill event, the Washington Office wants
displays from every discipline to show legislators just what libraries
mean to America, from public libraries and school libraries to
research libraries and special libraries. The deadline for submitting
display ideas is April 12....
District Dispatch blog, Feb. 1
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Career Leads
from

Youth Services
Consultant, State
Library of North
Carolina, Raleigh. This
position plans,
coordinates, and
implements a
statewide program for
library services to
children and teens,
including providing
programmatic and
technical assistance to
local library staff,
continuing education,
and administration of
program funds....

@ More jobs...
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Need a roommate?

Use the ALA Annual Conference roommate wiki to search for
potential room-sharing arrangements....

Division News
Baykan to keynote PLA Spring Symposium

Mary Baykan, director of the Washington County (Md.) Free Library
and Library Journal’s Librarian of the Year for 2007, will present the
keynote address at the Opening General Session of the PLA Spring
Symposium. The session, scheduled for March 1 at the Fairmont San
Jose (Calif.), is open to all attendees....

Public Libraries seeks a columnist

PLA’s Public Libraries is looking for a columnist for its “Bringing in the
Money” column. Current columnist Stephanie Gerding is resigning
with the March/April issue. The column presents information on
fundraising strategies and alternative funding sources for public
libraries....
PLA Blog, Feb. 1

New Orleans benefits from Great Book Giveaway

The New Orleans Public Library is the winner of YALSA’s 11th annual
Great Book Giveaway and will receive literally a ton of young adult
and adult books, CDs, and audiocassettes. The estimated value of
the collection is approximately $30,000....

ACRL to offer two preconferences

Registration is now open for two ACRL preconferences, on electronic
resources librarianship and learning objectives, to be held June 22 in
conjunction with the ALA Annual Conference in Washington, D.C....

Present a professional development program

Find out how to
create an academic
library folksonomy.
Xan Arch explains how
to put social tagging
to work at your
institution in the
February 2007 College
& Research Libraries
News.

Public
Perception
How the World
Sees Us

“If libraries had
been cool enough to
carry graphic novels
when I was a kid, I
never would have
had to turn to petty
crime to afford my
expensive comics
habit.”
—Comic book writer Brian K.
Vaughan, on hearing that
Digests 4–6 of his Runaways
series had been chosen for
YALSA’s 2007 Great Graphic
Novels for Teens, Comic
Book Resources news, Jan.
31.

ACRL invites proposal submissions for half-day or full-day
professional development programs to be held prior to the 2008 ALA
Midwinter Meeting or the 2008 Annual Conference in Philadelphia.
Submissions will be accepted through April 2....

Round Table News
State blue books project

The Government Documents Round Table’s State and Local
Documents Task Force has placed links to available state blue books
and other state government information on the new GODORT wiki.
Contributions are welcome....

Awards
Jim Neal wins 2007 Hugh C. Atkinson
award

James G. Neal, vice president for information services
and university librarian at Columbia University, has
been named the 2007 winner of the Hugh C. Atkinson
Memorial Award, which recognizes an academic
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ALA will present the
Mid-Atlantic Regional
Lawyers for Libraries
Training Institute at the
Loews Philadelphia Hotel
on May 17. The institute
is primarily intended to
equip attorneys with
tools they need to
effectively defend the
First Amendment in
libraries.
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librarian who has made significant contributions in the
area of library automation or management, and notable
improvements in library services or research....

Betsy Wilson is Academic/Research
Librarian of the Year

Lizabeth (Betsy) A. Wilson, dean of university libraries
at the University of Washington, is the 2007 ACRL
Academic/Research Librarian of the Year. The award,
sponsored by YBP Library Services, recognizes an
outstanding member of the library profession who has
made a significant national or international contribution to
academic/research librarianship and library development....

Dartmouth Medal winner

The second edition of Encyclopaedia Judaica,
with Fred Skolnik as the editor-in-chief and
published by Thomson Gale, is the recipient of
the 2007 Dartmouth Medal. The medal,
donated by Dartmouth College and presented
by RUSA, is given for creating current
reference works of outstanding quality and significance....

Sophie Brody Medal winner

Daniel Mendelsohn, author of The Lost: A Search for
Six of Six Million (HarperCollins, 2006), is the
recipient of this year’s Sophie Brody Medal. The
award, sponsored by RUSA and funded by Arthur
Brody and the Brodart Foundation, is given to
encourage, recognize, and commend outstanding
achievement in Jewish literature. The committee is
also awarding three honorable mentions to authors
Dara Horn, Sandy Tolan, and Markus Zusak....

PLA award winners represent excellence in public
libraries

PLA has announced the winners of eight awards, honoring the best in
public library service and innovation. PLA’s newest honor, the Gordon
M. Conable Award, was established to recognize commitment to
intellectual freedom in a public library setting. Its first recipient is
Ken Verdoia, former trustee of the Salt Lake County (Utah) Library
Services board of directors....

Public Libraries feature article winners

First prize of $500 goes to Meagan Albright for “The Public Library’s
Responsibility to LGBT Communities: Recognizing, Representing, and
Serving,” and second prize of $300 goes to Mary Cosper LeBoeuf for
“Ill Winds: Hurricanes and Public Libraries Along the Gulf Coast.”...

Outstanding reference sources

RUSA has announced its 2007 list of Outstanding
Reference Sources for small and medium-sized
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Nominations still
needed for the James
Madison Award and
the Eileen Cooke State
& Local Madison
Award. The deadline is
February 16.

Poll

What do YOU do?
Does your library
archive local blogs?
Click here to
ANSWER!
Results of the
January 31 poll:
Does the war in Iraq
have an impact on
your library and your
work as a library
professional?
39%
yes

61%
no

(137 responses)
This is an unscientific poll
that reflects the opinions of
only those AL Direct readers
who have chosen to
participate.

Ask the ALA
Librarian
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libraries. The titles were selected by the division’s
Reference Sources Committee to represent highquality reference works that are suitable for small to
medium-sized libraries. The annotated list will
appear in the May 2007 issue of American Libraries....

Louis Shores-Greenwood Publishing
Group Award

Katina Strauch, founder of Against the Grain and the
Charleston Advisor, is the 2007 winner of the Louis
Shores-Greenwood Publishing Group Award, given to
recognize excellence in the reviewing of books and
other library materials....

Notable children’s books

ALSC has selected its 2007 list of Notable Children’s Books. The list
of titles includes fiction, nonfiction, poetry, and picture books of
special interest, quality, creativity, and value to children of all ages
(through age 14)....

2007 Amelia Bloomer list of feminist books for
young readers

The Feminist Task Force of the Social Responsibilities Round Table
has selected the 2007 list of Amelia Bloomer titles for young people.
The list includes biographies of women who shattered the limitations
placed on women regarding science, politics, sports, activism, civil
and women’s rights; fantasies featuring girls taking charge of their
situations despite obstacles; and contemporary and historical fiction
focusing on the fight for equality and rights that many take for
granted....

King Review Book Donation Grant

Art Aids Art of Altadena, California, and Out and Up of Macon,
Georgia, are the recipients of the 2007 Coretta Scott King Review
Book Donation Grant. The Donation Grant was established to find a
home for the books that ALA receives each year to be considered for
the Coretta Scott King Author and Illustrator Awards, and to provide
exposure to winning authors, illustrators, and books....

2007 Gryphon Award for Children’s
Literature

The True Story of Stellina, written and illustrated by
Matteo Pericoli, has won the 2007 Gryphon Award for
Children’s Literature. The award, which includes a
$1,000 prize, is given annually by the Center for
Children’s Books at the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, a unit of the Graduate School of Library
and Information Science....
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Feb. 5

Seen Online
GOP revives data-retention bill

All internet service providers would need to track their customers’
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Q. With the
increased use of
DVD systems it has
been suggested that
we convert our
library of
educational videos
in VHS format to
DVD. Is it a
copyright violation
to convert to DVD
and discontinue use
of the VHS tapes?
A. Yes, in most cases.
Reproducing a VHS to
DVD without the prior
permission of the
rights-holder is an
infringement of
copyright. This kind of
reproduction is not
exempt because it is
not “fair use” as
defined in Section 107
of the Copyright Code
(see Fair Use) and it
does not qualify as a
lawful reproduction
under Section 108 of
the Copyright Code
(see Preservation
Copying). Find out
more on the ALA
Professional Tips
wiki....
The ALA Librarian
welcomes your
questions.

Calendar
Mar. 2–3:

McConnell Youth
Literature
Conference,
Embassy Suites Hotel,
Lexington, Kentucky.
“In Celebration of
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online activities to aid police in future investigations under legislation
(PDF file) introduced in the House February 6 as part of a Republican
“law and order agenda.” Employees of any internet provider who fail
to store that information face fines and prison terms of up to one
year. Another requirement requires owners of sexually explicit
websites to post warning labels on their pages or face
imprisonment....
C|Net news, Feb. 6

Truman Library could be a model for Bush

The debate over President Truman’s decision to use the atomic bomb
rages on at the Harry S. Truman Presidential Museum and Library in
Independence, Missouri. Meanwhile, Southern Methodist University in
Dallas is roiling as President Bush gets close to announcing that he’ll
locate his presidential library there. Columnist Barbara Shelly writes
that “Bush’s controversial record argues in favor of a library in a
university setting. Scholars and others should be able to examine his
decisions and their effect on America and the world.” Meanwhile,
Slate’s David Greenberg asks: “Should SMU accept Bush’s
presidential library?”...
Kansas City (Mo.) Star, Jan. 26; Slate, Jan. 31

Broadening the Bush Library debate

Weeks after 9/11, President Bush signed an executive order giving
presidents and former presidents much more control over their
records—and extended that right to a family member when a former
president dies. The Bush order goes beyond the control asserted by
any president since Nixon. Now scholars are hoping to use the
Southern Methodist University debate to start a new campaign
against the executive order—and they are asking SMU to turn down
the library as long as the executive order stays in place....
Inside Higher Education, Feb. 6; Dallas Morning News, Feb. 5

Courts turn to Wikipedia, but selectively

A simple search of published court decisions shows
that Wikipedia is frequently cited by judges around the
country, involving both serious issues and the bizarre—
such as a 2005 tax case before the Tennessee Court of
Appeals concerning the definition of “beverage” that
involved hundreds of thousands of dollars, and, just
this week, a case in Federal District Court in Florida
that involved the term “booty music” as played during a wet T-shirt
contest....

Anne McConnell.”
Contact: Mary
Landrum, 859-2575797.

Mar. 3:

Western
Washington
University
Children’s Literature
Conference,
Bellingham. Contact:
Chris Longman.

Mar. 4–6:

National Conference
on Family Literacy,
Orlando, Florida.
“Achieving the
American Dream
through Literacy.”
Contact: National
Center for Family
Literacy, 502-5841133.

Mar. 5–7:

De Lange
Conference on
Emerging Libraries,
Rice University,
Houston. Contact:
Ellen Butler.

Mar. 7–10:

New York Times, Jan. 29

Association of
Architecture School
Librarians, Annual
Meeting, Carnegie
Mellon University,
Philadelphia. Contact:
Martin Aurand.

Large donation for a Clever Library

Mar. 11–13:

Thomas Jefferson said, “I cannot live without books.” And residents
of Clever, Missouri, may not have to live without books in a nearby
library for much longer. That’s because two Springfield citizens, Virgil
and Mildred Sims, left a portion of their estate—totaling $180,000—
to the city for the sole purpose of creating a library....
Christian County (Mo.) Headliner, Jan. 31

Jane Austen to be the next teenage
sensation

Step aside Britney Spears. Movie moguls, television
producers, and publishers believe this year’s teen
hit will be the 19th-century “lit girl” Jane Austen.
The life and works of the author, who died a
spinster at the age of 41 in 1817, form the basis
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Association of
Information and
Dissemination
Centers, Spring
Meeting, Westin
Grand Bohemian
Hotel, Orlando,
Florida. “Getting it
Right: Building
Content Services that
Succeed in
Transforming
Markets.” Contact:
ASIDIC.
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of no fewer than six forthcoming films and
television series, along with plans for new editions of her works,
tailored to the teenage market....
The Telegraph, Feb. 4

Teen group provides voice for library

Teens are excited to have a voice in what they would like to read,
watch, and play at the Lester Public Library in Two Rivers, Wisconsin.
They do this through their Teen Advisory Board, which consists of
area teens in 6th- to 12th-grade who meet once a month. The 41member group has requested Nintendo GameCubes video games,
arranged monthly late-night library sessions, and orchestrated
“Survivor Night.”...
Manitowoc (Wis.) Herald Times Reporter, Feb. 4

Mar. 22 –23:

Tools for Managing
Electronic
Resources: A
Workshop and
Conference,
Columbus (Ohio)
Metropolitan Library
and the State Library
of Ohio. Sponsored by
Ohionet. Contact:
Morag Boyd.

Mar. 22–26:

Library refused to ID injured woman

American Society
for Information
Science and
Technology,
Information
Architecture Summit,
Las Vegas. Contact:
Donna Maurer.

Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch, Feb. 3

Mar. 26–28:

A woman who carried no identification except her public library card
was plucked from icy river waters February 1, and now police in
Lancaster, Ohio, are considering referring a complaint of obstruction
of official business over Fairfield County District Library Circulation
Manager Laura Gibson’s refusal to release information without a
subpoena. Orman Hall, president of the library’s board of trustees,
suggested that she mistakenly erred on the side of conservatism in
preserving the confidentiality of a library patron....

The bizarre history behind Montreal’s
last-ranked libraries

In late January, Montreal’s private Fraser-Hickson
Institute Free Library went up for sale. The library
plans to move to rented quarters or find a buyer who
will allow it to remain in part of the building. Its
closing will deprive the Notre-Dame-de-Grace district’s 65,000
residents of their only sizeable library. The plight of the FraserHickson is unique to Montreal—and never would have come about if
Montrealers had heeded a 19th-century stage ventriloquist’s call to
action....
Montreal (Quebec) Gazette, Feb. 4

Library stabbing shocks officials

Police said Edmundo Pacheco, 45, was using a Hillsboro (Oreg.)
Public Library computer just before 7 p.m. when a man approached
him and then stabbed him in the upper back. Witnesses said the
attack was totally unprovoked. The attacker said “that’s what you get
for staring at me,” then fled, according to witnesses....
Hillsboro (Oreg.) Argus, Feb. 2

Baghdad day to day: A librarian’s journal

Saad Eskander, the director of Iraq’s National Library and Archive in
Baghdad, finally had some time to catch up on his diary after a
couple of very busy weeks. As he wrote in his latest entry, he was
having trouble repairing the internet system; the Restoration
Laboratory “was hit by 5 bullets”; and “another librarian, who works
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Technology in
Education
International
Conference and
Tech Exposition,
Ontario (Calif.)
Convention Center.
“Inspiring the Vision.”
Contact: 916-4185100.

Mar. 26–28:

5th Annual RFID
World, Gaylord Texan
Resort, Dallas.

Mar. 26–30:

Society for
Information
Technology and
Teacher Education,
International
Conference, Crowne
Plaza Riverwalk, San
Antonio, Texas.
Contact: AACE.
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at the Periodical Department, received a death threat.”...
New York Times, Feb. 7

State library’s rare books room improved

At a cost of more than $7 million, the Pennsylvania State Library in
Harrisburg has secured a place for priceless books and papers. Its
renovated Rare Books Room not only controls temperature and
moisture, it also controls the spectrum of light and the cleanliness of
the rooms. Even the woodwork (black cherry) was selected because
it doesn’t produce any residual gases that might harm the books.
Watch the video....
WHTM-TV, Harrisburg, Pa., Jan. 30

The little library bookstore that could

Serendipity, the used bookstore on the second floor of the Humboldt
County (Calif.) Library’s main branch, has just three aisles of books
in a room it would take about 30 seconds to walk through, yet you
could spend an hour or more browsing the shelves and probably find
something you just have to have. But the most amazing thing is the
milestone it reached on January 6: Seven years and two months
after it opened, Serendipity’s total sales reached $200,000. That’s an
average of more than $28,700 per year....
Eureka (Calif.) Times-Standard, Feb. 4

Libraries full of mysteries and surprises

Good public libraries collect books on many subjects,
but things found inside library books are even
stranger. All librarians have weird stories about
objects readers choose for bookmarks. A librarian
website that polled its members about odd
bookmarkers produced everything from hair
extenders, Abductees Anonymous cards (for those captured by
UFOs), slices of raw bacon, toenail clippings, packets of heroin, an
expired license for growing research hemp, 46 four-leaf clovers,
slices of cheese, and all sorts of interesting photos....
Fairbanks (Alaska) Daily News-Miner, Feb. 5

Tech Talk
Ten Windows Vista myths

The official consumer launch of Windows Vista has
brought with it a great deal of confusion,
misinformation, and some fairly naive assertions.
Windows expert Deb Shinder debunks some of the
misconceptions she’s been hearing, from
exaggerated cost and hardware requirements to feature limitations
and compatibility issues....
TechRepublic, Feb. 5

Top Tech Trends: The good parts

Chris Strauber offers a summary of the LITA Top Tech Trends
discussion at ALA Midwinter, in the fabulous Spanish Ballroom of the
Fairmont Olympic in Seattle....

Apr. 10–13:

Search Engine
Strategies
Conference and
Expo, New York City.
Contact: Incisive
Media, 203-295-0050.

Apr. 11–14:

Museums and the
Web 2007, San
Francisco. Contact:
Archives & Museum
Informatics.

@ More...
Contact Us

American Libraries
Direct
AL Direct is a free electronic
newsletter e-mailed every
Wednesday to personal
members of the American
Library Association.
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Editor:
geberhart@ala.org
Daniel Kraus,
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dkraus@ala.org
Greg Landgraf,
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American Libraries:
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To advertise in American
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LITA Blog, Jan. 31

Many Eyes visualization project

Visualization is traditionally viewed as an efficient way of
transferring a large amount of information from a
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www.ala.org/aldirect/
All links outside the ALA
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database into an individual’s head. IBM’s Visual
Communications Lab believes that visualizations become
even more powerful when multiple people access them for
collaborative sensemaking. The VCL Many Eyes site is set
up to allow the entire internet to upload data, visualize it,
and talk about discoveries with others. Read the FAQ,
visit a gallery, or create a visualization....
IBM Visual Communications Lab

Princeton joins Google Book Search

Princeton University Library and Google have agreed on a six-year
contract to make the full text of about one million books from the
library available online through Google Book Search. The partnership,
under development for about 18 months, is led by University
Librarian Karin Trainer, Deputy University Librarian Marvin Bielawski,
and University Provost Christopher Eisgruber. Google has agreed to
scan only books from the Princeton collection that are no longer
under copyright....
Daily Princetonian, Feb. 6

Evolution of a search engine

Philipp Lenssen looks at the future of Google searches: “Right now,
to answer your queries, Google quotes from the Web and orders the
quotes in a list. In the future, Google may combine these quotes into
a free-style text for a more direct answer. When the Google AI
advances beyond that, it may analyze the texts available to it to
come up with conclusions of its own. Let’s sketch this potential
evolution using an everyday search query.”...
Google Blogoscoped, Feb. 2

What everyone is so
hyper(text) about

Michael Wesch, assistant professor of
cultural anthropology at Kansas State
University, has strung together
animations, text, and screenshots in a
video (4:31) that tells the story of
“Web 2.0: The Machine Is Us/ing Us”—
and why it matters and how it’s
changing the world....
You Tube

Web presentation tools

Robin Good offers a mini-guide to web presentation tools and
technologies that provide the means to deliver any PowerPoint-based
or similar type of visual presentation to an online audience, no
matter where participants are connecting from....
Kolabora, Jan. 25

Online photo editing

Since all computers come with basic software that
rotates, resizes, and crops photos, there must be
a compelling reason to use an online service. Most of these online
services also offer editing tools that go beyond the basics and start
to creep into Photoshop territory. Michael Arrington reviews a few of
the better ones....
TechCrunch blog, Feb. 4
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Actions & Answers
Missing: Super Bowl I

Watching game highlights from the Indianapolis Colts’
29–17 victory over the Chicago Bears in Super Bowl
XLI is easy—but try getting your hands on footage
from Super Bowl I, held January 15, 1967. Although a
few seconds of video and some audio interviews exist,
the televised record is long vanished and now sits on
the Museum of Television and Radio’s short list of top
lost television programs. Facts and folklore abound, but
one thing is for sure: Find this tape and you’ll be doing your own
touchdown dance....
Museum of Television and Radio

33 reasons why libraries and librarians are still
important

Libraries face an existential crisis at a time they are perhaps needed
the most. Despite their perceived obsoleteness in the digital age,
both libraries and librarians are irreplaceable for many reasons. 33,
in fact. Will Sherman of Degree Tutor has compiled them here....
Degree Tutor, Jan. 30

A who’s who of Whoville

Philip Nel is the instructor of a new class in
the Kansas State University English
department devoted completely to the life
and works of Theodor Seuss Geisel, better
known as Dr. Seuss. This is the first time in
K-State’s history that the university has
offered a class specifically on Dr. Seuss. One could question how an
entire semester could be devoted to the famous children’s author,
but Nel said it is harder to figure out what not to include....
Kansas State Collegian, Jan. 31

Programs for librarians at New York Comic Con

Librarians will find several programs dedicated to their needs during
the trade-day session at the New York Comic Con on February 23.
All the panel discussions aimed at librarians feature numerous
librarians willing to share their wealth of experience as panelists.
Programming for librarians starts at 10 a.m. with a panel discussion
of “Superheroes and Manga: Making Room for Both at Your
Library.”...
ICv2, Feb. 6

Splice: Collaborative music for the remix set

Looking for a quick and easy Teen Tech Week program that can
reach your local audioheads, from the pop superstar to the most
jaded scenester? Perhaps you’re wondering how to get your teens
thinking about copyright in light of the recent mixtape drama? Check
out Splice Music, where your teens can mix, mashup, and make allnew jams without worry of running afoul of the RIAA....
YALSA blog, Feb. 6

The African-American journey

In honor of Black History Month, editors at World Book have
introduced a Black History content spotlight available free online. It
provides students, educators, and families with an overview of
African Americans’ struggle for freedom and equality....
World Book
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Kidnapped in Edinburgh

Edinburgh’s very first citywide reading campaign is taking
place this month at venues all across the city. Some
25,000 free copies of Robert Louis Stevenson’s Kidnapped
are getting distributed, with a month-long series of
events to tie into the campaign. Every school in the city
has received 36 free copies of the specially commissioned
graphic novel version as part of the One Book–One
Edinburgh school program....
City of Literature campaign

Outstanding UK collections

Three of the United Kingdom’s outstanding collections were formally
recognised February 2 by the Museums, Libraries, and Archives
Council. They are the Modern Records Centre at the University of
Warwick Library, the Archive of British Publishing and Printing at
Reading University, and London Metropolitan University’s Women’s
Library....
MLA Council News, Feb. 2

April is National Poetry Month

Each April, the Academy of American Poets creates
and distributes—for free—almost 200,000 copies of
the current National Poetry Month posters to U.S.
schools, libraries, bookstores, and community
centers to help promote the month-long
celebration and to increase poetry awareness. This
year’s poster, which will be inserted in the March
issue of American Libraries, features an image of
Walt Whitman composed of repeating white type
that reads “National Poetry Month April 2007” and was created by
illustrator and graphic designer Christoph Niemann....
Academy of American Poets

Law Library of Congress celebrates
175 years

In celebration of its 175 years of service to
Congress and the nation, the Law Library of
Congress is launching a yearlong series of events
designed to celebrate its achievements and
showcase its unparalleled resources. The Law
Library has created both a film and speaker series
to celebrate this anniversary year....
Library of Congress, Feb. 2

Embarrassing books authors wish we’d forget

When, in 1981, Lynne Cheney published her frontier novel, Sisters,
which featured some now-notorious Sapphic erotica on the prairie,
she couldn’t have known that her creative choices would cause some
serious discomfort 20 years later when her husband became vice
president. Also on the list: dating advice from Dan Brown, poems
from Suzanne Somers, and diet tips from Susan Orlean....
Radar, Jan. 24

American library
stamps, 1982

2007 is the 25th anniversary of
the issuing of two library
stamps by the United States
Postal Service. This July 13,
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1982, First Day Cover (right)
produced by ALA for the
America’s Libraries stamp also
shows the Library of Congress stamp issued April 21, 1982, and is
signed by ALA President Betty Stone and Librarian of Congress Daniel
Boorstin. The cover is Cachet Number 1 for ALA.
Larry Nix, Library History Buff
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Poll
What do YOU think?

This is an unscientific poll that reflects the opinions of only those AL Direct readers who have chosen to participate.

U.S. & WORLD NEWS
*******************************
Windows Vista debuts; library techies wary
http://www.ala.org/ala/alonline/currentnews/newsarchive/2007/february%202007/vistalibs.cfm
“One look at Windows Vista shows the difference,” claims a Microsoft fact sheet, “with a breakthrough design, easyto-use search and organization tools, and a safer online experience.” A January 30 media event in London featured
Microsoft Chairman Bill Gates and British Library Chief Executive Lynne Brindley showcasing Leonardo da Vinci’s
notebooks on the library’s digital book application Turning the Pages 2.0 (above), developed to run on Vista. But
beyond the hype, what does the release of the long-awaited Vista operating system mean for libraries and librarians?...
Minneapolis library may join county system
http://www.ala.org/ala/alonline/currentnews/newsarchive/2007/february%202007/mplshennepin.cfm
The cash-strapped Minneapolis Public Library could merge with Hennepin County Public Library into a single, $75.6million system, if the recommendations of two committees on the libraries’ futures are followed. The Committee on the
Future of Libraries in Hennepin County, created by the HCPL board and consisting of county and city officials,
rejected such options as having the systems share control of the city’s main library....
Budget cuts threaten British Library services
http://www.ala.org/ala/alonline/currentnews/newsarchive/2007/february%202007/britcuts.cfm
Facing a potential 7% cut in its $100-million annual budget, British Library officials said in late January they could be
forced to charge fees to use the reading rooms for the first time in the library’s history. In a briefing paper to
Chancellor of the Exchequer Gordon Brown, the administration is also proposing to slash opening hours by as much as
a third, halt all public exhibitions and educational programs, reduce spending on all books and journals, and impose
limits on its national newspaper collection....
Jackson County's Central LibraryJackson County residents rally against library closings
http://www.ala.org/ala/alonline/currentnews/newsarchive/2007/february%202007/jacksonrally.cfm
Some 300 supporters of the Jackson County (Oreg.) Library demonstrated in downtown Medford January 31 as county
commissioners held a public hearing at the courthouse on the fate of the headquarters library and its 14 branches. The
entire library system is scheduled to close its doors April 6 because of a fiscal crisis triggered by federal legislators’
failure in November to renew a subsidy to communities whose revenue relies on the logging industry....
Brielle Public LibraryBorough council moves to evict library management
http://www.ala.org/ala/alonline/currentnews/newsarchive/2007/february%202007/brielle.cfm
The nonprofit association that runs the Brielle (N.J.) Public Library received an eviction notice from the borough’s
council January 23, giving the group and its employees until February 28 to turn over the municipally owned library
building. Brielle Borough Administrator Thomas Nolan said the action was in response to the library association’s
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refusal to return what officials maintain are borough tax dollars in the form of nearly $90,000 in surplus funds held in
an association savings account....
Massachusetts network revokes residents’ borrowing rights
http://www.ala.org/ala/alonline/currentnews/newsarchive/2007/february%202007/massnetwork.cfm
Four members of the Old Colony Library Network, a consortium of 28 Boston-area libraries, have cut off borrowing
privileges for residents of Randolph because the town’s Turner Free Library failed to meet state standards. The
Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioners revoked the library’s certification January 4 and pulled $30,000 in
associated state aid....
West Virginia judges void library funding scheme
http://www.ala.org/ala/alonline/currentnews/newsarchive/2007/february%202007/westvavoid.cfm
The Martinsburg–Berkeley County (W.Va.) Public Library is bracing for the loss of one-third of its $1.56-million
funding in FY2008 if state lawmakers fail to legislate a fix for the voiding of an almost-50-year-old statute by the
West Virginia Supreme Court. “There’s not one aspect of library service that we are providing now that won’t be
negatively impacted,” Library Director Pamela Coyle said....
ALA NEWS
*******************************
Burger testifies at Senate hearing
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/epatestimonyfeb072.htm
ALA President Leslie Burger spoke of the importance of Environmental Protection Agency libraries and librarians
February 6 at an oversight hearing of the U.S. Senate Environment and Public Works Committee. She also addressed
the EPA’s lack of openness with regard to digitizing its materials. Her full testimony is available on the ALA website.
In her opening statement, Senator Barbara Boxer (D-Calif.) said the EPA library closings hurt “Americans’ right to
know about important information regarding the health and environmental hazards of pollution in their
communities.”...
Library funding increase in President’s 2008 budget
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/2008budget.htm
ALA applauds the funding increases for libraries proposed in President Bush’s FY2008 budget and thanks the
administration for its consistent support of increased library funding. The President’s budget requests $226.2 million
for the Library Services and Technology Act, an increase of $15.6 million over FY2006....
Deadline extended for public library survey
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/DeadlineAccesssurveyMarc.htm
ALA has extended the response deadline for the new Public Library Funding and Technology Access study to March
1. The multiyear survey seeks information from public libraries regarding their internet connectivity, public computing,
technology training, and other public library roles as public access technology centers in their communities....
Booklist Online
*******************************
Featured review: Books for youth
http://www.booklistonline.com/default.aspx?page=show_product&pid=1847297
Lyons, Mary. Letters from a Slave Boy: The Story of Joseph Jacobs. Jan. 208p. Simon & Schuster/Atheneum,
hardcover (978-0-689-87867-1).
This companion book to Lyons’s Letters from a Slave Girl: The Story of Harriet Jacobs (1992) tells what happened to
Harriet’s son, Joseph. After a very effective introduction brings readers up to speed, the story begins in 1839. Nineyear-old Joseph, living in North Carolina, begins a series of letters, addressed initially to his mother but later to others
as well; his writings serve as a reflective first-person narrative. Over the next 14 years, he escapes to Boston, works on
a whaling ship, and travels to New York and, later, California....
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@ Visit Booklist Online for other reviews and much more....
D.C. UPDATE
*******************************
Represent your group in Congress at Annual Conference
http://blogs.ala.org/districtdispatch.php?
title=represent_your_library_group_in_the_hall_2007&more=1&c=1&tb=1&pb=1
On Tuesday, June 26, the ALA Washington Office has secured the Gold Room of the Rayburn House Office Building
for the sole purpose of letting Members of Congress know all about 21st-century libraries. As part of its Day on the
Hill event, the Washington Office wants displays from every discipline to show legislators just what libraries mean to
America, from public libraries and school libraries to research libraries and special libraries. The deadline for
submitting display ideas is April 12....
District Dispatch blog, Feb. 1
Need a roommate?
http://confroomies.pbwiki.com/ALAWashingtonDC
Use the ALA Annual Conference roommate wiki to search for potential room-sharing arrangements....
DIVISION NEWS
*******************************
Baykan to keynote PLA Spring Symposium
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/january2007/LibrarianofYear.htm
Mary Baykan, director of the Washington County (Md.) Free Library and Library Journal’s Librarian of the Year for
2007, will present the keynote address at the Opening General Session of the PLA Spring Symposium. The session,
scheduled for March 1 at the Fairmont San Jose (Calif.), is open to all attendees....
Public Libraries seeks a columnist
http://plablog.org/2007/02/public-libraries-journal-seeks-columnist.html
PLA’s Public Libraries is looking for a columnist for its “Bringing in the Money” column. Current columnist
Stephanie Gerding is resigning with the March/April issue. The column presents information on fundraising strategies
and alternative funding sources for public libraries....
PLA Blog, Feb. 1
New Orleans benefits from Great Book Giveaway
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/january2007/GreatBookGiveaway.htm
The New Orleans Public Library is the winner of YALSA’s 11th annual Great Book Giveaway and will receive
literally a ton of young adult and adult books, CDs, and audiocassettes. The estimated value of the collection is
approximately $30,000....
ACRL to offer two preconferences
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/ACRLpreconferences.htm
Registration is now open for two ACRL preconferences, on electronic resources librarianship and learning objectives,
to be held June 22 in conjunction with the ALA Annual Conference in Washington, D.C....
Present a professional development program
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/ACRLdevelopmentprograms.htm
ACRL invites proposal submissions for half-day or full-day professional development programs to be held prior to the
2008 ALA Midwinter Meeting or the 2008 Annual Conference in Philadelphia. Submissions will be accepted through
April 2....
ROUND TABLE NEWS
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*******************************
State blue books project
http://wikis.ala.org/godort/index.php/State_Blue_Books
The Government Documents Round Table’s State and Local Documents Task Force has placed links to available state
blue books and other state government information on the new GODORT wiki. Contributions are welcome....

AWARDS
*******************************
Jim Neal wins 2007 Hugh C. Atkinson award
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/HughAtkinsonaward.htm
James G. Neal, vice president for information services and university librarian at Columbia University, has been
named the 2007 winner of the Hugh C. Atkinson Memorial Award, which recognizes an academic librarian who has
made significant contributions in the area of library automation or management, and notable improvements in library
services or research....
Betsy Wilson. Photo by John PaiBetsy Wilson is Academic/Research Librarian of the Year
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/WilsonACRLLibrarian.htm
Lizabeth (Betsy) A. Wilson, dean of university libraries at the University of Washington, is the 2007 ACRL
Academic/Research Librarian of the Year. The award, sponsored by YBP Library Services, recognizes an outstanding
member of the library profession who has made a significant national or international contribution to
academic/research librarianship and library development....
Dartmouth MedalDartmouth Medal winner
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/DartmouthMedal.htm
The second edition of Encyclopaedia Judaica, with Fred Skolnik as the editor-in-chief and published by Thomson
Gale, is the recipient of the 2007 Dartmouth Medal. The medal, donated by Dartmouth College and presented by
RUSA, is given for creating current reference works of outstanding quality and significance....
The Lost coverSophie Brody Medal winner
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/MendelsohnBrodyMedal.htm
Daniel Mendelsohn, author of The Lost: A Search for Six of Six Million (HarperCollins, 2006), is the recipient of this
year’s Sophie Brody Medal. The award, sponsored by RUSA and funded by Arthur Brody and the Brodart Foundation,
is given to encourage, recognize, and commend outstanding achievement in Jewish literature. The committee is also
awarding three honorable mentions to authors Dara Horn, Sandy Tolan, and Markus Zusak....
PLA award winners represent excellence in public libraries
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/january2007/PLA2007awardwinners.htm
PLA has announced the winners of eight awards, honoring the best in public library service and innovation. PLA’s
newest honor, the Gordon M. Conable Award, was established to recognize commitment to intellectual freedom in a
public library setting. Its first recipient is Ken Verdoia, former trustee of the Salt Lake County (Utah) Library Services
board of directors....
Public Libraries feature article winners
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/WinnersPLAfeaturecontest.htm
First prize of $500 goes to Meagan Albright for “The Public Library’s Responsibility to LGBT Communities:
Recognizing, Representing, and Serving,” and second prize of $300 goes to Mary Cosper LeBoeuf for “Ill Winds:
Hurricanes and Public Libraries Along the Gulf Coast.”...
Outstanding Reference Sources medalOutstanding reference sources
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/RUSA2007referencesources.htm
RUSA has announced its 2007 list of Outstanding Reference Sources for small and medium-sized libraries. The titles
were selected by the division’s Reference Sources Committee to represent high-quality reference works that are
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suitable for small to medium-sized libraries. The annotated list will appear in the May 2007 issue of American
Libraries....
Katina StrauchLouis Shores-Greenwood Publishing Group Award
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/StrauchShoresAward.htm
Katina Strauch, founder of Against the Grain and the Charleston Advisor, is the 2007 winner of the Louis ShoresGreenwood Publishing Group Award, given to recognize excellence in the reviewing of books and other library
materials....
Notable children’s books
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/ALSCNotableChildrensBoo.htm
ALSC has selected its 2007 list of Notable Children’s Books. The list of titles includes fiction, nonfiction, poetry, and
picture books of special interest, quality, creativity, and value to children of all ages (through age 14)....
2007 Amelia Bloomer list of feminist books for young readers
http://libr.org/ftf/bloomer.html
The Feminist Task Force of the Social Responsibilities Round Table has selected the 2007 list of Amelia Bloomer
titles for young people. The list includes biographies of women who shattered the limitations placed on women
regarding science, politics, sports, activism, civil and woman’s rights; fantasies featuring girls taking charge of their
situations despite obstacles; and contemporary and historical fiction focusing on the fight for equality and rights that
many take for granted....
King Review Book Donation Grant
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/CorettaScottKinggrant.htm
Art Aids Art of Altadena, California, and Out and Up of Macon, Georgia, are the recipients of the 2007 Coretta Scott
King Review Book Donation Grant. The Donation Grant was established to find a home for the books that ALA
receives each year to be considered for the Coretta Scott King Author and Illustrator Awards, and to provide exposure
to winning authors, illustrators, and books....
2007 Gryphon Award for Children’s Literature
http://www.news.uiuc.edu/news/07/0205gryphon.html
The True Story of Stellina, written and illustrated by Matteo Pericoli, has won the 2007 Gryphon Award for Children’s
Literature. The award, which includes a $1,000 prize, is given annually by the Center for Children’s Books at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, a unit of the Graduate School of Library and Information Science....
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Feb. 5
SEEN ONLINE
*******************************
GOP revives data-retention bill
http://news.com.com/2100-1028_3-6156948.html
All internet service providers would need to track their customers’ online activities to aid police in future
investigations under legislation (PDF file) introduced in the House February 6 as part of a Republican “law and order
agenda.” Employees of any internet provider who fail to store that information face fines and prison terms of up to one
year. Another requirement requires owners of sexually explicit websites to post warning labels on their pages or face
imprisonment....
C|Net news, Feb. 6
Truman Library could be a model for Bush
http://www.kansascity.com/mld/kansascity/news/columnists/barbara_shelly/16547190.htm
The debate over President Truman’s decision to use the atomic bomb rages on at the Harry S. Truman Presidential
Museum and Library in Independence, Missouri. Meanwhile, Southern Methodist University in Dallas is roiling as
President Bush gets close to announcing that he’ll locate his presidential library there. Columnist Barbara Shelly writes
that “Bush’s controversial record argues in favor of a library in a university setting. Scholars and others should be able
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to examine his decisions and their effect on America and the world.” Meanwhile, Slate’s David Greenberg asks:
“Should SMU accept Bush’s presidential library?”...
Kansas City (Mo.) Star, Jan. 26; Slate, Jan. 31
Broadening the Bush Library debate
http://www.insidehighered.com/news/2007/02/06/library
Weeks after 9/11, President Bush signed an executive order giving presidents and former presidents much more control
over their records—and extended that right to a family member when a former president dies. The Bush order goes
beyond the control asserted by any president since Nixon. Now scholars are hoping to use the Southern Methodist
University debate to start a new campaign against the executive order—and they are asking SMU to turn down the
library as long as the executive order stays in place....
Inside Higher Education, Feb. 6; Dallas Morning News, Feb. 5
Wikipedia logoCourts turn to Wikipedia, but selectively
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/01/29/technology/29wikipedia.html?
ex=1327726800&en=695df31f21874777&ei=5088&partner=rssnyt&emc=rss
A simple search of published court decisions shows that Wikipedia is frequently cited by judges around the country,
involving both serious issues and the bizarre—such as a 2005 tax case before the Tennessee Court of Appeals
concerning the definition of “beverage” that involved hundreds of thousands of dollars, and, just this week, a case in
Federal District Court in Florida that involved the term “booty music” as played during a wet T-shirt contest....
New York Times, Jan. 29
Large donation for a Clever Library
http://www.zwire.com/site/news.cfm?newsid=17783220&BRD=1815&PAG=461&dept_id=516639&rfi=6
Thomas Jefferson said, “I cannot live without books.” And residents of Clever, Missouri, may not have to live without
books in a nearby library for much longer. That’s because two Springfield citizens, Virgil and Mildred Sims, left a
portion of their estate—totaling $180,000—to the city for the sole purpose of creating a library....
Christian County (Mo.) Headliner, Jan. 31
Anne Hathaway as Jane Austen in Columbia's forthcoming Becoming Jane
Jane Austen to be the next teenage sensation
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/main.jhtml?xml=/news/2007/02/04/nausten04.xml
Step aside Britney Spears. Movie moguls, television producers, and publishers believe this year’s teen hit will be the
19th-century “lit girl” Jane Austen. The life and works of the author, who died a spinster at the age of 41 in 1817,
form the basis of no fewer than six forthcoming films and television series, along with plans for new editions of her
works, tailored to the teenage market....
The Telegraph, Feb. 4
Teen group provides voice for library
http://www.htrnews.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20070204/MAN0101/702040385/1984
Teens are excited to have a voice in what they would like to read, watch, and play at the Lester Public Library in Two
Rivers, Wisconsin. They do this through their Teen Advisory Board, which consists of area teens in 6th- to 12th-grade
who meet once a month. The 41-member group has requested Nintendo GameCubes video games, arranged monthly
late-night library sessions, and orchestrated “Survivor Night.”...
Manitowoc (Wis.) Herald Times Reporter, Feb. 4
Library refused to ID injured woman
http://www.columbusdispatch.com/news-story.php?story=dispatch/2007/02/03/20070203-D1-01.html
A woman who carried no identification except her public library card was plucked from icy river waters February 1,
and now police in Lancaster, Ohio, are considering referring a complaint of obstruction of official business over
Fairfield County District Library Circulation Manager Laura Gibson’s refusal to release information without a
subpoena. Orman Hall, president of the library’s board of trustees, suggested that she mistakenly erred on the side of
conservatism in preserving the confidentiality of a library patron....
Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch, Feb. 3
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Fraser-Hickson Library logoThe bizarre history behind Montreal’s last-ranked libraries
http://www.canada.com/montrealgazette/news/story.html?id=6ee8ec8e-975d-4819-9b49-bfac4821c918&k=3052&p=1
In late January, Montreal’s private Fraser-Hickson Institute Free Library went up for sale. The library plans to move to
rented quarters or find a buyer who will allow it to remain in part of the building. Its closing will deprive the NotreDame-de-Grace district’s 65,000 residents of their only sizeable library. The plight of the Fraser-Hickson is unique to
Montreal—and never would have come about if Montrealers had heeded a 19th-century stage ventriloquist’s call to
action....
Montreal (Quebec) Gazette, Feb. 4
Library stabbing shocks officials
http://www.oregonlive.com/news/argus/index.ssf?/base/news/1170444352141800.xml&coll=6
Police said Edmundo Pacheco, 45, was using a Hillsboro (Oreg.) Public Library computer just before 7 p.m. when a
man approached him and then stabbed him in the upper back. Witnesses said the attack was totally unprovoked. The
attacker said “that’s what you get for staring at me,” then fled, according to witnesses....
Hillsboro (Oreg.) Argus, Feb. 2
Baghdad day to day: A librarian’s journal
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/02/07/books/07libe.html
Saad Eskander, the director of Iraq’s National Library and Archive in Baghdad, finally had some time to catch up on
his diary after a couple of very busy weeks. As he wrote in his latest entry, he was having trouble repairing the internet
system; the Restoration Laboratory “was hit by 5 bullets”; and “another librarian, who works at the Periodical
Department, received a death threat.”...
New York Times, Feb. 7
State library’s rare books room improved
http://www.whtm.com/news/stories/0107/392995.html
At a cost of more than $7 million, the Pennsylvania State Library in Harrisburg has secured a place for priceless books
and papers. Its renovated Rare Books Room not only controls temperature and moisture, it also controls the spectrum
of light and the cleanliness of the rooms. Even the woodwork (black cherry) was selected because it doesn’t produce
any residual gases that might harm the books. Watch the video....
WHTM-TV, Harrisburg, Pa., Jan. 30
The little library bookstore that could
http://www.times-standard.com/lifestyle/ci_5156665
Serendipity, the used bookstore on the second floor of the Humboldt County (Calif.) Library’s main branch, has just
three aisles of books in a room it would take about 30 seconds to walk through, yet you could spend an hour or more
browsing the shelves and probably find something you just have to have. But the most amazing thing is the milestone
it reached on January 6: Seven years and two months after it opened, Serendipity’s total sales reached $200,000. That’s
an average of more than $28,700 per year....
Eureka (Calif.) Times-Standard, Feb. 4
UFO abduction imageLibraries full of mysteries and surprises
http://newsminer.com/2007/02/05/4979/
Good public libraries collect books on many subjects, but things found inside library books are even stranger. All
librarians have weird stories about objects readers choose for bookmarks. A librarian website that polled its members
about odd bookmarkers produced everything from hair extenders, Abductees Anonymous cards (for those captured by
UFOs), slices of raw bacon, toenail clippings, packets of heroin, an expired license for growing research hemp, 46
four-leaf clovers, slices of cheese, and all sorts of interesting photos....
Fairbanks (Alaska) Daily News-Miner, Feb. 5
TECH TALK
*******************************
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Ten Windows Vista myths
http://articles.techrepublic.com.com/5100-10877_11-6156413.html?part=rss&tag=feed&subj=tr
The official consumer launch of Windows Vista has brought with it a great deal of confusion, misinformation, and
some fairly naive assertions. Windows expert Deb Shinder debunks some of the misconceptions she’s been hearing,
from exaggerated cost and hardware requirements to feature limitations and compatibility issues....
TechRepublic, Feb. 5
Top Tech Trends: The good parts
http://litablog.org/2007/01/31/top-tech-trends-good-parts-version/
Chris Strauber offers a summary of the LITA Top Tech Trends discussion at ALA Midwinter, in the fabulous Spanish
Ballroom of the Fairmont Olympic in Seattle....
LITA Blog, Jan. 31
Many Eyes logoMany Eyes visualization project
http://services.alphaworks.ibm.com/manyeyes/page/About_Many_Eyes.html
Visualization is traditionally viewed as an efficient way of transferring a large amount of information from a database
into an individual’s head. IBM’s Visual Communications Lab believes that visualizations become even more powerful
when multiple people access them for collaborative sensemaking. The VCL Many Eyes site is set up to allow the entire
internet to upload data, visualize it, and talk about discoveries with others. Read the FAQ, visit a gallery, or create a
visualization....
IBM Visual Communications Lab
Princeton joins Google Book Search
http://www.dailyprincetonian.com/archives/2007/02/06/news/17198.shtml
Princeton University Library and Google have agreed on a six-year contract to make the full text of about one million
books from the library available online through Google Book Search. The partnership, under development for about 18
months, is led by University Librarian Karin Trainer, Deputy University Librarian Marvin Bielawski, and University
Provost Christopher Eisgruber. Google has agreed to scan only books from the Princeton collection that are no longer
under copyright....
Daily Princetonian, Feb. 6
Evolution of a search engine
http://blog.outer-court.com/archive/2007-02-02-n25.html
Philipp Lenssen looks at the future of Google searches: “Right now, to answer your queries, Google quotes from the
Web and orders the quotes in a list. In the future, Google may combine these quotes into a free-style text for a more
direct answer. When the Google AI advances beyond that, it may analyze the texts available to it to come up with
conclusions of its own. Let’s sketch this potential evolution using an everyday search query.”...
Google Blogoscoped, Feb. 2
Screen shot from Web 2.0 videoWhat everyone is so hyper(text) about
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6gmP4nk0EOE&eurl=
Michael Wesch, assistant professor of cultural anthropology at Kansas State University, has strung together
animations, text, and screenshots in a video (4:31) that tells the story of “Web 2.0: The Machine Is Us/ing Us”—and
why it matters and how it’s changing the world....
You Tube
Web presentation tools
http://www.kolabora.com/news/2007/01/25/web_presentation_tools_and_technologies.htm
Robin Good offers a mini-guide to web presentation tools and technologies that provide the means to deliver any
PowerPoint-based or similar type of visual presentation to an online audience, no matter where participants are
connecting from....
Kolabora, Jan. 25
Picnik logoOnline photo editing
http://aldirect.ala.org/sites/default/al_direct/2007/february/020707_text_version.txt[7/17/2014 1:19:08 PM]

http://www.techcrunch.com/2007/02/04/online-photo-editing-overview/
Since all computers come with basic software that rotates, resizes, and crops photos, there must be a compelling reason
to use an online service. Most of these online services also offer editing tools that go beyond the basics and start to
creep into Photoshop territory. Michael Arrington reviews a few of the better ones....
TechCrunch blog, Feb. 4
ACTIONS AND ANSWERS
*******************************
Missing: Super Bowl I
http://www.mtr.org/lostprograms/index.htm
Watching game highlights from the Indianapolis Colts’ 29–17 victory over the Chicago Bears in Super Bowl XLI is
easy—but try getting your hands on footage from Super Bowl I, held January 15, 1967. Although a few seconds of
video and some audio interviews exist, the televised record is long vanished and now sits on the Museum of Television
and Radio’s short list of top lost television programs. Facts and folklore abound, but one thing is for sure: Find this
tape and you’ll be doing your own touchdown dance....
Museum of Television and Radio
33 reasons why libraries and librarians are still important
http://www.degreetutor.com/library/adult-continued-education/librarians-needed
Libraries face an existential crisis at a time they are perhaps needed the most. Despite their perceived obsoleteness in
the digital age, both libraries and librarians are irreplaceable for many reasons. 33, in fact. Will Sherman of Degree
Tutor has compiled them here....
Degree Tutor, Jan. 30
Philip Nel, associate professor of English, centers on the projector the words from a Dr. Seuss book during class.
Photo by Lyndsey Born.A who’s who of Whoville
http://media.www.kstatecollegian.com/media/storage/paper1022/news/2007/01/31/News/Whos-Who.Of.Whoville2687979.shtml
Philip Nel is the instructor of a new class in the Kansas State University English department devoted completely to the
life and works of Theodor Seuss Geisel, better known as Dr. Seuss. This is the first time in K-State’s history that the
university has offered a class specifically on Dr. Seuss. One could question how an entire semester could be devoted to
the famous children’s author, but Nel said it is harder to figure out what not to include....
Kansas State Collegian, Jan. 31
Programs for librarians at New York Comic Con
http://www.icv2.com/articles/home/10027.html
Librarians will find several programs dedicated to their needs during the trade-day session at the New York Comic
Con on February 23. All the panel discussions aimed at librarians feature numerous librarians willing to share their
wealth of experience as panelists. Programming for librarians starts at 10 a.m. with a panel discussion of “Superheroes
and Manga: Making Room for Both at Your Library.”...
ICv2, Feb. 6
Splice: Collaborative music for the remix set
http://blogs.ala.org/yalsa.php?title=splice_collaborative_music_for_the_remix&more=1&c=1&tb=1&pb=1
Looking for a quick and easy Teen Tech Week program that can reach your local audioheads, from the pop superstar
to the most jaded scenester? Perhaps you’re wondering how to get your teens thinking about copyright in light of the
recent mixtape drama? Check out Splice Music, where your teens can mix, mashup, and make all-new jams without
worry of running afoul of the RIAA....
YALSA blog, Feb. 6
The African-American journey
http://www.worldbook.com/wb/Students?content_spotlight/aajourney
In honor of Black History Month, editors at World Book have introduced a Black History content spotlight available
http://aldirect.ala.org/sites/default/al_direct/2007/february/020707_text_version.txt[7/17/2014 1:19:08 PM]

free online. It provides students, educators, and families with an overview of African Americans’ struggle for freedom
and equality....
World Book
Edinburgh Kidnapped brochureKidnapped in Edinburgh
http://www.cityofliterature.com/projects.aspx?sec=6&pid=30&item=325
Edinburgh’s very first citywide reading campaign is taking place this month at venues all across the city. Some 25,000
free copies of Robert Louis Stevenson’s Kidnapped are getting distributed, with a month-long series of events to tie
into the campaign. Every school in the city has received 36 free copies of the specially commissioned graphic novel
version as part of the One Book–One Edinburgh school program....
City of Literature campaign
Outstanding UK collections
http://www.mla.gov.uk/webdav/harmonise?
Page/@id=82&Document/@id=27119&Session/@id=D_ibCQL9uRSXHkRTBq3jPz&Section[@stateId_eq_left_hand_
root]/@id=4289
Three of the United Kingdom’s outstanding collections were formally recognised February 2 by the Museums,
Libraries, and Archives Council. They are the Modern Records Centre at the University of Warwick Library, the
Archive of British Publishing and Printing at Reading University, and London Metropolitan University’s Women’s
Library....
MLA Council News, Feb. 2
2007 National Poetry Month posterApril is National Poetry Month
http://www.poets.org/page.php/prmID/98
Each April, the Academy of American Poets creates and distributes—for free—almost 200,000 copies of the current
National Poetry Month posters to U.S. schools, libraries, bookstores, and community centers to help promote the
month-long celebration and to increase poetry awareness. This year’s poster, which will be inserted in the March issue
of American Libraries, features an image of Walt Whitman composed of repeating white type that reads “National
Poetry Month April 2007” and was created by illustrator and graphic designer Christoph Niemann....
Academy of American Poets
Law Library of Congress logoLaw Library of Congress celebrates 175 years
http://www.loc.gov/today/pr/2007/07-019.html
In celebration of its 175 years of service to Congress and the nation, the Law Library of Congress is launching a
yearlong series of events designed to celebrate its achievements and showcase its unparalleled resources. The Law
Library has created both a film and speaker series to celebrate this anniversary year....
Library of Congress, Feb. 2
Embarrassing books authors wish we’d forget
http://www.radaronline.com/features/2007/01/embarrassing_books_1.php
When, in 1981, Lynne Cheney published her frontier novel, Sisters, which featured some now-notorious Sapphic
erotica on the prairie, she couldn’t have known that her creative choices would cause some serious discomfort 20 years
later when her husband became vice president. Also on the list: dating advice from Dan Brown, poems from Suzanne
Somers, and diet tips from Susan Orlean....
Radar, Jan. 24
First Day Cover, America's libraries stamp, 1982American library stamps, 1982
http://www.libraryhistorybuff.org/artifact-of-the-month-07.htm
2007 is the 25th anniversary of the issuing of two library stamps by the United States Postal Service. This July 13,
1982, First Day Cover (right) produced by ALA for the America’s Libraries stamp also shows the Library of Congress
stamp issued April 21, 1982, and is signed by ALA President Betty Stone and Librarian of Congress Daniel Boorstin.
The cover is Cachet Number 1 for ALA.
Larry Nix, Library History Buff
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U.S. & World News
Senate committee questions EPA
actions

“The purpose of these oversight hearings is to
remind EPA who they are truly accountable to—
the American people.” This salvo was part of
U.S. Senate Environment and Public Works
Committee Chairman Sen. Barbara Boxer’s (DCalif.) February 6 opening statement at the first
in a series of oversight hearings looking into
recent Environmental Protection Agency actions.
Backed by several library groups, ALA President Leslie Burger
(above) testified about her concerns over EPA library closings and
digitization efforts. (Watch a RealPlayer video of the hearing,
2:51:15; content begins at 0:16:44, Burger testimony at 2:21:50)....

Bush Library debate spurs efforts to overturn
executive order

Child Care and Camp
at Annual Conference.
ACCENT on Children’s
Arrangements, Inc. has
planned a great
children’s activity center
for ALA attendees’
children.

In the wake of resistance to the selection of Southern Methodist
University in Dallas as the site for a George W. Bush Presidential
Library and Policy Institute by a group of SMU faculty, some
archivists and historians are trying to broaden the debate. The
Society of American Archivists has urged SMU officials to reject the
library unless the administration reverses Executive Order 13233, an
edict signed by President Bush November 1, 2001, that allows
incumbent or former presidents and their heirs to withhold the
release of presidential papers that would otherwise be made public
after 12 years, even if national security matters are not involved....

Jackson County, Oregon, approves May levy

Faced with the impending closure of the Jackson County (Oreg.)
central library and all 14 branches April 6, county commissioners
voted 2–1 February 7 to place a levy on the May 15 ballot that, if
approved, would allow the libraries to reopen. The levy, which asks
property owners to pay 66 cents per $1,000 of assessed value, would
require a double majority to pass—a turnout of 50% of all registered
voters, 50% of whom must approve the measure....

Mesa County exhibit provokes controversy

The American Civil Liberties Union’s Colorado chapter has asked the
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Teen Tech Week,
March 4–10, is a new
event that helps you
illustrate the wealth of
technology that can be
found at your school
or library. With this
poster, you can let
the teens in your
community know that
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Mesa County (Colo.) Public Library to clarify its policies on religious
displays in response to a local group’s exhibit that is critical of
homosexuality and divorce. Carol Anderson said she was inspired to
mount her group’s display—which urges viewers to “Call on God
today. Your eternity depends on it”—by a photo exhibit of families
with same-sex parents sponsored by a gay-rights advocacy group
last August....

ALA News

your space is the place
to go for electronic
resources such as
DVDs, databases,
audio books, and
electronic games.
NEW! From ALA
Editions.

Kratz and Romans elected
to Executive Board

Charles E. Kratz, dean of libraries
at the University of Scranton, and
Larry Romans, head of government
information services at Vanderbilt
University library, were elected to
serve on the ALA Executive Board
at the Midwinter Meeting in Seattle.
Kratz and Romans will each serve three-year terms beginning in June
2007 and concluding in June 2010....

Council supports immigrants’ right to information

At the Midwinter Meeting in Seattle January 22, the ALA Council
adopted a resolution opposing any legislation that infringes on the
rights of anyone in the United States or its territories, citizens or
otherwise, to use library resources, programs, and services at the
national, state, and local levels....

Council affirms e-government and emergency
services

At the Midwinter Meeting in Seattle January 22, the ALA Council
adopted a resolution urging governments at all levels to acknowledge
and support the essential role local libraries play in providing egovernment and emergency response and recovery services....

The first annual ALA
TechSource Gaming,
Learning, and
Libraries Symposium
will be held in Chicago
July 22–24. The
deadline for submitting
a proposal to present
is March 1. For details,
contact Teresa
Koltzenburg.

In this issue
February 2007

New Woman’s Day initiative

From now until May 10, Woman’s Day magazine, in conjunction with
the ALA Campaign for America’s Libraries, is collecting stories on
how its readers have used the library to start their small businesses.
The magazine announced the initiative in its March 6 issue, where it
asks its women readers aged 18 and over to submit their stories in
700 words or less....

ALA-APA endorses nonbinding minimum salary

The ALA–Allied Professional Association endorsed a nonbinding
minimum salary for professional librarians at the Midwinter Meeting
in Seattle. The resolution (PDF file) endorses a minimum salary for
professional librarians of not less than $40,000 per year....

Bookmobiles and innovative outreach at 2007
Diversity Fair

ALA invites participation in the 10th Annual Diversity and Outreach
Fair on Saturday, June 23, 3–5 p.m., in the Washington Convention
Center during Annual Conference in Washington, D.C. This year the
fair will focus on bookmobile and other innovative services to
underserved communities....
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Race and Place: A
Personal Account of
Unequal Access
Historically Black
Colleges and
Universities
Spectrum Turns 10

From the
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CentenniAL
Blog

Featured review: Media

In the Tall Grass: Inside the Citizen-Based
Justice System. Dec. 2006. Choices, VHS
(978-1-933724-08-9).
This powerful film about Rwanda’s attempt
at reconciliation opens with horrifying news
footage of brutal killings, mass graves, and
fleeing refugees, a result of the 100-day
massacre of more than 800,000 Rwandans
in 1994. The film is structured around a
series of traditional grass-roots village
courts, known as gacaca. Viewers follow genocide survivor
Joanita Mukarusnaga, who openly accuses neighbor Anastasia
Butera of killing her husband and children....

@ Visit Booklist Online for other reviews and much more....
Seattle Update
March of the Librarians

This 4:58 video of sights at the
Seattle convention center during
the Midwinter Meeting was
produced by Nick Baker, reference
and web services librarian at
Williams College in Williamstown,
Massachusetts. Baker’s wry
narration pretends to be an
anthropological examination of the
biannual conference migration of librarians to spend “four days of
networking, vendor dodging, collecting goodies, and possibly
mating.”...

Gaming advocates
may find a sort of
spiritual forefather in
Graham Romeyn
Taylor (1880–1942),
whose address to the
1910 ALA Annual
Conference was
reprinted, along with
the rest of the
conference
proceedings, in the
September issue of
the ALA Bulletin that
year (p. 668–671).
While he wasn’t
advocating for library
Pong tournaments (let
alone Dance Dance
Revolution), it’s not
difficult to see how his
themes, plus 97 years,
equal the themes of
today.

YouTube, Feb. 7

Awards
Minoa Elementary School
wins National Library Week
grant

The Minoa (N.Y.) Elementary School is
the winner of the 2007 Scholastic
Library Publishing National Library
Week Grant. The $5,000 grant, sponsored by Scholastic Library
Publishing and administered by the ALA Public Awareness Committee,
is awarded annually for the best public awareness campaign in
support of National Library Week....
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blogs, feeds, wikis,
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ACRL Distance learning librarian award

Anne Marie Casey, associate dean of libraries at Central Michigan
University, has received the ACRL Distance Learning Section’s 2007
Haworth Press Distance Learning Librarian Conference Sponsorship
Award. This annual award honors an ACRL member working in the
field of, or contributing to the success of, distance learning
librarianship or related library service in higher education....

ACRL instruction innovation award

The “Community Workshop Series” created by the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill Library’s Instructional Services Department
has won the ACRL Instruction Section’s 2007 Innovation Award.
Sponsored by Lexis-Nexis, the award recognizes a project that
demonstrates creative, innovative, or unique approaches to
information literacy instruction or programming....

ACRL Ilene F. Rockman Publication of the Year

James K. Elmborg, associate professor at the University of Iowa SLIS,
and Sheril Jane Hook, coordinator of instructional services at the
University of Toronto at Mississauga, have been chosen as the
winners of the ACRL Instruction Section’s Ilene F. Rockman
Publication of the Year Award for their book Centers for Learning:
Writing Centers and Libraries in Collaboration, ACRL Publications in
Librarianship, no. 58....

ACRL Oberly award winner

AgEcon Search has been selected as the 2007 recipient of the ACRL
Science and Technology Section’s Oberly Award for Bibliography in
the Agricultural or Natural Sciences. The AgEcon Search database
offers full-text access to publications from more than 150 academic
institutions, professional societies, and government agencies....

PLA institutional scholarship winners

PLA has announced the winners of its “Grow Your Own @ your
library” institutional scholarship pilot program. This year, PLA
awarded nine public libraries with grants of $8,000 each to be
distributed to staff members who are working to obtain a master’s
degree in library and information science....

Biological and
Agricultural
Sciences Librarian,
University of California
at Davis. This position
maintains an
understanding of
relevant research and
teaching programs
within the sections
and departments that
the position supports,
including pertinent
genetics research
institutes such as the
new Genome Center
and the Rowe
Program in Molecular
Medicine and Human
Genetics; and
responds to trends
and creates new
initiatives in science
reference practices,
using information
technologies and
exploring new models
of scholarly
communication....

@ More jobs...

ALSC distinguished service award winner

Caroline Ward, youth services coordinator at the Ferguson Library in
Stamford, Connecticut, is the 2007 recipient of the ALSC
Distinguished Service Award. The award honors an individual ALSC
member who has made significant contributions to, and had an
impact on, library service to children and ALSC....

Bechtel Fellowship winner named

Children’s librarian Charmette Kuhn-Kendrick has been selected as
the 2007 recipient of the ALSC Louise Seaman Bechtel Fellowship.
Kuhn-Kendrick will study “The Goblins Will Get Ya: A Survey of
Horror in Children’s Literature from the 19th and Early 20th
Centuries” at the University of Florida’s Baldwin Library of Historical
Children’s Literature....

ALSC summer reading program grant

Santa Clara (Calif.) City Library has won the 2007 ALSC BWI
Summer Reading Program Grant. The $3,000 grant, donated by BWI
and administered by ALSC, provides financial assistance for public
libraries to develop outstanding summer reading programs for
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The University of
Virginia’s Claude
Moore Health
Sciences Library is
hosting “Changing the
Face of Medicine:
Celebrating America’s
Women Physicians,” a
traveling exhibition
sponsored by the
Public Programs Office
from March 2 to April
13. The exhibition tells
the history of the
American women who
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children....

ALSC Tandem Library Books literature program
grant

Diane Williamson of the Abbotts Hill (Ga.) Elementary School has
won the 2007 ALSC Tandem Library Books Literature Program Grant
for her program, “Kindergarten Overnighters’ Club.”...

ALSC Penguin Young Readers Group award winners
Four children’s librarians, winners of 2007 Penguin Young Readers
Group Awards, will receive grants to attend their first-ever ALA
Annual Conference. The winners are Rachel Martin Gould, Perkins
Braille & Talking Book Library, Watertown, Mass.; Cheryl “Kay”
Gooch, Gullett Elementary School, Austin, Texas; Sally L. Miculek,
Austin (Tex.) Public Library; and Suzanne Myers Harold, Multnomah
County (Oreg.) Library....

2006 Shubert Library Excellence
Awards

The 2006 Joseph F. Shubert Library Excellence
Award went to the Southeastern New York Library
Resources Council for the Hudson River Valley
Heritage digital access server. The Albany Public
Library was the honorary winner of the 2006
Shubert Library Excellence Award for its Big
Purple Bus bookmobile. The awards are sponsored by the New York
State Regents Advisory Council on Libraries and funded by EBSCO
Information Resources....
New York State Regents Advisory Council on Libraries

Outstanding international books

To highlight excellent titles from other nations, the
United States Board on Books for Young People and
the Council on Books for Children created their first
annual Outstanding International Booklist in 2006. In
addition to providing young readers with appealing
selections (many with a distinct cultural flavor), the
list aims to introduce kids to outstanding writers and
illustrators from other countries, help them see the
world through others’ eyes, and address topics that
are missing from children’s literature in the United
States....

have practiced
medicine over the past
two centuries.

Public
Perception
How the World
Sees Us

“I don’t want to
check out my own
books. I want a nice
librarian person to
do it for me.
Preferably a very
genteel, softly
spoken one, who
will smile as they
flip open the front
cover to reveal that
iconic gummed
sheet which they
will then stamp
with the date of
return, using —what
else but a good oldfashioned stamp
and an ink pad.”
—Columnist Virginia Mason,
on hearing that the Halifax
Central Library in West
Yorkshire, U.K., plans to
install self-checkout
machines, Halifax Evening
Courier, Feb. 8.

School Library Journal, Feb. 1

Seen Online
School library jobs get the ax

Sixteen library media teacher positions in the Merced (Calif.) City
School District will be cut next fall, the board of education decided by
a 2–1 vote February 6. Susan Walsh, the Merced College librarian
who said she was speaking as a voter and community activist, said
the board would have to answer to parents, students, and the
community for cutting library media teacher positions. She said the
ability to read starts at a young age and can’t be ignored until
students get to the end of junior high school....
Merced (Calif.) Sun-Star, Feb. 7

Google suffers setback in copyright case
http://aldirect.ala.org/sites/default/al_direct/2007/february/021407.htm[7/17/2014 1:19:13 PM]

Request paper ballots
for the 2007 ALA
election by March 2.
Ballots begin mailing on
March 15.
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A Belgian court February 13 ordered the search giant to refrain from
showing excerpts of articles from French- and German-language
Belgian newspapers on Google News and Google’s Web search site
for Belgium, reaffirming an earlier ruling by the same court against
the search giant. The court rejected Google’s defense that storing of
cached copies of the articles and use of excerpts was fair use of the
material and thus not a violation of copyright....
C|Net news, Feb. 13

Book back on Mississauga Catholic
school shelves

A week after being pulled off its shelves, the bestselling David Guterson novel Snow Falling on Cedars
is back in Catholic school libraries in Mississauga,
Ontario. The review of the book was called after one
parent complained about bad language in the novel,
much of which consisted of modifications of the nouns
“God” and “Jesus Christ.”...
Mississauga (Ont.) News, Feb. 8

UC Irvine to drop suit over Derrida papers

Facing a backlash from scholars worldwide, UC Irvine says it will drop
a lawsuit against the widow and children of professor and philosopher
Jacques Derrida, the founder of the deconstruction movement. In
November, UCI had sued Derrida’s estate in federal court, saying his
family had refused to relinquish manuscripts and correspondence that
Derrida promised in writing to donate to the university library....
Los Angeles Times, Feb. 14

Mother says Sendak book “obscene”

Jackie Taylor says she’s appalled that a poetry book
her 9-year-old daughter checked out from the
library at Cedar Grove Elementary School in Smyrna,
Tennessee, features what she considers “obscene”
images. Pointing out caricatures of a naked young
boy and a nursing mother and her carnivorous baby,
Taylor believes the book I Saw Esau, The
Schoolchild’s Pocket Book, edited by Iona and Peter
Opie and illustrated by Maurice Sendak, is not
appropriate for her daughter, Bethany....

School librarians:
Apply for free
American art resources
from the Picturing
America project by
March 19. The goals of
the project are to
promote the teaching,
study, and
understanding of
American art and
history in K–12
schools.

Poll

What do YOU think?
Results of the
February 7 poll:
Does your library
archive local blogs?
2%
yes

96%
no

2%

considering

(50 responses)
This is an unscientific poll
that reflects the opinions of
only those AL Direct readers
who have chosen to
participate.

Murfreesboro (Tenn.) Daily News Journal, Feb. 7

School benefits from latte love

A coffee retailer made literary-minded kids in the Bronx jump for joy
in early February, not from the caffeine, but at the unveiling of a new
library at Public School 91 paid for by Starbucks. Thanks to a
partnership with the Fund for Public Schools, the coffee giant
contributed $40,000 to renovate the second-floor library of the
nearly century-old building....

Ask the ALA
Librarian

New York Daily News, Feb. 7

Wizardry book in school library
upsets parent

In West Haven, Connecticut, a book about
wizardry has one mother anything but charmed.
Wizardology: The Book of the Secrets of Merlin,
was checked out of West Haven’s Molloy
Elementary School library by Cary Alonzo’s 8year-old daughter, and she claims it has exposed
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Q. I see that LAMA,
YALSA, and ALCTS
all have 50th
anniversaries this
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her daughter to the occult....
WTNH-TV, New Haven, Conn., Feb. 9

Councilmen donate salaries to library

When Jefferson Hills (Pa.) Councilman Michael Kulish Jr. heard that
the Jefferson Hills Library needed money to make improvements, he
knew he wanted to help. Kulish did so by offering to donate his
$2,000 annual council salary to the library. Councilman Dominic
Serapiglia has been donating his entire council salary to the library
since joining council in October 2004....
Pittsburgh (Pa.) Tribune-Review, Feb. 8

Filling a library’s soul

Santa Fe, New Mexico’s first new
library in 27 years is scheduled to
open March 23, but city officials were
all smiles February 6 as the first of the
eventual 80,000-item collection arrived
at the Southside branch. The books
came amid orchestrated fanfare as a
semitrailer was escorted by police cars,
blaring horns and sirens along Jaguar Drive. Children outside César
Chávez Elementary School (above) waved and held up hand-drawn
signs as the convoy passed. (See more pictures and videos.)...
Santa Fe New Mexican, Feb. 7

Braille makes a comeback

The increasing number of audiobooks, followed by the appearance of
personal computers with synthetic speech software, led to a view
that modern technology was making Braille obsolete. But the
popularity of the Braille Challenge competition is just one sign of a
growing resurgence in Braille, a writing system that not so long ago
seemed headed toward extinction....
Boston Globe, Feb. 11

District of Columbia library darts and laurels

Columnist Marc Fisher writes: “More than two years ago, the District,
in its infinite wisdom, shut down four neighborhood libraries. Now,
there are signs of both progress and further dysfunction in the
District’s troubled library system. If the new Anacostia interim library
is any sign of what D.C.’s new libraries will eventually look like, I’m
not sure it’s worth the wait.”...
Washington Post blog, Feb. 12

Books: Liver or ice cream?

Pima County (Ariz.) public librarians and children’s authors Gina
Macaluso and Mary Margaret Mercado believe books can be either
liver or ice cream—just good for you, or really yummy. For Tucson’s
Love of Reading Week, they want kids to get started reading books
that are yummy like ice cream, “then they’ll develop a palate for
everything else and learn to eat more than just ice cream,” Mercado
said....
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year. What
happened in 1957
that so many
divisions were
started?
A. In 1954, the
management
consulting firm of
Cresap, McCormick,
and Paget was hired
to review ALA
structures,
governance, and fiscal
policies. The report,
released to the
membership at the
1955 Annual
Conference in
Philadelphia, made
several
recommendations,
with some leading to
a restructuring of the
organization into typeof-library divisions
and type-of-activity
divisions. With the
implementation of
restructuring in 1957,
there were 12
divisions. Find out
more on the ALA
Professional Tips
wiki....
The ALA Librarian
welcomes your
questions.

Calendar
Feb. 16–18:

40th California
International Book
Fair, Concourse
Exhibition Center, San
Francisco. Contact:
Winslow & Associates,
800-454-6401.

AL Direct, February 14, 2007
Tucson Arizona Daily Star, Feb. 12

Tech Talk
Book scanner eliminates
distortions

The Plustek OpticBook 3600 series
of scanners could come in handy for
digitization projects. The scanning
surface extends to the edge of the
machine, allowing books to hang
over the edge for maximum
legibility between bound pages. PC Magazine reviewed the scanner in
2004....
Boing Boing, Feb. 9; Plustek

Bigger fish: ProQuestCSA

On February 12, Cambridge Information Group’s CSA and ProQuest
Information and Learning officially merged. The new privately held
company will be known as ProQuestCSA. Marty Kahn (formerly of
OneSource and Ovid) joins ProQuestCSA as the new CEO. Matt
Dunie, president of CSA, will serve as president for the newly
combined operation, which will maintain offices in both Ann Arbor
and Bethesda....
Hectic Pace blog, Feb. 14

2007 Horizon Report showcases new
technologies

A collaboration between the New Media Consortium
and the EDUCAUSE Learning Initiative, this fourth
edition of the Horizon Report (PDF file) identifies
six technologies that will have a significant impact
on college and university campuses over the next
five years. This year, the report highlights usercreated content, social networking, mobile phones,
virtual worlds, the new scholarship and emerging forms of
publication, and massively multiplayer educational gaming....

NMC Emerging Technologies Initiative

We had to destroy the library to save it

Terry Calhoun writes: “Let’s take a look into the near future and see
who wins the race to digitize the record of humanity through 2000.
The winner will be the Informagical Coalition, backed by Chinese
dollars, according to one of my favorite science fiction authors,
Vernor Vinge, in his 1993 essay ‘The Coming Technological
Singularity: How to Survive in the Post-Human Era.’”...
Information Technology Trends, Feb. 8

Top 25 Web 2.0 search engines

The new search engines that may stand the
best chance to become the next Google all
share one common element—the use of Web
2.0 technology that they hope will increase
search result relevance. Some offer
functionality that’s slowly making its way into traditional search
engines. Others further the attempt to traverse the invisible Web and
index other previously unsearchable research sources....
Online Education Database, Feb. 6
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Mar. 31–
Apr. 1:

Boston Antiquarian
Book and Ephemera
Fair, Bayside Expo
Center. Contact: New
England Antique
Shows.

Apr. 12–14:

Pennsylvania School
Librarians’
Association, Annual
Conference, Hershey
Lodge and Convention
Center. “The Future Is
in Your Hands @ your
library.” Contact:
Nancy Smith.

Apr. 14–17:

Second
Iberoamerican
Conference on
Librarianship,
Buenos Aires,
Argentina. “Bibliotecas
y nuevas lecturas en
el espacio digital.”
Contact: ABGRA.

Apr. 15–17:

Missouri Association
of School Librarians,
Spring Conference,
Osage Beach.
“Unleash the Power @
your library.” Contact:
MASL.

Apr. 16–17:

Coalition for
Networked
Information, Spring
Task Force Meeting,
Hyatt Regency
Phoenix. Contact:
Jackie Eudell, 202296-5098.

Apr. 16–18:

Computers in
Libraries 2007,
Hyatt Regency Crystal
City, Arlington,
Virginia. “Beyond
Library 2.0: Building
Communities,
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Actions & Answers
New York Public Library
documentary premieres
February 22

From the quiet grandeur of the Rose
Main Reading Room to the boisterous
hum of a children’s reading hour at
the Chatham Square Branch Library in Lower Manhattan, the New
York Public Library comes alive in all of its complexity in a new onehour documentary film premiering on public television February 22.
The People’s Palace, a production of Kunhardt Productions and
Thirteen/WNET New York, paints a sweeping portrait of the library,
focusing on its history, its collections and research centers, and its
librarians....
New York Public Library

EPA libraries: Where do they stand now?

Despite the fact that the Office of Management and Budget had
declared that all federal agencies’ budgets would remain at FY2007
levels, the president’s FY2008 budget contains a request of $7.2
billion for the EPA ($400 million less than was actually expended in
FY2006 and $100 million less than was requested by the president
for the EPA in the FY2007 budget). EPA library network funding will
likely be affected, but how and to what extent? Based on the
February 6 Senate hearings, it’s difficult to say what will happen.
Barbie E. Keiser reviews the situation to see how we got to this
point....
Information Today NewsBreaks, Feb. 12

Thirteen ways of looking at a public library

With indebtedness to the Leo Burnett research team and only
marginal similarity to Wallace Stevens’s poem, “Thirteen Ways of
Looking at a Blackbird,” this list is a tour de force of what a public
library is, was, and is in the process of becoming—for communities
across the United States....
OCLC It’s All Good blog, Feb. 8

Preserving family treasures

No one likes to think about disasters,
whether natural or man-made, but
thinking ahead and preparing, together
with knowledge about first steps, can save
family treasures from ruin. This website provides simple instructions,
as well as links to more comprehensive information for protecting
many types of family treasures. Sponsored by an ALA CarnegieWhitney Award....
Library of Congress Preservation Directorate

Library dress codes: Tattoos, body piercing, and
physical appearance

Attorneys Gerard E. Dempsey and Janet N. Petsche look at three
aspects of dress codes that have evolved into “protected” forms of
expression. They recommend, “In particular, the library should
impose only standards that have some objective, legitimate business
justification.”...
North Suburban Library System (Wheeling, Ill.) e-newsletter, Feb. 8
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Connections, and
Strategies.” Contact:
800-300-9868.

Apr. 19–20:

Center for Summer
Learning, National
Conference, Sheraton
Atlanta Hotel.
“Celebrate Summer as
a Season for
Learning.” Contact:
CSL, 410-516-6228.

Apr. 26–28:

EndUser 2007
Endeavor Users
Group Meeting,
Renaissance
Schaumburg Hotel
and Convention
Center, Schaumburg,
Illinois. Contact: Stan
Christensen.

Apr. 26–30:

Art Libraries Society
of North America,
35th Annual
Conference, Atlanta.
Contact: ARLIS/NA.

@ More...
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Know your copy rights

The Association of Research Libraries has developed
a brochure that gives faculty and teaching
assistants in higher education an understandable
explanation of when and how they can legally use
intellectual property in their teaching, often without
requesting permission or paying fees. An electronic
copy of the brochure is available free on the Know
Your Copy Rights website....
Association of Research Libraries, Feb. 12

School Librarian for a Day in Chicago

School Librarian for a Day is a joint initiative between the Chicago
Public Schools Department of Libraries and Information Services and
the Metropolitan Library System, where library leaders from MLS
libraries (public, academic, and special) throughout the Chicago area
will be invited to spend most of a school day in a CPS school library
with a CPS school librarian. The first “School Librarian for a Day” will
take place at various Chicago Public Schools on Monday, April 23.
Applications are due at the MLS Burr Ridge office by February 20....
Metropolitan Library System

How they tell stories in Scotland

The East Renfrewshire Council is holding its
third Storytelling Festival February 6–March
4. This year’s festival features storytellers
from all backgrounds and locations, from
Fife to far-flung folk from Australia and the
USA. Librarians throughout the council
region will tell stories about everything from
football to fish and fairies....
East Renfrewshire Council, Scotland
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Poll
What do YOU think?

This is an unscientific poll that reflects the opinions of only those AL Direct readers who have chosen to participate.

U.S. & WORLD NEWS
*******************************
Senate committee questions EPA actions
http://www.ala.org/ala/alonline/currentnews/newsarchive/2007/february2007/epahearing.cfm
“The purpose of these oversight hearings is to remind EPA who they are truly accountable to—the American people.”
This salvo was part of U.S. Senate Environment and Public Works Committee Chairman Sen. Barbara Boxer’s (DCalif.) February 6 opening statement at the first in a series of oversight hearings looking into recent Environmental
Protection Agency actions. Backed by several library groups, ALA President Leslie Burger (above) testified about her
concerns over EPA library closings and digitization efforts. (Watch a RealPlayer video of the hearing, 2:51:15; content
begins at 0:16:44, Burger testimony at 2:21:50)....
Bush Library debate spurs efforts to overturn executive order
http://www.ala.org/ala/alonline/currentnews/newsarchive/2007/february2007/bushpapers.cfm
In the wake of resistance to the selection of Southern Methodist University in Dallas as the site for a George W. Bush
Presidential Library and Policy Institute by a group of SMU faculty, some archivists and historians are trying to
broaden the debate. The Society of American Archivists has urged SMU officials to reject the library unless the
administration reverses Executive Order 13233, an edict signed by President Bush November 1, 2001, that allows
incumbent or former presidents and their heirs to withhold the release of presidential papers that would otherwise be
made public after 12 years, even if national security matters are not involved....
Jackson County, Oregon, approves May levy
http://www.ala.org/ala/alonline/currentnews/newsarchive/2007/february2007/jacksonref.cfm
Faced with the impending closure of the Jackson County (Oreg.) central library and all 14 branches April 6, county
commissioners voted 2–1 February 7 to place a levy on the May 15 ballot that, if approved, would allow the libraries to
reopen. The levy, which asks property owners to pay 66 cents per $1,000 of assessed value, would require a double
majority to pass—a turnout of 50% of all registered voters, 50% of whom must approve the measure....
Mesa County exhibit provokes controversy
http://www.ala.org/ala/alonline/currentnews/newsarchive/2007/february2007/gaymesa.cfm
The American Civil Liberties Union’s Colorado chapter has asked the Mesa County (Colo.) Public Library to clarify
its policies on religious displays in response to a local group’s exhibit that is critical of homosexuality and divorce.
Carol Anderson said she was inspired to mount her group’s display—which urges viewers to “Call on God today. Your
eternity depends on it”—by a photo exhibit of families with same-sex parents sponsored by a gay-rights advocacy
group last August....
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ALA NEWS
*******************************
Kratz and Romans elected to Executive Board
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/KratzRomansBoard.htm
Charles E. Kratz, dean of libraries at the University of Scranton, and Larry Romans, head of government information
services at Vanderbilt University library, were elected to serve on the ALA Executive Board at the Midwinter Meeting
in Seattle. Kratz and Romans will each serve three-year terms beginning in June 2007 and concluding in June 2010....
Council supports immigrants’ right to information
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/irr07.htm
At the Midwinter Meeting in Seattle January 22, the ALA Council adopted a resolution opposing any legislation that
infringes on the rights of anyone in the United States or its territories, citizens or otherwise, to use library resources,
programs, and services at the national, state, and local levels....
Council affirms e-government and emergency services
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/egr07.htm
At the Midwinter Meeting in Seattle January 22, the ALA Council adopted a resolution urging governments at all
levels to acknowledge and support the essential role local libraries play in providing e-government and emergency
response and recovery services....
New Woman’s Day initiative
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/smallbusiness.htm
From now until May 10, Woman’s Day magazine, in conjunction with the ALA Campaign for America’s Libraries, is
collecting stories on how its readers have used the library to start their small businesses. The magazine announced the
initiative in its March 6 issue, where it asks its women readers aged 18 and over to submit their stories in 700 words or
less....
ALA-APA endorses nonbinding minimum salary
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/apareso.htm
The ALA–Allied Professional Association endorsed a nonbinding minimum salary for professional librarians at the
Midwinter Meeting in Seattle. The resolution (PDF file) endorses a minimum salary for professional librarians of not
less than $40,000 per year....
Bookmobiles and innovative outreach at 2007 Diversity Fair
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/BookmobilesDiversityFair.htm
ALA invites participation in the 10th Annual Diversity and Outreach Fair on Saturday, June 23, 3–5 p.m., in the
Washington Convention Center during Annual Conference in Washington, D.C. This year the fair will focus on
bookmobile and other innovative services to underserved communities....

Booklist Online
*******************************
Featured review: Media
http://www.booklistonline.com/default.aspx?page=show_product&pid=1872240
In the Tall Grass: Inside the Citizen-Based Justice System. Dec. 2006. Choices, VHS (978-1-933724-08-9).
This powerful film about Rwanda’s attempt at reconciliation opens with horrifying news footage of brutal killings,
mass graves, and fleeing refugees, a result of the 100-day massacre of more than 800,000 Rwandans in 1994. The film
is structured around a series of traditional grass-roots village courts, known as gacaca. Viewers follow genocide
survivor Joanita Mukarusnaga, who openly accuses neighbor Anastasia Butera of killing her husband and children....
@ Visit Booklist Online for other reviews and much more....
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SEATTLE UPDATE
*******************************
March of the Librarians
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Td922l0NoDQ&NR
This 4:58 video of sights at the Seattle convention center during the Midwinter Meeting was produced by Nick Baker,
reference and web services librarian at Williams College in Williamstown, Massachusetts. Baker’s wry narration
pretends to be an anthropological examination of the biannual conference migration of librarians to spend “four days
of networking, vendor dodging, collecting goodies, and possibly mating.”...
YouTube, Feb. 7
AWARDS
*******************************
Minoa Elementary School wins National Library Week grant
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/2007nlwgrant.htm
The Minoa (N.Y.) Elementary School is the winner of the 2007 Scholastic Library Publishing National Library Week
Grant. The $5,000 grant, sponsored by Scholastic Library Publishing and administered by the ALA Public Awareness
Committee, is awarded annually for the best public awareness campaign in support of National Library Week....
ACRL Distance learning librarian award
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/CaseyDLSwinner.htm
Anne Marie Casey, associate dean of libraries at Central Michigan University, has received the ACRL Distance
Learning Section’s 2007 Haworth Press Distance Learning Librarian Conference Sponsorship Award. This annual
award honors an ACRL member working in the field of, or contributing to the success of, distance learning
librarianship or related library service in higher education....
ACRL instruction innovation award
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/ISInnovationwinner.htm
The “Community Workshop Series” created by the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Library’s Instructional
Services Department has won the ACRL Instruction Section’s 2007 Innovation Award. Sponsored by Lexis-Nexis, the
award recognizes a project that demonstrates creative, innovative, or unique approaches to information literacy
instruction or programming....
ACRL Ilene F. Rockman Publication of the Year
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/RockmanPublicationaward.htm
James K. Elmborg, associate professor at the University of Iowa SLIS, and Sheril Jane Hook, coordinator of
instructional services at the University of Toronto at Mississauga, have been chosen as the winners of the ACRL
Instruction Section’s Ilene F. Rockman Publication of the Year Award for their book Centers for Learning: Writing
Centers and Libraries in Collaboration, ACRL Publications in Librarianship, no. 58....
ACRL Oberly award winner
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/STSOberlyAwardAGEcon.htm
AgEcon Search has been selected as the 2007 recipient of the ACRL Science and Technology Section’s Oberly Award
for Bibliography in the Agricultural or Natural Sciences. The AgEcon Search database offers full-text access to
publications from more than 150 academic institutions, professional societies, and government agencies....
PLA institutional scholarship winners
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/PLA2007institutionalwinn.htm
PLA has announced the winners of its “Grow Your Own @ your library” institutional scholarship pilot program. This
year, PLA awarded nine public libraries with grants of $8,000 each to be distributed to staff members who are working
to obtain a master’s degree in library and information science....
ALSC distinguished service award winner
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http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/WardDistinguishedService.htm
Caroline Ward, youth services coordinator at the Ferguson Library in Stamford, Connecticut, is the 2007 recipient of
the ALSC Distinguished Service Award. The award honors an individual ALSC member who has made significant
contributions to, and had an impact on, library service to children and ALSC....
Bechtel Fellowship winner named
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/Bechtelfellowshipwinner.htm
Children’s librarian Charmette Kuhn-Kendrick has been selected as the 2007 recipient of the ALSC Louise Seaman
Bechtel Fellowship. Kuhn-Kendrick will study “The Goblins Will Get Ya: A Survey of Horror in Children’s Literature
from the 19th and Early 20th Centuries” at the University of Florida’s Baldwin Library of Historical Children’s
Literature....
ALSC summer reading program grant
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/BWIReadingGrant.htm
Santa Clara (Calif.) City Library has won the 2007 ALSC BWI Summer Reading Program Grant. The $3,000 grant,
donated by BWI and administered by ALSC, provides financial assistance for public libraries to develop outstanding
summer reading programs for children....
ALSC Tandem Library Books literature program grant
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/ALSCTandemwinner.htm
Diane Williamson of the Abbotts Hill (Ga.) Elementary School has won the 2007 ALSC Tandem Library Books
Literature Program Grant for her program, “Kindergarten Overnighters’ Club.”...
ALSC Penguin Young Readers Group award winners
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/Penguinawardwinners.htm
Four children’s librarians, winners of 2007 Penguin Young Readers Group Awards, will receive grants to attend their
first-ever ALA Annual Conference. The winners are Rachel Martin Gould, Perkins Braille & Talking Book Library,
Watertown, Mass.; Cheryl “Kay” Gooch, Gullett Elementary School, Austin, Texas; Sally L. Miculek, Austin (Tex.)
Public Library; and Suzanne Myers Harold, Multnomah County (Oreg.) Library....
2006 Shubert Library Excellence Awards
http://www.nysl.nysed.gov/libdev/adviscns/rac/award/index.html
The 2006 Joseph F. Shubert Library Excellence Award went to the Southeastern New York Library Resources Council
for the Hudson River Valley Heritage digital access server. The Albany Public Library was the honorary winner of the
2006 Shubert Library Excellence Award for its Big Purple Bus bookmobile. The awards are sponsored by the New
York State Regents Advisory Council on Libraries and funded by EBSCO Information Resources....
New York State Regents Advisory Council on Libraries
Outstanding international books
http://www.schoollibraryjournal.com/article/CA6410489.html
To highlight excellent titles from other nations, the United States Board on Books for Young People and the Council
on Books for Children created their first annual Outstanding International Booklist in 2006. In addition to providing
young readers with appealing selections (many with a distinct cultural flavor), the list aims to introduce kids to
outstanding writers and illustrators from other countries, help them see the world through others’ eyes, and address
topics that are missing from children’s literature in the United States....
School Library Journal, Feb. 1

SEEN ONLINE
*******************************
School library jobs get the ax
http://www.mercedsunstar.com/local/story/13270149p-13902990c.html
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Sixteen library media teacher positions in the Merced (Calif.) City School District will be cut next fall, the board of
education decided by a 2–1 vote February 6. Susan Walsh, the Merced College librarian who said she was speaking as
a voter and community activist, said the board would have to answer to parents, students, and the community for
cutting library media teacher positions. She said the ability to read starts at a young age and can’t be ignored until
students get to the end of junior high school....
Merced (Calif.) Sun-Star, Feb. 7
Google suffers setback in copyright case
http://news.com.com/Google+suffers+setback+in+copyright+case/2100-1030_3-6159108.html?tag=nefd.lede
A Belgian court February 13 ordered the search giant to refrain from showing excerpts of articles from French- and
German-language Belgian newspapers on Google News and Google’s Web search site for Belgium, reaffirming an
earlier ruling by the same court against the search giant. The court rejected Google’s defense that storing of cached
copies of the articles and use of excerpts was fair use of the material and thus not a violation of copyright....
C|Net news, Feb. 13
Book back on Mississauga Catholic school shelves
http://www.mississauga.com/mi/news/story/3870885p-4478062c.html
A week after being pulled off its shelves, the best-selling David Guterson novel Snow Falling on Cedars is back in
Catholic school libraries in Mississauga, Ontario. The review of the book was called after one parent complained about
bad language in the novel, much of which consisted of modifications of the nouns “God” and “Jesus Christ.”...
Mississauga (Ont.) News, Feb. 8
UC Irvine to drop suit over Derrida papers
http://www.latimes.com/news/local/la-me-philosopher14feb14,1,5254576.story
Facing a backlash from scholars worldwide, UC Irvine says it will drop a lawsuit against the widow and children of
professor and philosopher Jacques Derrida, the founder of the deconstruction movement. In November, UCI had sued
Derrida’s estate in federal court, saying his family had refused to relinquish manuscripts and correspondence that
Derrida promised in writing to donate to the university library....
Los Angeles Times, Feb. 14
Mother says Sendak book “obscene”
http://www.dnj.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=2007702070304
Jackie Taylor says she’s appalled that a poetry book her 9-year-old daughter checked out from the library at Cedar
Grove Elementary School in Smyrna, Tennessee, features what she considers “obscene” images. Pointing out
caricatures of a naked young boy and a nursing mother and her carnivorous baby, Taylor believes the book I Saw
Esau, The Schoolchild’s Pocket Book, edited by Iona and Peter Opie and illustrated by Maurice Sendak, is not
appropriate for her daughter, Bethany....
Murfreesboro (Tenn.) Daily News Journal, Feb. 7
School benefits from latte love
http://www.nydailynews.com/02-07-2007/boroughs/story/495326p-417358c.html
A coffee retailer made literary-minded kids in the Bronx jump for joy in early February, not from the caffeine, but at
the unveiling of a new library at Public School 91 paid for by Starbucks. Thanks to a partnership with the Fund for
Public Schools, the coffee giant contributed $40,000 to renovate the second-floor library of the nearly century-old
building....
New York Daily News, Feb. 7
Wizardry book in school library upsets parent
http://www.wtnh.com/Global/story.asp?S=6067219&nav=3YeX
In West Haven, Connecticut, a book about wizardry has one mother anything but charmed. Wizardology: The Book of
the Secrets of Merlin, was checked out of West Haven’s Molloy Elementary School library by Cary Alonzo’s 8-yearold daughter, and she claims it has exposed her daughter to the occult....
WTNH-TV, New Haven, Conn., Feb. 9
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Councilmen donate salaries to library
http://www.pittsburghlive.com/x/pittsburghtrib/news/southwest/s_492009.html
When Jefferson Hills (Pa.) Councilman Michael Kulish Jr. heard that the Jefferson Hills Library needed money to
make improvements, he knew he wanted to help. Kulish did so by offering to donate his $2,000 annual council salary
to the library. Councilman Dominic Serapiglia has been donating his entire council salary to the library since joining
council in October 2004....
Pittsburgh (Pa.) Tribune-Review, Feb. 8
Filling a library’s soul
http://www.freenewmexican.com/news/56583.html
Santa Fe, New Mexico’s first new library in 27 years is scheduled to open March 23, but city officials were all smiles
February 6 as the first of the eventual 80,000-item collection arrived at the Southside branch. The books came amid
orchestrated fanfare as a semitrailer was escorted by police cars, blaring horns and sirens along Jaguar Drive. Children
outside César Chávez Elementary School (above) waved and held up hand-drawn signs as the convoy passed. (See
more pictures and videos.)...
Santa Fe New Mexican, Feb. 7
Braille makes a comeback
http://www.boston.com/news/globe/ideas/articles/2007/02/11/the_rebirth_of_braille/
The increasing number of audiobooks, followed by the appearance of personal computers with synthetic speech
software, led to a view that modern technology was making Braille obsolete. But the popularity of the Braille
Challenge competition is just one sign of a growing resurgence in Braille, a writing system that not so long ago
seemed headed toward extinction....
Boston Globe, Feb. 11
District of Columbia library darts and laurels
http://blog.washingtonpost.com/rawfisher/2007/02/library_darts_and_laurels.html
Columnist Marc Fisher writes: “More than two years ago, the District, in its infinite wisdom, shut down four
neighborhood libraries. Now, there are signs of both progress and further dysfunction in the District’s troubled library
system. If the new Anacostia interim library is any sign of what D.C.’s new libraries will eventually look like, I’m not
sure it’s worth the wait.”...
Washington Post blog, Feb. 12
Books: Liver or ice cream?
http://www.azstarnet.com/allheadlines/168527
Pima County (Ariz.) public librarians and children’s authors Gina Macaluso and Mary Margaret Mercado believe
books can be either liver or ice cream—just good for you, or really yummy. For Tucson’s Love of Reading Week,
they want kids to get started reading books that are yummy like ice cream, “then they’ll develop a palate for everything
else and learn to eat more than just ice cream,” Mercado said....
Tucson Arizona Daily Star, Feb. 12

TECH TALK
*******************************
Book scanner eliminates distortions
http://www.boingboing.net/2007/02/09/scanner_for_books.html
The Plustek OpticBook 3600 series of scanners could come in handy for digitization projects. The scanning surface
extends to the edge of the machine, allowing books to hang over the edge for maximum legibility between bound
pages. PC Magazine reviewed the scanner in 2004....
Boing Boing, Feb. 9; Plustek
Bigger fish: ProQuestCSA
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http://blogs.ala.org/pace.php?title=bigger_fish
On February 12, Cambridge Information Group’s CSA and ProQuest Information and Learning officially merged. The
new privately held company will be known as ProQuestCSA. Marty Kahn (formerly of OneSource and Ovid) joins
ProQuestCSA as the new CEO. Matt Dunie, president of CSA, will serve as president for the newly combined
operation, which will maintain offices in both Ann Arbor and Bethesda....
Hectic Pace blog, Feb. 14
2007 Horizon Report showcases new technologies
http://www.nmc.org/horizon/
A collaboration between the New Media Consortium and the EDUCAUSE Learning Initiative, this fourth edition of
the Horizon Report (PDF file) identifies six technologies that will have a significant impact on college and university
campuses over the next five years. This year, the report highlights user-created content, social networking, mobile
phones, virtual worlds, the new scholarship and emerging forms of publication, and massively multiplayer educational
gaming....
NMC Emerging Technologies Initiative
We had to destroy the library to save it
http://www.campustechnology.com/news_article.asp?id=20183&typeid=153
Terry Calhoun writes: “Let’s take a look into the near future and see who wins the race to digitize the record of
humanity through 2000. The winner will be the Informagical Coalition, backed by Chinese dollars, according to one of
my favorite science fiction authors, Vernor Vinge, in his 1993 essay ‘The Coming Technological Singularity: How to
Survive in the Post-Human Era.’”...
Information Technology Trends, Feb. 8
Top 25 Web 2.0 search engines
http://oedb.org/library/features/top-25-web20-search-engines
The new search engines that may stand the best chance to become the next Google all share one common element—the
use of Web 2.0 technology that they hope will increase search result relevance. Some offer functionality that’s slowly
making its way into traditional search engines. Others further the attempt to traverse the invisible Web and index other
previously unsearchable research sources....
Online Education Database, Feb. 6

ACTIONS AND ANSWERS
*******************************
New York Public Library documentary premieres February 22
http://www.nypl.org/press/2007/palace.cfm
From the quiet grandeur of the Rose Main Reading Room to the boisterous hum of a children’s reading hour at the
Chatham Square Branch Library in Lower Manhattan, the New York Public Library comes alive in all of its
complexity in a new one-hour documentary film premiering on public television February 22. The People’s Palace, a
production of Kunhardt Productions and Thirteen/WNET New York, paints a sweeping portrait of the library, focusing
on its history, its collections and research centers, and its librarians....
New York Public Library
EPA libraries: Where do they stand now?
http://newsbreaks.infotoday.com/nbReader.asp?ArticleId=19226
Despite the fact that the Office of Management and Budget had declared that all federal agencies’ budgets would
remain at FY2007 levels, the president’s FY2008 budget contains a request of $7.2 billion for the EPA ($400 million
less than was actually expended in FY2006 and $100 million less than was requested by the president for the EPA in
the FY2007 budget). EPA library network funding will likely be affected, but how and to what extent? Based on the
February 6 Senate hearings, it’s difficult to say what will happen. Barbie E. Keiser reviews the situation to see how we
http://aldirect.ala.org/sites/default/al_direct/2007/february/021407_text_version.txt[7/17/2014 1:19:14 PM]

got to this point....
Information Today NewsBreaks, Feb. 12
Thirteen ways of looking at a public library
http://scanblog.blogspot.com/2007/02/13-ways-of-looking-at-public-library.html
With indebtedness to the Leo Burnett research team and only marginal similarity to Wallace Stevens’s poem, “Thirteen
Ways of Looking at a Blackbird,” this list is a tour de force of what a public library is, was, and is in the process of
becoming—for communities across the United States....
OCLC It’s All Good blog, Feb. 8
Preserving family treasures
http://www.loc.gov/preserv/familytreasures/
No one likes to think about disasters, whether natural or man-made, but thinking ahead and preparing, together with
knowledge about first steps, can save family treasures from ruin. This website provides simple instructions, as well as
links to more comprehensive information for protecting many types of family treasures. Sponsored by an ALA
Carnegie-Whitney Award....
Library of Congress Preservation Directorate
Library dress codes: Tattoos, body piercing, and physical appearance
http://www.nsls.info/articles/detail.aspx?articleID=114
Attorneys Gerard E. Dempsey and Janet N. Petsche look at three aspects of dress codes that have evolved into
“protected” forms of expression. They recommend, “In particular, the library should impose only standards that have
some objective, legitimate business justification.”...
North Suburban Library System (Wheeling, Ill.) e-newsletter, Feb. 8
Know your copy rights
http://www.arl.org/news/pr/kycrpr.shtml
The Association of Research Libraries has developed a brochure that gives faculty and teaching assistants in higher
education an understandable explanation of when and how they can legally use intellectual property in their teaching,
often without requesting permission or paying fees. An electronic copy of the brochure is available free on the Know
Your Copy Rights website....
Association of Research Libraries, Feb. 12
School Librarian for a Day in Chicago
http://www.mls.lib.il.us/ennounce/2007/01_02/SLFADVisitorInfo.asp
School Librarian for a Day is a joint initiative between the Chicago Public Schools Department of Libraries and
Information Services and the Metropolitan Library System, where library leaders from MLS libraries (public,
academic, and special) throughout the Chicago area will be invited to spend most of a school day in a CPS school
library with a CPS school librarian. The first “School Librarian for a Day” will take place at various Chicago Public
Schools on Monday, April 23. Applications are due at the MLS Burr Ridge office by February 20....
Metropolitan Library System
How they tell stories in Scotland
http://www.eastrenfrewshire.gov.uk/storytellingfestival.htm
The East Renfrewshire Council is holding its third Storytelling Festival February 6–March 4. This year’s festival
features storytellers from all backgrounds and locations, from Fife to far-flung folk from Australia and the USA.
Librarians throughout the council region will tell stories about everything from football to fish and fairies....
East Renfrewshire Council, Scotland
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U.S. & World News
Three states and feds pursue social networking
controls

Legislators in Illinois, Georgia, and North Carolina have drafted bills
that would restrict access by children and teens to such websites as
MySpace and Facebook, while the U.S. Senate is again considering a
law that jeopardizes e-rate funding for libraries that do not limit
minors’ use of social networking sites—a replay of the Deleting
Online Predators Act (DOPA) of 2006, which passed the House by
410–15 in July 2006 but died in the Senate....

Presidential libraries
combine archives
online

Twelve presidential libraries
spanning the Herbert Hoover
to Bill Clinton administrations
have teamed up to create the
Presidential Timeline of the
20th Century, a multimedia
online archive launched February 15. Spearheaded by the Lyndon
Baines Johnson Library and Museum in Austin, Texas, the
collaborative effort presents interactive timelines of each president’s
life that include documents, diaries, maps, photo galleries, audio
recordings, video clips, and classroom projects for teachers....

Exhibits, keynote
speakers, and many
meetings and programs
will be held in the
Washington
Convention Center,
located at 801 Mount
Vernon Place, N.W.

Providence may sell historic
downtown library

Facing financial pressures that have
resulted in layoffs, cuts in operating
hours, and threatened branch closings,
the Providence (R.I.) Public Library is
considering selling its historic
downtown Central Library facility. The
107-year-old, 115,000-square-foot building, which is on the National
Register of Historic Places, was valued by the city at $16 million in
the late 1990s; since then, the downtown area has enjoyed a
building boom....
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Authored by
members of the
team that developed,
tested, and perfected
this methodology for
over a decade,
Measuring Your
Library’s Value: How
to Do a Cost-Benefit
Analysis for Your
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ALA News
Washington Office presents its
first Second Life lecture

On February 15, David Lankes of
Syracuse University delivered the ALA
Washington Office’s first interactive
presentation in Second Life, entitled
“Participatory Networks: Libraries as
Conversation.” Since the presentation
was based on a technology brief written for the Office for Information
Technology Policy on social networking software, Second Life proved
to be a fantastic venue to engage librarians in a conversation about
the paper....

Public Library gives
librarians the tools to
conduct a defensible
and credible costbenefit analysis (CBA)
that prepares library
leaders to collaborate
with economists and
consultants. NEW!
From ALA Editions.

District Dispatch blog, Feb. 16

American Libraries presents Julie
Andrews

In a special Annual Conference program celebrating
the magazine’s centennial, American Libraries presents
Julie Andrews, star of the films Mary Poppins and The
Sound of Music and the Broadway musicals My Fair
Lady and Camelot. She published her first children’s
book, Mandy, in 1971 and as Julie Andrews Edwards
she and her daughter Emma Walton Hamilton recently published a
series of books, including The Great American Mousical, from
HarperCollins. The event will take place Monday, June 25, 10:30 a.m.
to noon....

Record number of libraries
receive “Let’s Talk About It”
grants

The ALA Public Programs Office and
Nextbook, a gateway to Jewish literature,
culture and ideas, selected 95 public and
academic libraries in 31 states to receive grants for Let’s Talk About
It: Jewish Literature programs. This is the largest number of “Let’s
Talk About It” grants ever awarded under a single application
deadline....

National Library
Week, April 15–21,
2007, is a time to
celebrate the
contributions of our
nation’s libraries,
librarians, and library
workers and to promote
library use and support.

In this issue
February 2007

New CPLA courses and candidates
approved

The Certified Public Library Administrator Program
Certification Review Committee approved 28
candidates and eight more program courses at the
2007 ALA Midwinter Meeting in Seattle. The
program is a voluntary post-MLS certification
program for public librarians with three years or
more of supervisory experience and ALA-accredited master’s degrees
in library and information studies....

COA announces accreditation actions

The Committee on Accreditation has continued the accreditation of
LIS graduate programs for the University of British Columbia, the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and the University of
Washington....
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Race and Place: A
Personal Account of
Unequal Access
Historically Black
Colleges and
Universities
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Spectrum Turns 10

Featured review: Reference

Stephens, Otis H. Encyclopedia of American
Civil Rights and Liberties. Dec. 2006.
1,342p. Greenwood, hardcover (978-0-31332758-2).
American civil rights and liberties have a
historical past and active presence in our
society. This encyclopedia provides an
overview of more than 600 topics in both
the civil rights and liberties arenas. Laws, Supreme Court
decisions, major historical developments and social
movements, prominent individuals, groups and organizations,
government departments and agencies, and issues and hot
topics are discussed at length. Entries cover Civil Rights Acts
from 1866 to 1988, equal employment, due process, religious
freedom, animal rights, and reproductive rights....

High school noir

Michael McCulloch is not
just another talented first
novelist. Yes, his debut
crime novel, Cold Lessons
(Five Star), is a hard-hitting
roman noir, but McCulloch
is more than he seems.
Lurking behind the
pseudonym is our own Keir Graff, Booklist Online’s Senior
Editor. No matter what name is on the title page, Cold
Lessons is, indeed, a novel to be proud of. In an era when
the term noir has lost most of its meaning (it’s not a
synonym for hard-boiled), Keir takes us back to the classic
noir writers (Thompson, Goodis, et al.) whose heroes typically
faced a challenge and failed....

@ Visit Booklist Online for other reviews and much more....
D.C. Update
You know where your money
goes...

See where it came from on a visit to
the U.S. Bureau of Engraving and
Printing during ALA Annual Conference,
June 21–27. You'll see millions of
dollars printed during a tour of the BEP.
The tour features the various steps of currency production, beginning
with large, blank sheets of paper, and ending with wallet-ready bills.
Free, same-day tickets are required for all tours on a first-come,
first-served basis. The ticket booth on Raoul Wallenberg Place opens
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From the
CentenniAL
Blog

The first real
coverage of
technology in the
pages of the Bulletin
of the American
Library Association
came in 1911, outside
the standard
conference coverage.
A two-paragraph story
on page 45 covers an
informal conference of
library educators,
where attendees
concluded that
stereopticon slides
could have a use in
library education “if
some means of
obtaining them for
temporary use by
different schools could
be effected, as the
purchase of a large
collection by any one
school would be too
expensive.”

Career Leads
from

Programs Manager.
The Oklahoma
Department of
Rehabilitation Services
is seeking a full-time
Programs Manager
with duties of an
administrative
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at 8:00 a.m. Monday through Friday and closes when all tickets have
been distributed (usually by 9 a.m.)....

Division News
Elizabeth Edwards to keynote PLA
President’s program

Elizabeth Edwards, a passionate advocate for children
and families and the wife of 2008 presidential
candidate John Edwards, will deliver the keynote
address to the PLA President’s Program and Awards
Presentation June 25 at ALA Annual Conference in the
Washington, D.C., Convention Center....

librarian for the
Oklahoma Library for
the Blind and
Physically
Handicapped in
Oklahoma City....

@ More jobs...

ALCTS poster session proposals

ALCTS seeks proposals for a poster session to be held
during its 50th Anniversary Conference, June 20–21, in
Washington, D.C. The conference theme, “Interactive
Futures: A National Conference on the Transformation of
Library Collections & Technical Services,” will engage attendees in a
thought-provoking, open, and participatory exchange on the
transformation of our work and our profession....

ALCTS 2007 preconferences

On June 21–22, ALCTS will offer two two-day workshops in the
continuing series on basic cataloging from ALCTS and the Program
for Cooperative Cataloging: “Fundamentals of Library of Congress
Classification” and “Comprehensive Series Training.”...

Awards
New ALA scholarship named after Cicely
Phippen Marks

ALA has established a new scholarship to help support
the education of a student enrolled in an ALAaccredited LIS master’s degree program who has an
interest in working in a federal library. Named in
honor of the late Cicely Phippen Marks, who died in
July 2006, and supported by a generous donation from her husband
Charles L. Garris, the annual award of $1,500 will be sponsored by
the Federal and Armed Forces Round Table. When she retired
because of her health in 2004, Marks was working at the U.S.
Customs and Border Protection library....

Notable computer software for children

ALSC has selected its 2007 list of Notable Computer Software and
Online Subscription Services for children. The list identifies highquality computer programs and online subscription services for
children 14 years of age and younger....

RUSA Emerald Research Grant deadline extended

RUSA is extending the submission deadline for its Emerald Research
Grant Award to April 15. The award is sponsored by the Emerald
Group Publishing Limited and presented by RUSA’s Business
Reference and Services Section....
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National Library
Workers Day, April
17, 2007, is a day for
library staff, users,
administrators, and
Friends groups to
recognize the valuable
contributions made by
all library workers.

Public
Perception
How the World
Sees Us

“The Minuteman
Library Network [in
eastern
Massachusetts] is
like having Amazon
at your fingertips,
but free!”
—Cambridge, Mass., resident
Wendy Ahlborg in a letter to
the editor of the Boston
Globe, Feb. 18.
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Improving Literacy Through School Libraries grants
Applications are due April 2 for these Department of Education
program grants. Eligible applicants include local education agencies
(LEAs) in which at least 20% of the students served are from
families with incomes below the poverty line based on the most
recent data from the U.S. Census Bureau. Approximately $19 million
will be available for funding, and an estimated 100 grants will be
awarded under this competition....
U.S. Department of Education

Polls open on March
15 and ballot mailing
begins for the 2007 ALA
election.

Staples Foundation grants

Libraries might be interested in applying for
Staples Foundation for Learning grants, which help
fund nonprofit programs that provide job skills or
education to everyone, with a special emphasis on
disadvantaged youth. Applications for the next round of grants are
due April 6....
Staples Foundation for Learning

Seen Online
Gay-rights pioneer Barbara Gittings dies

Barbara Gittings, 75, leader in the fight for gay rights,
died February 18 in Kennett Square, Pennsylvania,
after a seven-year struggle with breast cancer.
Gittings had served as head of the ALA Gay Task
Force and in 2003 was presented with an ALA
Honorary Membership, the Association’s highest honor.
Involved with gay rights since the 1950s, Gittings
helped organize Philadelphia’s first gay civil rights demonstration in
1965 and its first gay pride parade in 1972....
Philadelphia Inquirer, Feb. 20

With one word, children’s book sets off
a media uproar

The word “scrotum” does not often appear in polite
conversation. Or children’s literature, for that
matter. Yet there it is on the first page of The
Higher Power of Lucky, by Susan Patron, this year’s
winner of the Newbery Medal. The book’s heroine
hears the word when another character says he saw
a rattlesnake bite his dog, Roy, on the scrotum. But
Gelf Magazine points out that youth literature is
filled with scrotums, librarian/author Susan Patron responds that she
“was interested in creating authentic characters who would ring true
for readers,” and Authors Supporting Intellectual Freedom
sarcastically admit, “We sit there at our computers, looking for places
to sneak in those touchy words, just so we can shock shock!
unsuspecting librarians.”...
New York Times, Gelf, Publisher’s Weekly, AS IF! blog, Feb. 15–19

Bill could stimulate library donations

Sen. Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.) and Sen. Bob Bennett (R-Utah) have
reintroduced for the fourth time legislation that would encourage
artists to donate their works to libraries and museums. The ArtistMuseum Partnership Act (PDF file) would allow artists, writers, and
composers to take a tax deduction equal to the fair market value of
the works they donate to U.S. public institutions. Under current law,
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What’ll It Be, Hon?
Patty MacDonald and
Maureen Beck offer a
potpourri of things to
do in Baltimore before,
during, or after the
ACRL National
Conference, March
29–April 1.

Poll

What do YOU think?
Is the use of the
word “scrotum” in
Susan Patron’s The
Higher Power of
Lucky gratuitous?
(See adjacent
story.)
Click here to
ANSWER!
This is an unscientific poll
that reflects the opinions of
only those AL Direct readers
who have chosen to
participate.
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they can only deduct the value of supplies....
Senator Patrick Leahy, Feb. 12

Ask the ALA
Librarian

Muskogee library program keeps global tradition

Muskogee (Okla.) Public Library directors and board members have
come and gone, but one thing that has stayed the same for the past
31 years is the Great Decisions program and Don Betz. The library’s
Great Decisions is believed to be the longest-running program in the
state that invites experts to speak on global topics. Betz, a Middle
East expert and now chancellor at the University of Wisconsin at
River Falls, is credited for the longevity of the series, in which
speakers focus on a particular area of the world....
Tulsa (Okla.) World, Feb. 19

Tennessee library missing from state budget

A proposed $48-million new library for the University of Tennessee at
Chattanooga is not included in Gov. Phil Bredesen’s 2007–08 budget
recommendations, administration officials said February 19. While
there are some $190.2 million in higher education projects in the
budget, the proposed replacement for UTC’s Lupton Library is not
there....
Chattanooga (Tenn.) Times Free Press, Feb. 20

Black women having their say

A Newark Public Library exhibit (PDF file) for
Black History Month features more than 100
African-American women authors from New
Jersey. Few are big names in the literary world.
One owned a cosmetics company; two wrote
textbooks for Islamic children in Jersey City;
another was a 1949 Newark politician who owned
a Swedish massage parlor. If it hadn’t been for
curator Sibyl E. Moses, their work would have
been lost. The exhibit runs through March 3....
Newark (N.J.) Star-Ledger, Feb. 2

High school student pleads for library funding

A Fairfield Area (Pa.) High School junior asked the school board this
week not to slash funds from the school library in the 2007–08
budget. Kayla Miller told the school board many of the library’s books
are out of date, and “it’s often very hard (to do projects) if we can’t
find what we need.” The preliminary budget the board approved
February 12 includes only $100 for the purchase of new books, a
reduction of about $11,000 from 2006–07....
Hanover (Pa.) Evening Sun, Feb. 17

Library posters an ethical gray area in New York

If and when the New York Senate, as its leaders have promised,
adopts the ethics bill unanimously passed in the Assembly in midFebruary, will the New York Library Association have to stop handing
out those “Read” posters that feature nearly life-size photos of state
legislators? The proposed new law bans all lobbying gifts except
those of nominal value....
Albany (N.Y.) Times-Union, Feb. 19

Philadelphia branch closed by
flood

The Independence branch of the Free
Library of Philadelphia will be closed several
weeks due to a sprinkler pipe that burst
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Q. I've just been
elected to my
library’s board of
trustees. Where can
I get information
about what trustees
do? What kind of
insurance is needed,
if any?
A. There are several
sources of information
for the new trustee, if
your library doesn’t
provide orientation
materials. General
information is
available from ALTA,
the Association for
Library Trustees and
Advocates. And
because libraries are
governed by state
law, you should check
with your state
library or state
library association
for resources
pertinent to your
state. As for the
insurance question,
typically, the library
will purchase Errors
and Omissions
coverage, if state law
does not provide
adequate protection
for individuals serving
on volutary boards;
again, check with your
state as to what is
needed. Find out more
on the ALA
Professional Tips
wiki....
The ALA Librarian
welcomes your
questions.
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February 11 and soaked carpeting in the
main reading room. Two earlier floods
caused by burst pipes during renovations last summer damaged a
unique collection of gay and lesbian civil-rights books donated by the
late Barbara Gittings....
Philadelphia Inquirer, Feb. 20

Post–Civil War papers find permanent home

A suitcase documenting the life of a Confederate officer was shuttled
between attics and basements for decades, the papers inside
becoming fragile and yellow, closer to peril with each passing year.
After years in transit, the postwar papers of Lt. Col. Benjamin
Franklin Eshleman are now in the public domain, preserved
indefinitely inside the climate-controlled rare-books vault at the
University of South Carolina Beaufort South Campus, thanks to a
recent donation....
Beaufort (S.C.) Gazette, Feb. 14

Student library sit-in in defense of mosques

For more than three weeks, 200 female students from the Jamia
Hafsa Islamic seminary, veiled in black and armed with sticks, have
staged a sit-in at a nearby children’s library in Islamabad, Pakistan,
to protest the government’s demolition of two illegally built mosques.
The students occupied the library by force, making a temporary
rooftop bridge from their own building, and then climbing in, but the
government has balked at using force to break up the
demonstration....
New York Times, Feb. 21

Tech Talk
Tips on creating a podcast

On December 7, 2006, the ALA Washington Office debuted the
District Dispatch Podcast, a regularly updated audio program
containing news and commentary about library-related legislation.
Many people have asked them how to create a podcast, so they have
responded by offering a step-by-step podcasting guide....
District Dispatch blog, Feb. 14

Launching IM reference at Binghamton University

Binghamton University libraries implemented an IM reference service
using the Trillian client to monitor multiple IM accounts at two
distinct reference service points. This paper by Elizabeth Brown,
Sarah Maximiek, and Erin E. Rushton addresses the process and
practical considerations of implementing the service including
selection of the appropriate software, creation of IM accounts for
each service, development of a staffing schedule, and training of
reference staff....
College and Undergraduate Libraries (2006)

Open letter to ILS vendors

Roy Tennant offers some trend-watching tips to vendors of
integrated library systems in this open letter, which also refers to a
November 2006 article in Business Week on Eastman Kodak adapting
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Calendar
Mar. 2:

Dominican
University GSLIS,
River Forest, Illinois.
“Shape Shifters and
Change Masters:
Librarians’
Professional Identity
and Image in the 21st
Century.” Contact:
GSLIS, 708-524-6845.

Mar. 21–23:

American
Association for
State and Local
History workshop,
National Cowboy and
Western Museum,
Oklahoma City.
“Digitization and
Museums.” Contact:
Bethany Hawkins,
615-320-3203.

Mar. 22–23:

ALCTS/PALINET,
Philadelphia. “Basic
Collection
Development and
Management.”
Contact: Diana
Bitting.

Mar. 23–25:

Information Ethics
Roundtable,
University of Arizona
SIRLS, Tucson.
“Indigenous
Knowledge and
Cultural Property.”
Contact: Kay
Mathiesen.

Mar. 27–31:

Visual Resources
Association, Silver
Anniversary
Conference, Kansas
City, Missouri.
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to the digital-camera market....

Contact: Linda A.
Reynolds.

TechEssence.Info blog, Feb. 15

Actions & Answers
The new academic library professional

(subscription

required)

If you work in an academic library and are under 35, you probably
don’t have a lot in common with your older counterparts. You are far
more likely to work in areas beyond the confines of traditional
librarianship, often in information technology. You are less likely to
hold a degree in library science. You are more diverse in ethnic and
racial terms. And while those of you in nonsupervisory jobs generally
earn less than your comparable older colleagues, some of you in
high-tech jobs earn much more....
Chronicle of Higher Education, Feb. 23

Joint statement on censorship and science

A hearing held on January 30 by the House of Representatives
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform revealed a
widespread pattern of political interference in the operations of
federal scientific activities, including censorship of federal scientists’
speech and writing, the distortion and suppression of research
results, and retaliation against those who protest these acts. This
statement, endorsed by the ALA and the National Coalition Against
Censorship, identifies the issues at stake....
National Coalition Against Censorship, Feb. 6

Colorado CE opportunities on LEO

Since November, librarians in Colorado have been
able to find continuing education opportunities
through the LEO online database. Maintained by the
Colorado Library Consortium and developed by the
Quipu Group of Wheat Ridge, Colorado, the
database is browsable by date, organization, and
topic....
Colorado Library Consortium

Do you know a Griot?

StoryCorps Griot is a one-year initiative, funded by the Corporation
for Public Broadcasting, to collect interviews from some 1,750 African
Americans. From February 15, 2007, through February 28, 2008, the
project will make stops in nine locations, partnering with radio
stations, historically black colleges and universities, and other
cultural institutions and membership organizations, to record and
distribute the stories. The tour is in Atlanta until March 24 and in
Newark from March 29 to May 5....
StoryCorps, Feb. 7

The underrepresented Native American LIS student

Emporia State University student Monique Lloyd describes how Native
Americans are underrepresented in the field of library science, the
possible causes behind this imbalance, and programs designed to
recruit American Indians and other minority groups....
Library Student Journal 2, no. 1 (Feb.)

New WorldCat Registry

The WorldCat Registry is a web-based
directory for libraries and library consortia that serves as an
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Mar. 28:

Metropolitan New
York Library Council
workshop, METRO
Training Center, New
York City. “A Tech
Forecast: Library 2.0
in the Real World.”
Contact: METRO, 212228-2320.

Apr. 2–4:

Oklahoma Library
Association,
Centennial
Conference, Oklahoma
City. “100 Years and
New Frontiers.”
Contact: Kay Boies,
405-525-5100.

Apr. 10–13:

Florida Library
Association, Annual
Conference, Lake
Buena Vista. “Libraries
Tell Stories.” Contact:
FLA.

Apr. 11–14:

Texas Library
Association, Annual
Conference, San
Antonio. “Strong
Libraries, Strong
Communities.”
Contact: TLA.

Apr. 13:

Beinecke Rare Book
& Manuscript
Library, Yale
University, New
Haven, Connecticut.
“The Influence of
Early 20th Century
Book Arts on
Contemporary Artists’
Books.” Contact:
Kathryn James.

Apr. 16–18:

Connecticut Library
Association, Annual
Conference, Hartford.
“Libraries: The Third
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authoritative single source for information defining institutional
identity, services, relationships, contacts, and other key data. People
with whom you formerly shared information using a variety of
methods—internet, fax, phone, paper—can now retrieve the data
themselves through the registry....

Place.” Contact: CLA.

Oral histories of U.S. diplomats

Contact Us

@ More...

OCLC WorldCat

A new online collection of interviews with
some of the most prominent diplomats of
the 20th century debuted February 21 on
the Library of Congress website.
“Frontline Diplomacy,” the foreign affairs
oral history collection of the Association
for Diplomatic Studies and Training,
captures diplomats’ experiences,
motivations, critiques, personal analyses, and private thoughts....
Library of Congress, Feb. 21

Academic Freedom Center established at NYU

A new center for the study of academic freedom has been
established at New York University’s Division of Libraries. The
Frederic Ewen Academic Center will sponsor scholarly research and
public programs to raise awareness of threats to intellectual freedom.
Funded by a major gift from Herbert Kurz, chairman of the board of
the Presidential Life Insurance Company, the center is housed at
NYU’s Tamiment Library, an archive devoted to research on labor
history and the history of other progressive political movements....
New York University, Feb. 13

Jump to light speed: Star Wars turns
30 in May
To tie in with the 30th Anniversary of Star Wars,
Random House has created a free event kit to
help booksellers and librarians offer something
special. If you sign up for an event, you will
receive a Star Wars 30th anniversary event box
that includes a commemorative poster, a list of
activity ideas, and Yoda “Read, you will” pins....
Random House/Del Rey

Highlights from week one of Five Weeks to a Social
Library

In the first week of the free online course Five Weeks to a Social
Library, participants focused on blogs and heard some amazing
presentations from academic librarians, a public librarian, a special
librarian, and a fresh-out-of-library-school librarian (all of which are
available). Meredith Farkas has some extracts of participants’ blog
posts that she found particularly insightful....
Information Wants to Be Free blog, Feb. 18

Gail Borden Public Library’s
Storypalooza

The Gail Borden Public Library District in Elgin,
Illinois, is using YouTube to help them tell stories
about the library and reading. In January and
February, they asked library users to pick up
their cameras and upload videos about their
favorite books or community activities. Now that the deadline has
passed, they are asking everyone to vote for their favorites....
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Gail Borden Public Library District

Love in the stacks: The Britannica 2007
yearbook entry on “Libraries”

American Libraries Senior Editor George Eberhart
contributed the entry on “Libraries” to the 2007
Britannica Book of the Year. It’s available in slightly
edited form on the Britannica blog, timed for release
on Valentine’s Day because of the news about Belgian
bib-dating, the British “Love Libraries” campaign, and
the Dutch “We miss you!” marketing award....
Britannica blog, Feb. 14

Three Maine college libraries to collaborate on
model program

Colby, Bates, and Bowdoin colleges have received a $280,000 grant
from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation to build a model collaborative
library collection development program. The plan is to share
collection resources in all formats, electronic and print, reduce
unnecessary duplication and redundant purchases, and make a
broader universe of materials available at each campus....
Bowdoin College, Jan. 3

Suffering from Buffy
withdrawal?

Fans of the former TV series Buffy
the Vampire Slayer can recreate the
Sunnydale High School library as a
display center for their favorite
action figures. As the promo says,
“With an occult section larger than
the Smithsonian’s, the Sunnydale High School Library served as
Buffy’s not-so-secret headquarters for three years. Whether serving
as Research Central or being blown up to stop the Mayor, the library
playset is an intricately designed reproduction of the classic two-level
design.”...
Toynk.com

E-books for French people with disabilities

French digital librarian Alain Patez writes that since 2001, he and
other librarians at the Landowski multimedia library of BoulogneBillancourt in the western suburbs of Paris have been doing fieldwork
in the area of digital reading by quadriplegics. In partnership with
Numilog, they created a Digital Library for Disabled Persons in
January 2006 for the town....
Tele-Read blog, Feb. 17

Science-fiction author bookplates

Bookplate blogger Lewis Jaffe offers a selection of
bookplates used by famous sf authors from Edgar Rice
Burroughs and H. P. Lovecraft to John Brunner and
Arthur C. Clarke. Of the bookplate pictured here, he
writes: “Harlan Ellison uses a bookplate printed at
Gnome press from a design by Ed Cartier. The late
Andre Norton used a similar bookplate.”...
Confessions of a Bookplate Junkie, Feb. 3

UK town funds new school library for Sri Lanka

A school in a tsunami-ravaged area of Sri Lanka is to get a brand
new library, thanks to the mayor of Stevenage’s fundraising appeal.
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Shums Central College in Maruthamunai was one of 15 schools on Sri
Lanka’s east coast to be completely destroyed by the December 2004
tsunami. The Mayor’s Tsunami Appeal has provided £2,500 ($4,890
U.S.) to the project so far and will soon donate another £2,500 to
complete it....
Stevenage (U.K.) Council, Jan. 26

Reasons to love your library

The New Jersey State Library compiled
this video (1:37) of users explaining why
they love their public library, such as:
“They know the kind of books I like, I
find things I didn’t even know I needed
or wanted, [and] I couldn’t fit everything
I like to read and listen to in my
personal library.”...
New Jersey State Library, Feb. 12

British Library improves website

The British Library’s new home page incorporates an improved search
engine that can simultaneously query its web pages, its entire
catalogue, 90,000 pictures and sounds from the Collect Britain
website, and 9 million articles from 20,000 journals on British Library
Direct....
British Library

Strange book titles in Topeka

The Topeka and Shawnee County (Kans.)
Public Library lists on its blog a few odd book
titles in the library’s collection, among them
Forbidden Fruit Creates Many Jams by Mary
Katherine and David Compton and Island of
the Sequined Love Nun by Christopher
Moore....
PaperCuts blog, Feb. 17
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Poll
What do YOU think?
Is the use of the word “scrotum” in Susan Patron’s The Higher Power of Lucky gratuitous? (See adjacent story.)
Click here to ANSWER!
http://www.zoomerang.com/survey.zgi?p=WEB2266X6PVP2T
This is an unscientific poll that reflects the opinions of only those AL Direct readers who have chosen to participate.

U.S. & WORLD NEWS
*******************************
Three states and feds pursue social networking controls
http://www.ala.org/ala/alonline/currentnews/newsarchive/2007/february2007/socialnets.cfm
Legislators in Illinois, Georgia, and North Carolina have drafted bills that would restrict access by children and teens
to such websites as MySpace and Facebook, while the U.S. Senate is again considering a law that jeopardizes e-rate
funding for libraries that do not limit minors’ use of social networking sites—a replay of the Deleting Online Predators
Act (DOPA) of 2006, which passed the House by 410–15 in July 2006 but died in the Senate....
Presidential libraries combine archives online
http://www.ala.org/ala/alonline/currentnews/newsarchive/2007/february2007/presweb.cfm
Twelve presidential libraries spanning the Herbert Hoover to Bill Clinton administrations have teamed up to create the
Presidential Timeline of the 20th Century, a multimedia online archive launched February 15. Spearheaded by the
Lyndon Baines Johnson Library and Museum in Austin, Texas, the collaborative effort presents interactive timelines of
each president’s life that include documents, diaries, maps, photo galleries, audio recordings, video clips, and
classroom projects for teachers....
Providence may sell historic downtown library
http://www.ala.org/ala/alonline/currentnews/newsarchive/2007/february2007/providencesell.cfm
Facing financial pressures that have resulted in layoffs, cuts in operating hours, and threatened branch closings, the
Providence (R.I.) Public Library is considering selling its historic downtown Central Library facility. The 107-year-old,
115,000-square-foot building, which is on the National Register of Historic Places, was valued by the city at $16
million in the late 1990s; since then, the downtown area has enjoyed a building boom....
ALA NEWS
*******************************
Washington Office presents its first Second Life lecture
http://blogs.ala.org/districtdispatch.php?title=ala_wo_lecture_in_second_life&more=1&c=1&tb=1&pb=1
On February 15, David Lankes of Syracuse University delivered the ALA Washington Office’s first interactive
presentation in Second Life, entitled “Participatory Networks: Libraries as Conversation.” Since the presentation was
based on a technology brief written for the Office for Information Technology Policy on social networking software,
Second Life proved to be a fantastic venue to engage librarians in a conversation about the paper....
District Dispatch blog, Feb. 16
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American Libraries presents Julie Andrews
http://www.ala.org/ala/eventsandconferencesb/annual/2007a/specialevents.htm#andrews
In a special Annual Conference program celebrating the magazine’s centennial, American Libraries presents Julie
Andrews, star of the films Mary Poppins and The Sound of Music and the Broadway musicals My Fair Lady and
Camelot. She published her first children’s book, Mandy, in 1971 and as Julie Andrews Edwards she and her daughter
Emma Walton Hamilton recently published a series of books, including The Great American Mousical, from
HarperCollins. The event will take place Monday, June 25, 10:30 a.m. to noon....
Record number of libraries receive “Let’s Talk About It” grants
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/LetsTalkAboutItgrants.htm
The ALA Public Programs Office and Nextbook, a gateway to Jewish literature, culture and ideas, selected 95 public
and academic libraries in 31 states to receive grants for Let’s Talk About It: Jewish Literature programs. This is the
largest number of “Let’s Talk About It” grants ever awarded under a single application deadline....
New CPLA courses and candidates approved
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/NewCPLAonlinecourses.htm
The Certified Public Library Administrator Program Certification Review Committee approved 28 candidates and eight
more program courses at the 2007 ALA Midwinter Meeting in Seattle. The program is a voluntary post-MLS
certification program for public librarians with three years or more of supervisory experience and ALA-accredited
master’s degrees in library and information studies....
COA announces accreditation actions
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/COAaccreditationactions.htm
The Committee on Accreditation has continued the accreditation of LIS graduate programs for the University of
British Columbia, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and the University of Washington....
Booklist Online
*******************************
Featured review: Reference
http://www.booklistonline.com/default.aspx?page=show_product&pid=1865541
Stephens, Otis H. Encyclopedia of American Civil Rights and Liberties. Dec. 2006. 1,342p. Greenwood, hardcover
(978-0-313-32758-2).
American civil rights and liberties have a historical past and active presence in our society. This encyclopedia provides
an overview of more than 600 topics in both the civil rights and liberties arenas. Laws, Supreme Court decisions,
major historical developments and social movements, prominent individuals, groups and organizations, government
departments and agencies, and issues and hot topics are discussed at length. Entries cover Civil Rights Acts from 1866
to 1988, equal employment, due process, religious freedom, animal rights, and reproductive rights....
Books by Booklist authors logoHigh school noir
http://www.booklistonline.com/default.aspx?page=show_product&pid=1850136
Michael McCulloch is not just another talented first novelist. Yes, his debut crime novel, Cold Lessons (Five Star), is a
hard-hitting roman noir, but McCulloch is more than he seems. Lurking behind the pseudonym is our own Keir Graff,
Booklist Online’s Senior Editor. No matter what name is on the title page, Cold Lessons is, indeed, a novel to be proud
of. In an era when the term noir has lost most of its meaning (it’s not a synonym for hard-boiled), Keir takes us back
to the classic noir writers (Thompson, Goodis, et al.) whose heroes typically faced a challenge and failed....
@ Visit Booklist Online for other reviews and much more...
D.C. UPDATE
*******************************
You know where your money goes...
http://www.moneyfactory.gov/locations/index.cfm/3
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See where it came from on a visit to the U.S. Bureau of Engraving and Printing during ALA Annual Conference, June
21–27. You'll see millions of dollars printed during a tour of the BEP. The tour features the various steps of currency
production, beginning with large, blank sheets of paper, and ending with wallet-ready bills. Free, same-day tickets are
required for all tours on a first-come, first-served basis. The ticket booth on Raoul Wallenberg Place opens at 8:00 a.m.
Monday through Friday and closes when all tickets have been distributed (usually by 9 a.m.)....
DIVISION NEWS
*******************************
Elizabeth Edwards to keynote PLA President’s program
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/EdwardsPLAPresidentsPro.htm
Elizabeth Edwards, a passionate advocate for children and families and the wife of 2008 presidential candidate John
Edwards, will deliver the keynote address to the PLA President’s Program and Awards Presentation June 25 at ALA
Annual Conference in the Washington, D.C., Convention Center....
ALCTS poster session proposals
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/ALCTSpostersession50th.htm
ALCTS seeks proposals for a poster session to be held during its 50th Anniversary Conference, June 20–21, in
Washington, D.C. The conference theme, “Interactive Futures: A National Conference on the Transformation of
Library Collections & Technical Services,” will engage attendees in a thought-provoking, open, and participatory
exchange on the transformation of our work and our profession....
ALCTS 2007 preconferences
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/ALCTS2007preconferences.htm
On June 21–22, ALCTS will offer two two-day workshops in the continuing series on basic cataloging from ALCTS
and the Program for Cooperative Cataloging: “Fundamentals of Library of Congress Classification” and
“Comprehensive Series Training.”...
AWARDS
*******************************
New ALA scholarship named after Cicely Phippen Marks
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/NewALAMarksscholarship.htm
ALA has established a new scholarship to help support the education of a student enrolled in an ALA-accredited LIS
master’s degree program who has an interest in working in a federal library. Named in honor of the late Cicely
Phippen Marks, who died in July 2006, and supported by a generous donation from her husband Charles L. Garris, the
annual award of $1,500 will be sponsored by the Federal and Armed Forces Round Table. When she retired because of
her health in 2004, Marks was working at the U.S. Customs and Border Protection library....
Notable computer software for children
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/2007NotableComputerSoftw.htm
ALSC has selected its 2007 list of Notable Computer Software and Online Subscription Services for children. The list
identifies high-quality computer programs and online subscription services for children 14 years of age and younger....
RUSA Emerald Research Grant deadline extended
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/RUSAEmeraldAward.htm
RUSA is extending the submission deadline for its Emerald Research Grant Award to April 15. The award is
sponsored by the Emerald Group Publishing Limited and presented by RUSA’s Business Reference and Services
Section....
Improving Literacy Through School Libraries grants
http://www.ed.gov/programs/lsl/applicant.html
Applications are due April 2 for these Department of Education program grants. Eligible applicants include local
education agencies (LEAs) in which at least 20% of the students served are from families with incomes below the
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poverty line based on the most recent data from the U.S. Census Bureau. Approximately $19 million will be available
for funding, and an estimated 100 grants will be awarded under this competition....
U.S. Department of Education
Staples Foundation logoStaples Foundation grants
http://www.staplesfoundation.org/foundapplication.html
Libraries might be interested in applying for Staples Foundation for Learning grants, which help fund nonprofit
programs that provide job skills or education to everyone, with a special emphasis on disadvantaged youth.
Applications for the next round of grants are due April 6....
Staples Foundation for Learning

SEEN ONLINE
*******************************
Gay-rights pioneer Barbara Gittings dies
http://www.philly.com/mld/inquirer/news/local/states/pennsylvania/counties/philadelphia_county/philadelphia/1673672
2.htm
Barbara Gittings, 75, leader in the fight for gay rights, died February 18 in Kennett Square, Pennsylvania, after a
seven-year struggle with breast cancer. Gittings had served as head of the ALA Gay Task Force and in 2003 was
presented with an ALA Honorary Membership, the Association’s highest honor. Involved with gay rights since the
1950s, Gittings helped organize Philadelphia’s first gay civil rights demonstration in 1965 and its first gay pride parade
in 1972....
Philadelphia Inquirer, Feb. 20
With one word, children’s book sets off a media uproar
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/02/18/books/18newb.html
The word “scrotum” does not often appear in polite conversation. Or children’s literature, for that matter. Yet there it is
on the first page of The Higher Power of Lucky, by Susan Patron, this year’s winner of the Newbery Medal. The
book’s heroine hears the word when another character says he saw a rattlesnake bite his dog, Roy, on the scrotum. But
Gelf Magazine points out that youth literature is filled with scrotums, librarian/author Susan Patron responds that she
“was interested in creating authentic characters who would ring true for readers,” and Authors Supporting Intellectual
Freedom sarcastically admit, “We sit there at our computers, looking for places to sneak in those touchy words, just so
we can shock shock! unsuspecting librarians.”...
New York Times, Gelf, Publisher’s Weekly, AS IF! blog, Feb. 15–19
Bill could stimulate library donations
http://leahy.senate.gov/press/200702/021207.html
Sen. Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.) and Sen. Bob Bennett (R-Utah) have reintroduced for the fourth time legislation that would
encourage artists to donate their works to libraries and museums. The Artist-Museum Partnership Act (PDF file) would
allow artists, writers, and composers to take a tax deduction equal to the fair market value of the works they donate to
U.S. public institutions. Under current law, they can only deduct the value of supplies....
Senator Patrick Leahy, Feb. 12
Muskogee library program keeps global tradition
http://www.tulsaworld.com/NewsStory.asp?ID=070219_Ne_A21_Musko57021
Muskogee (Okla.) Public Library directors and board members have come and gone, but one thing that has stayed the
same for the past 31 years is the Great Decisions program and Don Betz. The library’s Great Decisions is believed to
be the longest-running program in the state that invites experts to speak on global topics. Betz, a Middle East expert
and now chancellor at the University of Wisconsin at River Falls, is credited for the longevity of the series, in which
speakers focus on a particular area of the world....
Tulsa (Okla.) World, Feb. 19
Tennessee library missing from state budget
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http://timesfreepress.com/absolutenm/templates/politicalnews.aspx?articleid=11023&zoneid=66
A proposed $48-million new library for the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga is not included in Gov. Phil
Bredesen’s 2007–08 budget recommendations, administration officials said February 19. While there are some $190.2
million in higher education projects in the budget, the proposed replacement for UTC’s Lupton Library is not there....
Chattanooga (Tenn.) Times Free Press, Feb. 20
Black women having their say
http://www.nj.com/starledger/stories/index.ssf?/base/living-0/1170395339132690.xml&coll=1
A Newark Public Library exhibit (PDF file) for Black History Month features more than 100 African-American
women authors from New Jersey. Few are big names in the literary world. One owned a cosmetics company; two
wrote textbooks for Islamic children in Jersey City; another was a 1949 Newark politician who owned a Swedish
massage parlor. If it hadn’t been for curator Sibyl E. Moses, their work would have been lost. The exhibit runs through
March 3....
Newark (N.J.) Star-Ledger, Feb. 2
High school student pleads for library funding
http://www.eveningsun.com/localnews/ci_5249543
A Fairfield Area (Pa.) High School junior asked the school board this week not to slash funds from the school library
in the 2007–08 budget. Kayla Miller told the school board many of the library’s books are out of date, and “it’s often
very hard (to do projects) if we can’t find what we need.” The preliminary budget the board approved February 12
includes only $100 for the purchase of new books, a reduction of about $11,000 from 2006–07....
Hanover (Pa.) Evening Sun, Feb. 17
Library posters an ethical gray area in New York
http://www.timesunion.com/AspStories/story.asp?storyID=564506
If and when the New York Senate, as its leaders have promised, adopts the ethics bill unanimously passed in the
Assembly in mid-February, will the New York Library Association have to stop handing out those “Read” posters that
feature nearly life-size photos of state legislators? The proposed new law bans all lobbying gifts except those of
nominal value....
Albany (N.Y.) Times-Union, Feb. 19
Philadelphia branch closed by flood
http://www.philly.com/mld/philly/entertainment/family_guide/16736805.htm
The Independence branch of the Free Library of Philadelphia will be closed several weeks due to a sprinkler pipe that
burst February 11 and soaked carpeting in the main reading room. Two earlier floods caused by burst pipes during
renovations last summer damaged a unique collection of gay and lesbian civil-rights books donated by the late Barbara
Gittings....
Philadelphia Inquirer, Feb. 20
Post–Civil War papers find permanent home
http://www.beaufortgazette.com/local_news/story/6368258p-5681496c.html
A suitcase documenting the life of a Confederate officer was shuttled between attics and basements for decades, the
papers inside becoming fragile and yellow, closer to peril with each passing year. After years in transit, the postwar
papers of Lt. Col. Benjamin Franklin Eshleman are now in the public domain, preserved indefinitely inside the
climate-controlled rare-books vault at the University of South Carolina Beaufort South Campus, thanks to a recent
donation....
Beaufort (S.C.) Gazette, Feb. 14
Student library sit-in in defense of mosques
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/02/21/world/asia/21library.html
For more than three weeks, 200 female students from the Jamia Hafsa Islamic seminary, veiled in black and armed
with sticks, have staged a sit-in at a nearby children’s library in Islamabad, Pakistan, to protest the government’s
demolition of two illegally built mosques. The students occupied the library by force, making a temporary rooftop
bridge from their own building, and then climbing in, but the government has balked at using force to break up the
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demonstration....
New York Times, Feb. 21
TECH TALK
*******************************
Tips on creating a podcast
http://blogs.ala.org/districtdispatch.php?title=ala_washington_office_tips_for_creating_&more=1&c=1&tb=1&pb=1
On December 7, 2006, the ALA Washington Office debuted the District Dispatch Podcast, a regularly updated audio
program containing news and commentary about library-related legislation. Many people have asked them how to
create a podcast, so they have responded by offering a step-by-step podcasting guide....
District Dispatch blog, Feb. 14
Launching IM reference at Binghamton University
http://eprints.rclis.org/archive/00008769/
Binghamton University libraries implemented an IM reference service using the Trillian client to monitor multiple IM
accounts at two distinct reference service points. This paper by Elizabeth Brown, Sarah Maximiek, and Erin E.
Rushton addresses the process and practical considerations of implementing the service including selection of the
appropriate software, creation of IM accounts for each service, development of a staffing schedule, and training of
reference staff....
College and Undergraduate Libraries (2006)
Open letter to ILS vendors
http://techessence.info/node/83
Roy Tennant offers some trend-watching tips to vendors of integrated library systems in this open letter, which also
refers to a November 2006 article in Business Week on Eastman Kodak adapting to the digital-camera market....
TechEssence.Info blog, Feb. 15
ACTIONS AND ANSWERS
*******************************
The new academic library professional (subscription required)
http://chronicle.com/weekly/v53/i25/25c00101.htm
If you work in an academic library and are under 35, you probably don’t have a lot in common with your older
counterparts. You are far more likely to work in areas beyond the confines of traditional librarianship, often in
information technology. You are less likely to hold a degree in library science. You are more diverse in ethnic and
racial terms. And while those of you in nonsupervisory jobs generally earn less than your comparable older colleagues,
some of you in high-tech jobs earn much more....
Chronicle of Higher Education, Feb. 23
Joint statement on censorship and science
http://ncac.org/science/related/climate_statement.cfm
A hearing held on January 30 by the House of Representatives Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
revealed a widespread pattern of political interference in the operations of federal scientific activities, including
censorship of federal scientists’ speech and writing, the distortion and suppression of research results, and retaliation
against those who protest these acts. This statement, endorsed by the ALA and the National Coalition Against
Censorship, identifies the issues at stake....
National Coalition Against Censorship, Feb. 6
Colorado CE opportunities on LEO
http://leo.clicweb.org/
Since November, librarians in Colorado have been able to find continuing education opportunities through the LEO
online database. Maintained by the Colorado Library Consortium and developed by the Quipu Group of Wheat Ridge,
Colorado, the database is browsable by date, organization, and topic....
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Colorado Library Consortium
Do you know a Griot?
http://www.storycorps.net/griot/
StoryCorps Griot is a one-year initiative, funded by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, to collect interviews from
some 1,750 African Americans. From February 15, 2007, through February 28, 2008, the project will make stops in
nine locations, partnering with radio stations, historically black colleges and universities, and other cultural institutions
and membership organizations, to record and distribute the stories. The tour is in Atlanta until March 24 and in
Newark from March 29 to May 5....
StoryCorps, Feb. 7
The underrepresented Native American LIS student
http://informatics.buffalo.edu/org/lsj/articles/lloyd_2007_2_underrepresented.php
Emporia State University student Monique Lloyd describes how Native Americans are underrepresented in the field of
library science, the possible causes behind this imbalance, and programs designed to recruit American Indians and
other minority groups....
Library Student Journal 2, no. 1 (Feb.)
New WorldCat Registry
http://worldcat.org/webservices/registry/xsl/about
The WorldCat Registry is a web-based directory for libraries and library consortia that serves as an authoritative single
source for information defining institutional identity, services, relationships, contacts, and other key data. People with
whom you formerly shared information using a variety of methods—internet, fax, phone, paper—can now retrieve the
data themselves through the registry....
OCLC WorldCat
Oral histories of U.S. diplomats
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/collections/diplomacy/
A new online collection of interviews with some of the most prominent diplomats of the 20th century debuted
February 21 on the Library of Congress website. “Frontline Diplomacy,” the foreign affairs oral history collection of
the Association for Diplomatic Studies and Training, captures diplomats’ experiences, motivations, critiques, personal
analyses, and private thoughts....
Library of Congress, Feb. 21
Academic Freedom Center established at NYU
http://www.nyu.edu/public.affairs/releases/detail/1437
A new center for the study of academic freedom has been established at New York University’s Division of Libraries.
The Frederic Ewen Academic Center will sponsor scholarly research and public programs to raise awareness of threats
to intellectual freedom. Funded by a major gift from Herbert Kurz, chairman of the board of the Presidential Life
Insurance Company, the center is housed at NYU’s Tamiment Library, an archive devoted to research on labor history
and the history of other progressive political movements....
New York University, Feb. 13
Star Wars turns 30 in May
http://www.randomhouse.com/delrey/starwars/starwars_eventkit/
To tie in with the 30th Anniversary of Star Wars, Random House has created a free event kit to help booksellers and
librarians offer something special. If you sign up for an event, you will receive a Star Wars 30th anniversary event box
that includes a commemorative poster, a list of activity ideas, and Yoda “Read, you will” pins....
Random House/Del Rey
Highlights from week one of Five Weeks to a Social Library
http://meredith.wolfwater.com/wordpress/index.php/2007/02/18/highlights-from-week-1-of-five-weeks-to-a-sociallibrary/
In the first week of the free online course Five Weeks to a Social Library, participants focused on blogs and heard
http://aldirect.ala.org/sites/default/al_direct/2007/february/022107_text_version.txt[7/17/2014 1:19:23 PM]

some amazing presentations from academic librarians, a public librarian, a special librarian, and a fresh-out-of-libraryschool librarian (all of which are available). Meredith Farkas has some extracts of participants’ blog posts that she
found particularly insightful....
Information Wants to Be Free blog, Feb. 18
Gail Borden Public Library’s Storypalooza
http://www.gailborden.info/storypaloozainformation.html
The Gail Borden Public Library District in Elgin, Illinois, is using YouTube to help them tell stories about the library
and reading. In January and February, they asked library users to pick up their cameras and upload videos about their
favorite books or community activities. Now that the deadline has passed, they are asking everyone to vote for their
favorites....
Gail Borden Public Library District
Love in the stacks: The Britannica 2007 yearbook entry on “Libraries”
http://blogs.britannica.com/blog/main/2007/02/love-in-the-stacks-library-makeovers/
American Libraries Senior Editor George Eberhart contributed the entry on “Libraries” to the 2007 Britannica Book of
the Year. It’s available in slightly edited form on the Britannica blog, timed for release on Valentine’s Day because of
the news about Belgian bib-dating, the British “Love Libraries” campaign, and the Dutch “We miss you!” marketing
award....
Britannica blog, Feb. 14
Three Maine college libraries to collaborate on model program
http://www.bowdoin.edu/news/archives/1bowdoincampus/003684.shtml
Colby, Bates, and Bowdoin colleges have received a $280,000 grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation to build
a model collaborative library collection development program. The plan is to share collection resources in all formats,
electronic and print, reduce unnecessary duplication and redundant purchases, and make a broader universe of
materials available at each campus....
Bowdoin College, Jan. 3
Suffering from Buffy withdrawal?
http://www.toynk.com/catalog/buffy_the_vampire_slayer_sunnydale_high_school_library_playset_5041231.htm
Fans of the former TV series Buffy the Vampire Slayer can recreate the Sunnydale High School library as a display
center for their favorite action figures. As the promo says, “With an occult section larger than the Smithsonian’s, the
Sunnydale High School Library served as Buffy’s not-so-secret headquarters for three years. Whether serving as
Research Central or being blown up to stop the Mayor, the library playset is an intricately designed reproduction of the
classic two-level design.”...
Toynk.com
E-books for French people with disabilities
http://www.teleread.org/blog/?p=6201
French digital librarian Alain Patez writes that since 2001, he and other librarians at the Landowski multimedia library
of Boulogne-Billancourt in the western suburbs of Paris have been doing fieldwork in the area of digital reading by
quadriplegics. In partnership with Numilog, they created a Digital Library for Disabled Persons in January 2006 for the
town....
Tele-Read blog, Feb. 17
Science-fiction author bookplates
http://bookplatejunkie.blogspot.com/2007/02/science-fiction-work-in-progress.html
Bookplate blogger Lewis Jaffe offers a selection of bookplates used by famous sf authors from Edgar Rice Burroughs
and H. P. Lovecraft to John Brunner and Arthur C. Clarke. Of the bookplate pictured here, he writes: “Harlan Ellison
uses a bookplate printed at Gnome press from a design by Ed Cartier. The late Andre Norton used a similar
bookplate.”...
Confessions of a Bookplate Junkie, Feb. 3
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UK town funds new school library for Sri Lanka
http://www.stevenage.gov.uk/councilanddemocracy/publicityandpressreleases/pressreleases/stevenagelibraryinsrilanka
A school in a tsunami-ravaged area of Sri Lanka is to get a brand new library, thanks to the mayor of Stevenage’s
fundraising appeal. Shums Central College in Maruthamunai was one of 15 schools on Sri Lanka’s east coast to be
completely destroyed by the December 2004 tsunami. The Mayor’s Tsunami Appeal has provided £2,500 ($4,890
U.S.) to the project so far and will soon donate another £2,500 to complete it....
Stevenage (U.K.) Council, Jan. 26
Reasons to love your library
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZeQI25n8qPQ
The New Jersey State Library compiled this video (1:37) of users explaining why they love their public library, such
as: “They know the kind of books I like, I find things I didn’t even know I needed or wanted, [and] I couldn’t fit
everything I like to read and listen to in my personal library.”...
New Jersey State Library, Feb. 12
British Library improves website
http://www.bl.uk/newhome.html
The British Library’s new home page incorporates an improved search engine that can simultaneously query its web
pages, its entire catalogue, 90,000 pictures and sounds from the Collect Britain website, and 9 million articles from
20,000 journals on British Library Direct....
British Library
Strange book titles in Topeka
http://papercuts.tscpl.org/2007/02/52_questions_7_what_is_the_str_1.html
The Topeka and Shawnee County (Kans.) Public Library lists on its blog a few odd book titles in the library’s
collection, among them Forbidden Fruit Creates Many Jams by Mary Katherine and David Compton and Island of the
Sequined Love Nun by Christopher Moore....
PaperCuts blog, Feb. 17
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U.S. & World News
Scrotum flap raises ruckus over
librarians’ sensibilities

A thread on a school-library discussion list about
the 2007 Newbery Award winner The Higher Power
of Lucky has catapulted the practice of school
librarianship onto the front page of the February 18
New York Times. As of February 23, it had also
propelled the novel into the top 40 on
Amazon.com’s bestseller list—demonstrating that,
for reading material at least, there is no such thing
as bad publicity. Read the AASL/ALSC joint statement on the book’s
true value, and author Susan Patron’s latest observations in the Los
Angeles Times....

Filtering policy jeopardizes Rochester library’s
funding

Monroe County (N.Y.) Executive Maggie Brooks has threatened to pull
$7.5 million in county funding for the Rochester Public Library’s
Central Library because of its policy allowing patrons to view blocked
websites on request. The American Civil Liberties Union criticized
Brooks’s action February 22 and reproached the library for reacting
to it by putting a temporary moratorium on unblocking lawful
websites....

Miami-Cuban parent won’t wait for
Vamos court decision

The mother of an elementary school student has
checked out two controversial books from a
Miami–Dade County public school, saying she
wants to prevent children from getting the wrong
impression about life in Cuba. Dalila Rodriguez, a
member of the Concerned Cuban Parents
Committee, said in the February 21 Miami Herald
that she did not plan to return them and would “lock them in a box.”
Records show the books were due back February 21 at the Norma
Butler Bossard Elementary School library....

Kentucky rare books survive
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ALA Annual
Conference in
Washington, D.C., is
coming soon. Register
by March 2 to receive
up to 30% off the onsite rates. Speakers
include Robert F.
Kennedy Jr., Ken Burns,
Julie Andrews, Elizabeth
Edwards, and Khaled
Hosseini (author of The
Kite Runner).
For more information
about events, both
official and unofficial,
visit the Annual
Conference wiki.
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burst pipe

A ruptured pipe attached to a rooftop
cooling tower sent water cascading onto
rare books and other materials in the
third-floor Kentucky Room at the
Lexington Public Library. The February
19 nighttime accident also drenched
staff offices and ruined about 400 books in the biography section,
forcing the library to close for a day and a half....

ALA News
ALA/Arts Island to open
in Second Life

ALA now has a space in Second
Life, the online community of
more than one million users and
home to a growing number of
library organizations. Jenny
Levine, ALA internet development
specialist, said the Association
would have one half of ALA/Arts
Island for disseminating news and information. For those familiar
with the terrain, ALA/Arts Island will be directly next to Cybrary City
I....

Hear the ALA candidates

ALA presidential candidates Nancy Davenport and Jim Rettig and ALA
treasurer candidates Rodney Hersberger and Jo Ann Pinder explain in
this 56:17 audiocast why you should vote for them. Recorded at the
Midwinter Meeting Candidates’ Forum in Seattle in January....
ALA Member blog, Feb. 16

Tote your stuff at
Annual Conference
with this stylish READ
tote bag that shows
off your love of
reading. It also works
well for trips to the
bookstore and the
beach. NEW! From
ALA Graphics.
Librarian’s E-Library
is a Google-based
custom search engine
that searches more than
260 selected resources
on libraries and
librarianship. Developed
by the ALA Library, the
search can narrow your
results to a manageable
level. To volunteer a
resource for the search
engine, contact Karen
Muller.

In this issue
March 2007

Libraries to receive ALA-APA
library salary survey

Almost 4,000 public and academic libraries
are being asked to participate in the 2007
ALA-APA Library Salary Survey. Letters are
being sent out the week of February 26 addressed to the library
director or human resources manager in envelopes with the ALA-APA
logo. This year, the librarian and non-MLS salary surveys will be
combined. The deadline for completing the web-based survey is
March 30....

Submit a star for National Library Workers Day

Start the celebration early for National Library Workers Day by
submitting information about your favorite worker and what makes
him or her special. Stars will be honored at the ALA Annual
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Mattering in the
Blogosphere:
Observations from
the Well-Connected
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Conference in Washington, D.C., and will be featured on the ALA-APA
site for one year. The deadline for submissions is National Library
Workers Day, April 17, during National Library Week....

ALA-APA unveils Union wiki

ALA-APA has created ALA-APA Union, a user-contributed wiki that is
a resource both for current union members and for library
professionals seeking information about joining or starting a union....

Search Fatigue
Midwinter Meeting
Report

From the
CentenniAL
Blog

Featured review: Adult books

Child, Lee. Bad Luck and Trouble. May 2007.
384p. Delacorte, hardcover (978-0-38534055-7).
The latest Jack Reacher thriller marks a
significant departure from the rest of the
series. Former military policeman Reacher,
now a wanderer without an address, a
phone, or an email, discovers that someone
has deposited $1,030 in his bank account
and quickly deduces (1030 is the MP’s code
for urgent assistance needed) that the money represents a
call for help from Frances Neagley, a sergeant in Reacher’s
old “special investigators” unit. Four members of the unit
have been killed, and Neagley is rounding up the survivors to
avenge their colleagues and, thus, live up to the group’s
motto: “You don’t mess with the special investigators.”...

@ Visit Booklist Online for other reviews and much more....
D.C. Update
Ford’s Theatre National
Historic Site

Ford’s Theatre at 511 10th Street, NW,
is an active theater used for live
performances. It is well-known as the
site of the assassination of President
Abraham Lincoln on April 14, 1865.
After he was shot, Lincoln was carried
across the street to the Petersen House where he died the next
morning. The theatre and house are preserved together as Ford’s
Theatre National Historic Site. Admission is free, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
daily. The Ford’s Theatre Society launched a blog recently....

Leonard Kniffel writes:
“In the December
1999 issue, American
Libraries published a
three-page interview
with Barbara
Gittings. She sat for
the interview at ALA’s
Annual Conference in
New Orleans, where
she had come to see
the task force become
a full-fledged round
table, now called the
Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual, and
Transgendered Round
Table. Gittings was an
activist of the first
order, but she was a
professional activist.
She understood what
worked and what
didn’t in the context of
the American civil
rights movement....”

Ford’s Theatre National Historic Site

The Phillips Collection

The Phillips Collection, 1600 21st Street, NW,
became the first modern art museum in the United
States in 1921 when Duncan Phillips opened his
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Career Leads
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home collection to the public. It features works by
Henri Matisse, Georges Braque, Albert Pinkham
Ryder, and Georgia O’Keefe. Some of the
highlights include Renoir’s Luncheon of the Boating
Party (1881) and the Mark Rothko Room. Special exhibitions during
Annual Conference will feature American Impressionism and the
Washington Color School artists....
The Phillips Collection

Division News
Support teen literature on April 19

YALSA is celebrating its first ever Support Teen Literature Day on
April 19 as part of ALA’s National Library Week celebration. The event
also will be the official launch of YALSA’s 2007 Teen Read Week
initiative, which will be celebrated October 14–20 with the theme
“LOL @ your library.” The humor theme is meant to encourage teens
nationwide to take time to read something light and entertaining just
for the fun of it....

Registration open for AASL
National Conference

Register now for AASL’s 13th National
Conference and Exhibition in Reno, Nevada,
October 25–28, by visiting the conference
website.The conference will feature keynote
speaker Dan Pink, author of A Whole New Mind; special appearances
by award-winning authors Wendelin Van Draanen and David Lubar;
and Omar Wasow, cofounder of BlackPlanet.com....

from

Panhandle Regional
Library System
Coordinator,
Scottsbluff, Nebraska.
Exceptional
opportunity for a
versatile professional
to provide services for
a multitype regional
library system in a
14-county area in
western Nebraska.
Responsible for
coordinating activities
of the Panhandle
Library System Board
with the Nebraska
Library Commission....

@ More jobs...

Hesselbein to speak at LAMA
President’s Program

Frances Hesselbein, chairman of the Board of
Governors of the Leader to Leader Institute, will be
the featured speaker at the 2007 LAMA President’s
Program in Washington, D.C., June 24, 1:30–3:30
p.m., in Washington. Hesselbein was the founding
president of the Peter F. Drucker Foundation and was
CEO of the Girl Scouts of the USA from 1976 to 1990....

ALCTS Spring Continuing Education Events

Registration is now open for four ALCTS Spring Continuing Education
Events: Basic Collection Development and Management; Basic
Subject Cataloging Using LCSH; Principles of Controlled Vocabulary
and Thesaurus Design; and Rules and Tools for Cataloging Internet
Resources....

YALSA offers two preconferences

YALSA is offering two preconferences prior to the ALA Annual
Conference in Washington, D.C.: “Beginner’s Guide to Teens in
Libraries” and “Sins of Young Adult Literature.” Both will be held on
Friday, June 22....

Registration open for ACRL Virtual Conference
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Join hundreds of fellow
attendees for Library
Day on the Hill, noon
to 6 p.m., Tuesday,
June 26, a historic
opportunity to show
the value of libraries
to the Members of
Congress. The day will
include a Hearing on
the Hill on the
importance of all types
of libraries, and
displays around the
Halls of Congress
informing passers-by
about each type of
library and the
services they provide.
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Can’t make it to Baltimore? You can still participate in ACRL’s
National Conference. The ACRL Virtual Conference, held completely
online March 30–31, will include live, interactive webcasts of selected
speakers, as well as text-based discussion boards, blogs, and speaker
materials....

ACRL’s Choice upgrades, gives away iPods

Choice magazine congratulates Alyssa Marten from Troy University
and Ann Brownson from Eastern Illinois University, the two lucky
winners of the iPod Nanos that the editors raffled off at the 2007
ALA Midwinter Meeting in Seattle. The giveaway accompanied the
launch of Choice Reviews Online 2.0...

AASL launches standards wiki

On March 1, AASL is launching an interactive wiki about new
standards for school library media programs and invites members to
make live changes to the draft document....

AASL notes Rowan University SLMS program

AASL continues its national recognition of the master’s-level School
Library Media Specialist degree offered by the Department of Special
Educational Services/Instruction at Rowan University in Glassboro,
New Jersey, under the ALA/AASL Standards for Initial Programs for
School Library Media Specialist Preparation (PDF file)....

Awards
Winston Tabb wins Humphry Award

Winston Tabb, dean of university libraries at
John Hopkins University, is this year’s recipient of the
International Relations Committee’s John Ames
Humphry / OCLC / Forest Press Award. The cash award
of $1,000 is given to an individual for a significant
contribution to international librarianship....

To register, use the
online registration
form.

Public
Perception
How the World
Sees Us

“I've decided that
librarians who
would decline to
have a Newbery
book in their
libraries because
they don’t like the
word scrotum are
probably not real
librarians (whom I
still love
unconditionally). I
think they’re rogue
librarians who have
gone over to the
dark side.”
—British author Neil Gaiman
on the Higher Power of
Lucky controversy, in his
blog Neil Gaiman’s Journal,
Feb. 20.

SirsiDynix ALA-APA Award for Improving Salaries

ALA-APA: The Organization for the Advancement of Library
Employees has selected three winners of this award, which honors
those who have helped improve the salaries and status of library
workers. The winners are the Alachua County (Fla.) Library District,
Connie Vinita Dowell, and Theresa McMahan....

David R. Dowell wins ACRL
community/junior college award

David R. Dowell, director of the Library/Learning
Resource Center at Cuesta College, is the 2007 winner
of the ACRL Community and Junior College Libraries
Section EBSCO Community College Learning Resources
Leadership Award. The award honors significant
achievement in the advocacy of learning resources....

Patricia Libutti named EBSS distinguished librarian
Patricia O’Brien Libutti, social sciences/education librarian emerita at
Rutgers University Libraries, has received the 2007 ACRL Education
and Behavioral Sciences Section Distinguished Education and
Behavioral Sciences Librarian Award. This award honors a
distinguished academic librarian who has made an outstanding
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The Chapter Relations
Office tells some of the
stories behind the
chapters, Friends
groups, and Adopt-ALibrary efforts that are
contributing to relief
for libraries hit by
Hurricane Katrina. For
example, Beitel
Elementary School in
Laramie, Wyoming, puts
on an annual fundraiser
to help teach students
the gift of giving and
the importance of taking
action in their
community. Students
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contribution as an education and/or behavioral sciences librarian....

have raised $800 so far.

West European Specialist Study Grant winner

Thea Lindquist, assistant professor of history and Germanic language
and literature librarian at the University of Colorado at Boulder, has
received the 2007 ACRL Western European Studies Section Coutts
Nijhoff International West European Specialist Study Grant....

New ALCTS awards winners

The winners of two new ALCTS awards,
the Ross Atkinson Lifetime
Achievement Award and the ALCTS
Outstanding Collaboration Citation,
have been announced. Brian
Schottlaender, university librarian at
the University of California at San Diego, is the recipient of the 2007
Ross Atkinson Lifetime Achievement Award. CLOCKSS, or Controlled
LOCKSS, is the inaugural recipient of the ALCTS Outstanding
Collaboration Citation....

ALSC Maureen Hayes Award winner

Athens County Library Services in Nelsonville, Ohio, is the recipient of
ALSC’s 2007 Maureen Hayes Award. The award provides up to
$4,000 to an ALSC member library to fund a visit from an author or
illustrator to speak to children who have not had the opportunity to
hear an author or illustrator before. Children’s illustrators Christopher
and Jeanette Canyon will visit the Plains and Athens branches....

Bogle-Pratt Travel Fund winner

Dora T. Ho is this year’s recipient of the International Relations
Committee’s Bogle-Pratt International Library Travel Fund. Ho is a
young adult librarian at the Los Angeles Public Library who is
planning to attend the Library Society of China Annual Conference in
July 2007....

LITA/Endeavor award deadline extended

The deadline for the LITA/Endeavor Student Writing Award has been
extended to April 2. The $1,000 award is for the best unpublished
manuscript submitted by a student enrolled in an ALA-accredited
graduate program....

Volunteer to help
libraries in the D.C.
area during Libraries
Build Communities,
8 a.m.–5 p.m., Friday,
June 22, or Tuesday,
June 26, during ALA
Annual Conference.
Exact jobs will be
determined as we
work with the District
of Columbia Public
Library and community
service groups.
Participants will be
notified in advance of
the various projects
and be able to pick
the one in which they
wish to participate.
The registration fee
will be contributed to
local library funds.
Lunch, transportation,
and a participation tshirt are included.
Tickets are $10. To
register, use the online
registration form.

Nashville Teens win ULC award

The Nashville Public Library T.O.T.A.L.
(Totally Outstanding Teen Advocates for
the Library) has won the Urban Libraries
Council / Highsmith Award of Excellence
for 2007. The program employs teen
library advocates who promote literacy,
learning, and the library to their peers and
the community at large. Established in 2005, T.O.T.A.L. has
developed and presented more than 40 public programs to date,
including spoken-word and poetry evenings and issues-based
workshops...
Urban Libraries Council; Nashville Tennessean, Feb. 22

Nominations for CILIP best reference awards

The U.K. Chartered Institute of Library and Information Professionals
has released its nominations list for best printed and electronic
reference books of 2006. The winners will be presented with the
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Poll

What do YOU do?
What is your patron
cell phone policy?
Click here to
ANSWER!
Results of the
February 21 poll:
Is the use of the word
“scrotum” in Susan
Patron’s The Higher
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awards at a special ceremony on April 18....

Chartered Institute of Library and Information Professionals, Feb. 26

Seen Online
House revives DOPA bill

A Republican congressman is resurrecting a contentious federal
proposal designed to ban chat rooms and so-called social-networking
websites in schools and libraries. On February 16, Rep. Mark Kirk (RIll.) reintroduced the Deleting Online Predators Act, H.R. 1120,
apparently identical to a version that earned overwhelming approval
last summer. It would require schools and libraries that receive erate funding to certify that they are blocking access to any
“commercial social networking Web site or chat room unless used for
an educational purpose with adult supervision.”...

Power of Lucky
gratuitous?
9%
Yes

91%
No

(315 responses)
This is an unscientific poll
that reflects the opinions of
only those AL Direct readers
who have chosen to
participate.

C|net news, Feb. 20

Report criticizes bias in federal
Reading First program

The U.S. Department of Education “did not
adequately assess issues of bias and lack of
objectivity” during the early days of the Reading
First program, according to a report (PDF file)
issued February 22 by the department’s
inspector general. The report is the latest in a
series of critical accounts of Reading First, a
$900-million-per-year component of the No
Child Left Behind Act....

Ask the ALA
Librarian

Chronicle of Higher Education news blog, Feb. 23

Grades are up, but learning is down

American high school students are taking
tougher classes, getting better grades and,
apparently, learning less than their counterparts
of 15 years ago. Those were the discouraging
implications of two reports issued February 22
by the federal Department of Education
assessing the performance of students in public
and private schools. Together, the reports raise
sobering questions about the past two decades
of educational reform, including whether the
movement to raise school standards has amounted to much more
than window dressing....
Los Angeles Times, Feb. 23

FTC says COPPA protects children’s
privacy

The Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act,
passed in 1998 to shield children’s privacy
online, has been effective in protecting young
children without excessively burdening website
operators, the Federal Trade Commission said in
a report (PDF file) to Congress released
February 27. The report also cites social
networking websites and mobile internet access
as “new and emerging issues.”...
Associated Press, Feb. 27
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Q. Our library is
doing a summer
reading program for
the first time. Is
there a national
theme for these
programs? What
can I tell my board
about the benefits?
A. Summer reading
programs have been a
part of public library
life since the 1890s.
They have proven
successful in
attracting children to
libraries during the
summer months, with
research showing that
kids who keep the
reading habit through
the long vacation do
better when they
return to school.
Themes are locally
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Narcissism on the rise, study warns

developed, sometimes
on a statewide basis,
with a number of
states cooperating.
Find out more on the
ALA Professional
Tips wiki....

Los Angeles Times, Feb. 27

The ALA Librarian
welcomes your
questions.

All the effort to boost children’s self-esteem may have backfired and
produced a generation of college students who are more narcissistic
than their Gen X predecessors, according to a new study led by San
Diego State University psychologist Jean Twenge. And the internet,
with all its MySpace and YouTube braggadocio, is letting that selfregard blossom even more, according to the study, Egos Inflating
over Time, released February 27....

Residents protest plan to close
historic Passaic library

A plan to close the Reid Memorial Library
branch in Passaic, New Jersey, was met
with residents’ concerns and heated
questions over the fate of the 104-yearold building at a February 27 trustee
meeting. The plan, if approved, would
move Reid’s children’s collection into what is now an 850-square-foot
billiard room on the second floor of the Passaic Boys and Girls Club.
Angry audience members interrupted Board President Craig Miller so
often that at one point, he had to call for decorum....
West Paterson (N.J.) Herald News, Feb. 28

Cal Poly Pomona reference librarian protests
discards

A $60-million project to expand the library at California State
Polytechnic University in Pomona is at the center of a controversy
over whether the library is throwing away too many books to make
space for a café, 23 group-study rooms, and a two-story reading
room. Reference Librarian Bruce Emerton has launched a petition to
halt the disposal of books, journals, and other printed materials and
is calling for an independent audit of all discarded items. Watch his
video....
Riverside (Calif.) Press-Enterprise, Feb. 25

Spy camera upsets library employees

When Janet Steiner, director of the Tompkins County (N.Y.) Public
Library, suspected that money in the library’s cash donation box
appeared to be missing, she called the Ithaca Police Department.
Officers placed a surveillance camera disguised as a clock radio in the
library’s main lobby. More than 35 library employees then signed a
petition against it, saying the camera situation was the latest in a
series of disagreements between union employees and library
management....
Elmira (N.Y.) Star-Gazette, Feb. 23

Merced College unveils new LRC

The scents of fresh paint and new carpets
greeted Merced (Calif.) College students
February 26 as administrators officially opened
the school’s $18.3-million library. The new
learning resources center is two floors and
65,000 square feet in size, making it the
largest building at the 12,258-student campus....
Merced (Calif.) Sun-Star, Feb. 27

Gamer loses laptop using library wireless after
hours
Brian Tanner was sitting in his car recently outside the Palmer
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Calendar
Workshops:
Apr. 13–14:

Alternative Print
Culture: Social
History and
Libraries, A
Symposium in Honor
of James P. Danky,
Wisconsin Historical
Society Center for the
History of Print
Culture in Modern
America, Madison.
Contact: Irene
Hanson.

Apr. 30–
May 2:

Grants 101,
Oklahoma State
University, Oklahoma
City. Sponsored by
The Grant Institute.
Contact: 888-8244424.

May 1–3:

Northeast
Document
Conservation
Center, School for
Scanning: The A-Z of
Creating Digital
Collections, Marriott
Minneapolis City
Center. Contact:
NEDCC, 978-4701010.

June 4–15:

German Script
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(Alaska) Public Library playing online games when a police officer
pulled up behind him. Tanner was using the library’s wireless internet
connection, but the policeman said that constituted theft of services.
The second time he got caught, the officer confiscated Tanner’s
laptop to inspect what he may have been downloading....
Anchorage (Alaska) Daily News, Feb. 24

New Oregon branch will only stay open for six
weeks

Jackson County, Oregon, libraries face an uncertain future, but that
didn’t stop Talent branch library supporters from celebrating the
opening of their new building on February 25. Several hundred
people gathered to mark the completion of the new library, even
though it will have to close, just like all the other county libraries, on
April 6 for lack of operating funds....
Medford (Oreg.) Mail Tribune, Feb. 26

Longmont meeting room policy examined

Longmont (Colo.) Public Library Director Tony Brewer is consulting
with city attorneys after an immigrant-rights nonprofit closed library
meeting room doors on a man with opposing views. Several city
residents have called the library to ask what constitutes public, taxfunded space, Brewer said. The only answer he can give at this point
is the library’s written policy, which says library rooms are “free and
open to the public.”...
Longmont (Colo.) Daily Times-Call, Feb. 22

Kanawha County librarian worries as deadline
nears

Kanawha County Library Director Linda Wright is worried about the
solution to a big budget problem taking shape in the state senate. A
bill up for vote February 28 would put the fate of more than 35% of
the library’s budget in the hands of Kanawha County voters every
five years; and if voters were to reject the funding, many library
activities would have to be considered for cuts....
Charleston (W.Va.) Daily Mail, Feb. 27–28

Cell phones in Salem

Columnist Carol McAlice Currie writes: “The Salem (Oreg.) Public
Library needs a new sign. The shush sign need only be about 2 feet
wide with oversized type in a half-dozen commonly spoken
languages. It should have pictographs, just in case some patrons
can’t read.... Shutting off cell phones in places such as a library (or a
bathroom) should be a no-brainer.”...
Salem (Oreg.) Statesman-Journal, Feb. 28

Tech Talk
More leadership changes and
mergers

Andrew Pace writes: “One rarely has time to
get bored with the ILS industry these days.
VTLS has announced that industry veteran Carl Grant will be stepping
down as president, and LibLime has just acquired the Koha Division
of New Zealand-based Katipo Communications.”...
Hectic Pace blog, Feb. 28

Blinkx searches online video
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Course, Moravian
Archives, Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania.

June 11–13:

Current Issues:
Books in Spanish for
Young Readers,
Barahona Center for
the Study of Books in
Spanish for Children
and Adolescents,
California State
University, San
Marcos. Contact:
Isabel Schon, 760750-4070.

June 18–22:

American
Antiquarian Society,
Seminar in the History
of the Book in
American Culture,
Worcester,
Massachusetts. “ReReading the Early
Republic: From
Crèvecoeur to
Cooper.” Contact:
Joanne Chaison.

June 25–27:

Books and Reading
Strategies for
Bilingual Students
in Grades K–8,
Barahona Center for
the Study of Books in
Spanish for Children
and Adolescents,
California State
University, San
Marcos. Contact:
Isabel Schon, 760750-4070.

July 16–18:

Books in Spanish for
Children and
Adolescents,
Barahona Center for
the Study of Books in
Spanish for Children
and Adolescents,
California State
University, San
Marcos. Workshop
conducted in Spanish;
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content

however, Spanishspeaking ability not
required. Contact:
Isabel Schon, 760750-4070.

New York Times, Feb. 25

July 30–
Aug. 10:

The World Wide Web is awash in digital video, but too often we can’t
find the videos we want or browse for what we might like. What we
need, says Suranga Chandratillake, a cofounder of Blinkx, a start-up
in San Francisco, is a remote control for the Web’s videos, a kind of
electronic TV Guide. He’s got just the thing....

Videos have the Net bursting at the seams

Those amusing YouTube video clips that internet users send to
friends gobble up large chunks of bandwidth and may cause the Net
to crash, some elements of the telecom industry warn. It’s an
admonition many dismiss as political posturing intended to dissuade
lawmakers from restricting the freedom of phone companies to
manage internet traffic as they wish. But no one disagrees that the
Web’s capacity is being pushed to its limits....
Chicago Tribune, Feb. 23

What of the Wii-buked?

Ross Rubin writes: “The launch of the Wii has
been nothing but magic mushrooms from the
hype around the controller to the E3 reception
to late-night Wii Tennis face-offs between
Conan O’Brien and Serena Williams. I thought
it was the best consumer technology product of 2006. The Nintendo
team has executed almost flawlessly, but the company has brushed
aside criticisms regarding product shortages without so much as a
flick from a Wiimote. In a way it was a sign of different approaches
by Sony and Nintendo, but it was also a sign of the differences
between the two user bases.”...
Switched On column, Engadget blog, Feb. 21

CMSs, WYSIWYG—Why learn HTML?

Many libraries may wonder whether on-staff web-design expertise is
truly necessary, given the proliferation of content-management
systems and WYSIWYG tools such as FrontPage and Dreamweaver.
In practice, ease of content creation has tended to trump all other
concerns in libraries, which has produced some truly unfortunate
results measured by both patron and staff concerns....
TechEssence.info blog, Feb. 19

The Oscars for tech film flubs

Nominees for this year’s Oscars may have displayed some top-notch
filmmaking, but they were by no means perfect. Sharp-eyed
moviegoers have pointed out all manner of technology missteps,
scientific blunders, and cameos by gadgets that didn’t exist when
their films were set....
C|net news, Feb. 23

Seen this scene before?

After an exhaustive search that almost
brought Vanity Fair journalist Nick
Tosches to his knees, sifting through
sources from Lake Como in Italy to
Colborne, Ontario, he finally found
where this Windows XP desktop
wallpaper photo was taken. It turns
out that the leaf-littered lane that stole his heart one afternoon when
he first glimpsed it on his computer is just west of Toronto in the
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University of
California at Los
Angeles California
Rare Book School,
six one-week courses
on rare book
librarianship and the
history of books and
printing. Contact:
Claire Raffel, 310794-4138.

@ More...
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Burlington suburb of Kilbride....
Toronto (Ont.) Star, Feb. 22

The killing of Wi-Fi?

PC Magazine pundit John C. Dvorak speculates: “There is mounting
evidence that the cellular service companies are going to do
whatever they can to kill Wi-Fi. After all, it is a huge long-term
threat to them. We’ve seen that the route to success in America
today is via public gullibility and general ignorance. And these cellphone service companies are no dummies.”...
PC Magazine, Feb. 26

Google Premium: Don’t get too excited

Google has announced the business-class version of its application
suite, Google Apps. It’s widely seen as a serious threat to Microsoft’s
Office suite, primarily since it costs $50 a year per user, which
deeply undercuts the price of Office. However, it is simply not there
yet. The word processor and spreadsheet can’t exchange data, the
spreadsheet has no graphing function, and there is no PowerPoint
equivalent yet....
C|net news, Feb. 22

Actions & Answers
Highlights from week two of Five Weeks to a Social
Library
In the second week of the free online course Five Weeks to a Social
Library, RSS and del.icio.us generated a lot of excitement for
participants and many could see the personal and professional
benefits of using these tools. More info can be found on the course’s
blog....
Information Wants to Be Free blog, Feb. 25

Ask the L-Team

Nick Baker and Rob Grote of the
Williams College Library in
Williamstown, Massachusetts, put
together this video extolling the
virtues of their reference team for
National Library Week 2007. “Ten
years ago, a group of bibliophiles was
sent to library school for being
overinquisitive. They promptly escaped
to the Williamstown underground, where they survived as Librarians
of Fortune.”...
YouTube, Feb. 14

How to submit a FOIA request

A FOIA request can be as simple as a letter requesting records.
However, your pursuit of government information will be more likely
to succeed if you do some preliminary research to identify where the
information is likely to be located, and how to draft an effective
request....
Public Citizen

OCLC Members Council meets in
Quebec City
OCLC Members Council met in Quebec
City, Canada, February 5–7 to explore
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AL Direct FAQ:
www.ala.org/aldirect/
All links outside the ALA
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Questions about the content
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issues facing libraries and the OCLC
cooperative from a different perspective
and vantage point. It was the first time in
the 29-year history of Members Council
that the body has convened outside the United States. Ernie Ingles
(above), OCLC Members Council president and chief librarian of the
University of Alberta, presided....
OCLC, Feb. 23

New website for math and science students

Cogito.org, developed by the Johns Hopkins University Center for
Talented Youth, offers a virtual home for the world’s brightest
students with strong interests and abilities in mathematics and
science. The site offers free use to all visitors, who can access most
of its resources and learn about everything from global warming to
cold fusion....
Johns Hopkins University, Feb. 15

Apply for The Big Read

The Big Read is an initiative of the National Endowment
for the Arts (in partnership with the Institute of
Museum and Library Services and Arts Midwest)
designed to restore reading to the center of American
culture. Approximately 120 organizations in
communities of varying sizes across the country will be
selected to participate in The Big Read from September
through December 2007. An intent to apply form is an
optional requirement by March 1. All requests for proposals must be
submitted by April 12....
National Endowment for the Arts

Send a birthday card to the Cat

Early-literacy organization First Book is partnering
with Random House Children’s Books and Dr.
Seuss Enterprises to celebrate the 50th
anniversary of the publication of The Cat in the
Hat. Random House will donate one new book to
First Book for each card received through May 1.
Visit Seussville.com to send an e-card, or see
details for mailing in one of your own. Special cards are also included
in the new 50th Anniversary edition of The Cat in the Hat....
First Book

Summer seminars in Slovenia and
Czech Republic

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
School of Information and Library Science is
offering seminars on librarianship in Slovenia
June 3–16 and the Czech Republic May 27–
June 9. The registration deadline is March
15....
University of North Carolina SILS
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U.S. & World News
===========================================================================
Scrotum flap raises ruckus over librarians' sensibilities (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/alonline/currentnews/newsarchive/2007/february2007/s
crota.cfm)
A thread on a school-library discussion list about the 2007 Newbery Award
winner The Higher Power of Lucky has catapulted the practice of school
librarianship onto the front page of the February 18 New York Times. As
of February 23, it had also propelled the novel into the top 40 on
Amazon.com&rsquo;s bestseller list&mdash;demonstrating that, for reading
material at least, there is no such thing as bad publicity. Read the
AASL/ALSC joint statement (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/hpls07.htm) on the
book’s true value, and author Susan Patron’s latest observations (Link:
http://www.latimes.com/news/printedition/asection/la-oe-patron27feb27,1,708
0529.story) in the Los Angeles Times....
Filtering policy jeopardizes Rochester library's funding (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/alonline/currentnews/newsarchive/2007/february2007/r
ochester.cfm)
Monroe County (N.Y.) Executive Maggie Brooks has threatened to pull $7.5
million in county funding for the Rochester Public Library&rsquo;s
Central Library because of its policy allowing patrons to view blocked
websites on request. The American Civil Liberties Union criticized
Brooks&rsquo;s action February 22 and reproached the library for reacting
to it by putting a temporary moratorium on unblocking lawful websites....
court decision (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/alonline/currentnews/newsarchive/2007/february2007/v
amos.cfm)
The mother of an elementary school student has checked out two
controversial books from a Miami&ndash;Dade County public school, saying
she wants to prevent children from getting the wrong impression about
life in Cuba. Dalila Rodriguez, a member of the Concerned Cuban Parents
Committee, said in the February 21 Miami Herald that she did not plan to
return them and would &ldquo;lock them in a box.&rdquo; Records show the
books were due back February 21 at the Norma Butler Bossard Elementary
School library....
Kentucky rare books survive burst pipe (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/alonline/currentnews/newsarchive/2007/february2007/l
exington.cfm)
A ruptured pipe attached to a rooftop cooling tower sent water cascading
onto rare books and other materials in the third-floor Kentucky Room at
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the Lexington Public Library. The February 19 nighttime accident also
drenched staff offices and ruined about 400 books in the biography
section, forcing the library to close for a day and a half....
ALA News
===========================================================================
ALA/Arts Island to open in Second Life (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/alasecondlife.htm)
ALA now has a space in Second Life, the online community of more than one
million users and home to a growing number of library organizations.
Jenny Levine, ALA internet development specialist, said the Association
would have one half of ALA/Arts Island for disseminating news and
information. For those familiar with the terrain, ALA/Arts Island will be
directly next to Cybrary City I....
Hear the ALA candidates (Link:
http://blogs.ala.org/memberblog.php?title=ala_candidates_forum_podcast&more
=1&c=1&tb=1&pb=1)
ALA presidential candidates Nancy Davenport and Jim Rettig and ALA
treasurer candidates Rodney Hersberger and Jo Ann Pinder explain in this
56:17 audiocast why you should vote for them. Recorded at the Midwinter
Meeting Candidates’ Forum in Seattle in January....
ALA Member blog, Feb. 16
Libraries to receive ALA-APA library salary survey (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/ALAAPALibrarySalarySu
rv.htm)
Almost 4,000 public and academic libraries are being asked to participate
in the 2007 ALA-APA Library Salary Survey. Letters are being sent out the
week of February 26 addressed to the library director or human resources
manager in envelopes with the ALA-APA logo. This year, the librarian and
non-MLS salary surveys will be combined. The deadline for completing the
web-based survey is March 30....
Submit a star for National Library Workers Day (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/SubmitStarNLWD.htm)
Start the celebration early for National Library Workers Day by
submitting information (Link:
http://www.ala-apa.org/about/nlwdstarsform.html) about your favorite
worker and what makes him or her special. Stars will be honored at the
ALA Annual Conference in Washington, D.C., and will be featured on the
ALA-APA site for one year. The deadline for submissions is National
Library Workers Day, April 17, during National Library Week....
ALA-APA unveils Union wiki (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/ALAAPAUnionwiki.htm)
ALA-APA has created ALA-APA Union, (Link:
http://ala-apaunion.pbwiki.com/) a user-contributed wiki that is a
resource both for current union members and for library professionals
seeking information about joining or starting a union....
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BOOKLIST ONLINE
===========================================================================
Featured review: Adult books (Link:
http://www.booklistonline.com/default.aspx?page=show_product&pid=1884653)
Child, Lee. Bad Luck and Trouble. May 2007. 384p. Delacorte, hardcover
(978-0-385-34055-7).
The latest Jack Reacher thriller marks a significant departure from the
rest of the series. Former military policeman Reacher, now a wanderer
without an address, a phone, or an email, discovers that someone has
deposited $1,030 in his bank account and quickly deduces (1030 is the
MP&rsquo;s code for urgent assistance needed) that the money represents a
call for help from Frances Neagley, a sergeant in Reacher&rsquo;s old
“special investigators” unit. Four members of the unit have been killed,
and Neagley is rounding up the survivors to avenge their colleagues and,
thus, live up to the group&rsquo;s motto: “You don&rsquo;t mess with the
special investigators.”...
@ Visit Booklist Online (Link: http://www.booklistonline.com/) for other
reviews and much more....

D.C. Update
===========================================================================
Ford's Theatre National Historic Site (Link:
http://www.nps.gov/foth/)
Ford’s Theatre at 511 10th Street, NW, is an active theater used for live
performances. It is well-known as the site of the assassination of
President Abraham Lincoln on April 14, 1865. After he was shot, Lincoln
was carried across the street to the Petersen House where he died the
next morning. The theatre and house are preserved together as Ford’s
Theatre National Historic Site. Admission is free, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
daily. The Ford’s Theatre Society launched a blog (Link:
http://www.fordstheatreblog.org/) recently....
Ford’s Theatre National Historic Site
The Phillips Collection (Link: http://www.phillipscollection.org/)
The Phillips Collection, 1600 21st Street, NW, became the first modern
art museum in the United States in 1921 when Duncan Phillips opened his
home collection to the public. It features works by Henri Matisse,
Georges Braque, Albert Pinkham Ryder, and Georgia O&rsquo;Keefe. Some of
the highlights include Renoir&rsquo;s Luncheon of the Boating Party
(1881) and the Mark Rothko Room. Special exhibitions during Annual
Conference will feature American Impressionism and the Washington Color
School artists....
The Phillips Collection
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Division News
===========================================================================
Support teen literature on April 19 (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/TeenLiteratureDayApri
l19.htm)
YALSA is celebrating its first ever Support Teen Literature Day on April
19 as part of ALA&rsquo;s National Library Week celebration. The event
also will be the official launch of YALSA&rsquo;s 2007 Teen Read Week
initiative, which will be celebrated October 14–20 with the theme
&ldquo;LOL @ your library.&rdquo; The humor theme is meant to encourage
teens nationwide to take time to read something light and entertaining
just for the fun of it....
Registration open for AASL National Conference (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/RegistrationopenAASLc
onf.htm)
Register now for AASL’s 13th National Conference and Exhibition in Reno,
Nevada, October 25–28, by visiting the conference website. (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/aasl/conferencesandevents/national/reno2007.htm)The
conference will feature keynote speaker Dan Pink, author of A Whole New
Mind; special appearances by award-winning authors Wendelin Van Draanen
and David Lubar; and Omar Wasow, cofounder of BlackPlanet.com....
Hesselbein to speak at LAMA President's Program (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/HesselbeinLAMAanniver
sar.htm)
Frances Hesselbein, chairman of the Board of Governors of the Leader to
Leader Institute, will be the featured speaker at the 2007 LAMA
President&rsquo;s Program in Washington, D.C., June 24, 1:30–3:30 p.m.,
in Washington. Hesselbein was the founding president of the Peter F.
Drucker Foundation and was CEO of the Girl Scouts of the USA from 1976 to
1990....
ALCTS Spring Continuing Education Events (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/ALCTSSpringEvents.htm
)
Registration (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/alcts/alctsconted/alctsceevents/events.htm) is now
open for four ALCTS Spring Continuing Education Events: Basic Collection
Development and Management; Basic Subject Cataloging Using LCSH;
Principles of Controlled Vocabulary and Thesaurus Design; and Rules and
Tools for Cataloging Internet Resources....
YALSA offers two preconferences (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/YALSApreconferences.h
tm)
YALSA is offering two preconferences prior to the ALA Annual Conference
in Washington, D.C.: &ldquo;Beginner’s Guide to Teens in Libraries&rdquo;
and &ldquo;Sins of Young Adult Literature.&rdquo; Both will be held on
Friday, June 22....
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Registration open for ACRL Virtual Conference (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/ACRLVirtualConference
.htm)
Can&rsquo;t make it to Baltimore? You can still participate in ACRL’s
National Conference. The ACRL Virtual Conference (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/acrl/acrlevents/baltimore/virtual/virtual07.htm),
held completely online March 30–31, will include live, interactive
webcasts of selected speakers, as well as text-based discussion boards,
blogs, and speaker materials....
upgrades, gives away iPods (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/acrl/acrlpubs/choice/ipod.htm)
Choice magazine congratulates Alyssa Marten from Troy University and Ann
Brownson from Eastern Illinois University, the two lucky winners of the
iPod Nanos that the editors raffled off at the 2007 ALA Midwinter Meeting
in Seattle. The giveaway accompanied the launch of Choice Reviews Online
2.0...
AASL launches standards wiki (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/AASLwikilearningstand
ard.htm)
On March 1, AASL is launching an interactive wiki about new standards
(Link: http://wikis.ala.org/aasllearningstandards) for school library
media programs and invites members to make live changes to the draft
document....
AASL notes Rowan University SLMS program (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/AASLRowanUniversitypr
ogr.htm)
AASL continues its national recognition of the master’s-level School
Library Media Specialist degree offered by the Department of Special
Educational Services/Instruction at Rowan University in Glassboro, New
Jersey, under the ALA/AASL Standards for Initial Programs for School
Library Media Specialist Preparation (PDF file (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/aasl/aasleducation/schoollibrarymed/ala-aasl_slms200
3.pdf))....
Awards
===========================================================================
Winston Tabb wins Humphry Award (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/HumpryOCLCForestPress
.htm)
Winston Tabb, dean of university libraries at John Hopkins University, is
this year&rsquo;s recipient of the International Relations
Committee&rsquo;s John Ames Humphry / OCLC / Forest Press Award. The cash
award of $1,000 is given to an individual for a significant contribution
to international librarianship....
SirsiDynix ALA-APA Award for Improving Salaries (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/SirsiDynixALAAPAAward
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.htm)
ALA-APA: The Organization for the Advancement of Library Employees has
selected three winners of this award, which honors those who have helped
improve the salaries and status of library workers. The winners are the
Alachua County (Fla.) Library District, Connie Vinita Dowell, and Theresa
McMahan....
David R. Dowell wins ACRL community/junior college award (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/DowellSectionLeadersh
ip.htm)
David R. Dowell, director of the Library/Learning Resource Center at
Cuesta College, is the 2007 winner of the ACRL Community and Junior
College Libraries Section EBSCO Community College Learning Resources
Leadership Award. The award honors significant achievement in the
advocacy of learning resources....
Patricia Libutti named EBSS distinguished librarian (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/LibuttiACRLEBSSDistin
gu.htm)
Patricia O&rsquo;Brien Libutti, social sciences/education librarian
emerita at Rutgers University Libraries, has received the 2007 ACRL
Education and Behavioral Sciences Section Distinguished Education and
Behavioral Sciences Librarian Award. This award honors a distinguished
academic librarian who has made an outstanding contribution as an
education and/or behavioral sciences librarian....
West European Specialist Study Grant winner (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/LindquistNijhoffwinne
r.htm)
Thea Lindquist, assistant professor of history and Germanic language and
literature librarian at the University of Colorado at Boulder, has
received the 2007 ACRL Western European Studies Section Coutts Nijhoff
International West European Specialist Study Grant....
New ALCTS awards winners (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/ALCTSnewaward2007.htm
)
The winners of two new ALCTS awards, the Ross Atkinson Lifetime
Achievement Award and the ALCTS Outstanding Collaboration Citation, have
been announced. Brian Schottlaender, university librarian at the
University of California at San Diego, is the recipient of the 2007 Ross
Atkinson Lifetime Achievement Award. CLOCKSS, or Controlled LOCKSS, is
the inaugural recipient of the ALCTS Outstanding Collaboration
Citation....
ALSC Maureen Hayes Award winner (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/ALSCHayeswinner.htm)
Athens County Library Services in Nelsonville, Ohio, is the recipient of
ALSC’s 2007 Maureen Hayes Award. The award provides up to $4,000 to an
ALSC member library to fund a visit from an author or illustrator to
speak to children who have not had the opportunity to hear an author or
illustrator before. Children’s illustrators Christopher and Jeanette
Canyon will visit the Plains and Athens branches....
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Bogle-Pratt Travel Fund winner (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/BoglePrattwinner.htm)
Dora T. Ho is this year&rsquo;s recipient of the International Relations
Committee&rsquo;s Bogle-Pratt International Library Travel Fund. Ho is a
young adult librarian at the Los Angeles Public Library who is planning
to attend the Library Society of China Annual Conference in July 2007....
LITA/Endeavor award deadline extended (Link:
http://www.ala.org/ala/pressreleases2007/february2007/LITAEndeavoraward.htm
)
The deadline for the LITA/Endeavor Student Writing Award has been
extended to April 2. The $1,000 award is for the best unpublished
manuscript submitted by a student enrolled in an ALA-accredited graduate
program....
Nashville Teens win ULC award (Link:
http://www.urbanlibraries.org/ulcslatestawardwinners.html)
The Nashville Public Library T.O.T.A.L. (Link:
http://www.library.nashville.org/services/ser_TOTAL.asp) (Totally
Outstanding Teen Advocates for the Library) has won the Urban Libraries
Council / Highsmith Award of Excellence for 2007. The program employs
teen library advocates who promote literacy, learning, and the library to
their peers and the community at large. Established in 2005, T.O.T.A.L.
has developed and presented more than 40 public programs to date,
including spoken-word and poetry evenings and issues-based workshops...
Urban Libraries Council; Nashville Tennessean, Feb. 22
Nominations for CILIP best reference awards (Link:
http://www.cilip.org.uk/aboutcilip/newsandpressreleases/news070226.htm)
The U.K. Chartered Institute of Library and Information Professionals has
released its nominations list for best printed and electronic reference
books of 2006. The winners will be presented with the awards at a special
ceremony on April 18....
Chartered Institute of Library and Information Professionals, Feb. 26

Seen Online
===========================================================================
House revives DOPA bill (Link:
http://news.com.com/2061-10796_3-6160610.html)
A Republican congressman is resurrecting a contentious federal proposal
designed to ban chat rooms and so-called social-networking websites in
schools and libraries. On February 16, Rep. Mark Kirk (R-Ill.)
reintroduced the Deleting Online Predators Act, H.R. 1120 (Link:
http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/z?c110:H.R.1120:), apparently
identical to a version that earned overwhelming approval last summer. It
would require schools and libraries that receive e-rate funding to
certify that they are blocking access to any “commercial social
networking Web site or chat room unless used for an educational purpose
with adult supervision.”...
C|net news, Feb. 20
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Report criticizes bias in federal Reading First program (Link:
http://chronicle.com/news/article/1699/report-criticizes-failure-to-policebias-in-federal-reading-first-program)
The U.S. Department of Education &ldquo;did not adequately assess issues
of bias and lack of objectivity&rdquo; during the early days of the
Reading First program, according to a report (PDF file (Link:
http://www.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oig/auditreports/a03g0006.pdf))
issued February 22 by the department&rsquo;s inspector general. The
report is the latest in a series of critical accounts of Reading First, a
$900-million-per-year component of the No Child Left Behind Act....
Chronicle of Higher Education news blog, Feb. 23
Grades are up, but learning is down (Link:
http://www.latimes.com/news/education/la-me-students23feb23,1,7678299.story
?coll=la-news-learning)
American high school students are taking tougher classes, getting better
grades and, apparently, learning less than their counterparts of 15 years
ago. Those were the discouraging implications of two reports (Link:
http://nationsreportcard.gov/) issued February 22 by the federal
Department of Education assessing the performance of students in public
and private schools. Together, the reports raise sobering questions about
the past two decades of educational reform, including whether the
movement to raise school standards has amounted to much more than window
dressing....
Los Angeles Times, Feb. 23
FTC says COPPA protects children's privacy (Link:
http://www.businessweek.com/ap/financialnews/D8NID0BG0.htm)
The Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act, passed in 1998 to shield
children’s privacy online, has been effective in protecting young
children without excessively burdening website operators, the Federal
Trade Commission said in a report (PDF file (Link:
http://www.ftc.gov/reports/coppa/07COPPA_Report_to_Congress.pdf)) to
Congress released February 27. The report also cites social networking
websites and mobile internet access as “new and emerging issues.”...
Associated Press, Feb. 27
Narcissism on the rise, study warns (Link:
http://www.latimes.com/news/local/state/la-me-esteem27feb27,1,3272382.story
)
All the effort to boost children’s self-esteem may have backfired and
produced a generation of college students who are more narcissistic than
their Gen X predecessors, according to a new study led by San Diego State
University psychologist Jean Twenge. And the internet, with all its
MySpace and YouTube braggadocio, is letting that self-regard blossom even
more, according to the study, Egos Inflating over Time, released February
27....
Los Angeles Times, Feb. 27
Residents protest plan to close historic Passaic library (Link:
http://www.northjersey.com/page.php?qstr=eXJpcnk3ZjczN2Y3dnFlZUVFeXkzNTcmZm
diZWw3Zjd2cWVlRUV5eTYzNjY0MDYmeXJpcnk3ZjcxN2Y3dnFlZUVFeXkz)
A plan to close the Reid Memorial Library branch in Passaic, New Jersey,
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was met with residents’ concerns and heated questions over the fate of
the 104-year-old building at a February 27 trustee meeting. The plan, if
approved, would move Reid’s children’s collection into what is now an
850-square-foot billiard room on the second floor of the Passaic Boys and
Girls Club. Angry audience members interrupted Board President Craig
Miller so often that at one point, he had to call for decorum....
West Paterson (N.J.) Herald News, Feb. 28
Cal Poly Pomona reference librarian protests discards (Link:
http://www.pe.com/localnews/highereducation/stories/PE_News_Local_H_library
26.1b3cdb9.html)
A $60-million project to expand the library at California State
Polytechnic University in Pomona is at the center of a controversy over
whether the library is throwing away too many books to make space for a
café, 23 group-study rooms, and a two-story reading room. Reference
Librarian Bruce Emerton has launched a petition to halt the disposal of
books, journals, and other printed materials and is calling for an
independent audit of all discarded items. Watch his video (Link:
http://www.pe.com/sharedcontent/VideoPlayer/videoPlayer.php?vidId=124053&ca
tId=293)....
Riverside (Calif.) Press-Enterprise, Feb. 25
Spy camera upsets library employees (Link:
http://www.star-gazette.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20070223/UPDATE/3022
30020)
When Janet Steiner, director of the Tompkins County (N.Y.) Public
Library, suspected that money in the library’s cash donation box appeared
to be missing, she called the Ithaca Police Department. Officers placed a
surveillance camera disguised as a clock radio in the library’s main
lobby. More than 35 library employees then signed a petition against it,
saying the camera situation was the latest in a series of disagreements
between union employees and library management....
Elmira (N.Y.) Star-Gazette, Feb. 23
Merced College unveils new LRC (Link:
http://www.mercedsunstar.com/local/story/13332541p-13958095c.html)
The scents of fresh paint and new carpets greeted Merced (Calif.) College
students February 26 as administrators officially opened the school’s
$18.3-million library. The new learning resources center is two floors
and 65,000 square feet in size, making it the largest building at the
12,258-student campus....
Merced (Calif.) Sun-Star, Feb. 27
Gamer loses laptop using library wireless after hours (Link:
http://www.adn.com/news/alaska/story/8667098p-8559268c.html)
Brian Tanner was sitting in his car recently outside the Palmer (Alaska)
Public Library playing online games when a police officer pulled up
behind him. Tanner was using the library’s wireless internet connection,
but the policeman said that constituted theft of services. The second
time he got caught, the officer confiscated Tanner’s laptop to inspect
what he may have been downloading....
Anchorage (Alaska) Daily News, Feb. 24
New Oregon branch will only stay open for six weeks (Link:
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http://www.mailtribune.com/archive/2007/0226/local/stories/talent-library-o
pens-bk.htm)
Jackson County, Oregon, libraries face an uncertain future, but that
didn’t stop Talent branch library supporters from celebrating the opening
of their new building on February 25. Several hundred people gathered to
mark the completion of the new library, even though it will have to
close, just like all the other county libraries, on April 6 for lack of
operating funds....
Medford (Oreg.) Mail Tribune, Feb. 26
Northwestern Oklahoma celebrates 100 years as depository (Link:
http://news.mywebpal.com/news_tool_v2.cfm?show=localnews&pnpID=348&NewsID=7
86136&CategoryID=7227&on=1)
Northwestern Oklahoma State University Libraries in Alva celebrated 100
years as a Federal Depository Library February 15 with a program and
reception. Superintendent of Documents Judith Russell presented Director
Susan Jeffries with a plaque from GPO recognizing the centennial....
Alva (Okla.) Review-Courier, Feb. 26
Longmont meeting room policy examined (Link:
http://www.longmontfyi.com/Local-Story.asp?ID=14799)
Longmont (Colo.) Public Library Director Tony Brewer is consulting with
city attorneys after an immigrant-rights nonprofit closed library meeting
room doors on a man with opposing views. Several city residents have
called the library to ask what constitutes public, tax-funded space,
Brewer said. The only answer he can give at this point is the
library&rsquo;s written policy, which says library rooms are &ldquo;free
and open to the public.&rdquo;...
Longmont (Colo.) Daily Times-Call, Feb. 22
Kanawha County librarian worries as deadline nears (Link:
http://www.dailymail.com/story/News/+/2007022731/As+deadline+nears%2C+libra
ry+chief+worries)
Kanawha County Library Director Linda Wright is worried about the
solution to a big budget problem taking shape in the state senate. A bill
up for vote (Link:
http://www.dailymail.com/story/News/+/2007022827/Library-legislation-doesnt
-constitute-a-funding-guarantee/) February 28 would put the fate of more
than 35% of the library&rsquo;s budget in the hands of Kanawha County
voters every five years; and if voters were to reject the funding, many
library activities would have to be considered for cuts....
Charleston (W.Va.) Daily Mail, Feb. 27–28
Cell phones in Salem (Link:
http://www.statesmanjournal.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20070228/COLUMN0
101/702280305/1064)
Columnist Carol McAlice Currie writes: “The Salem (Oreg.) Public Library
needs a new sign. The shush sign need only be about 2 feet wide with
oversized type in a half-dozen commonly spoken languages. It should have
pictographs, just in case some patrons can’t read.... Shutting off cell
phones in places such as a library (or a bathroom) should be a
no-brainer.”...
Salem (Oreg.) Statesman-Journal, Feb. 28
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Tech Talk
===========================================================================
More leadership changes and mergers (Link:
http://blogs.ala.org/pace.php?title=more_leadership_changes_and_mergers)
Andrew Pace writes: “One rarely has time to get bored with the ILS
industry these days. VTLS has announced (Link:
http://www.vtls.com/Corporate/Releases/2007/7.shtml) that industry
veteran Carl Grant will be stepping down as president, and LibLime has
just acquired the Koha Division of New Zealand-based Katipo
Communications.”...
Hectic Pace blog, Feb. 28
Blinkx searches online video content (Link:
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/02/25/business/yourmoney/25slip.html)
The World Wide Web is awash in digital video, but too often we
can&rsquo;t find the videos we want or browse for what we might like.
What we need, says Suranga Chandratillake, a cofounder of Blinkx (Link:
http://blinkx.com/), a start-up in San Francisco, is a remote control for
the Web&rsquo;s videos, a kind of electronic TV Guide. He&rsquo;s got
just the thing....
New York Times, Feb. 25
Videos have the Net bursting at the seams (Link:
http://www.chicagotribune.com/business/chi-0702230143feb23,0,2687819.story)
Those amusing YouTube video clips that internet users send to friends
gobble up large chunks of bandwidth and may cause the Net to crash, some
elements of the telecom industry warn. It’s an admonition many dismiss as
political posturing intended to dissuade lawmakers from restricting the
freedom of phone companies to manage internet traffic as they wish. But
no one disagrees that the Web's capacity is being pushed to its limits....
Chicago Tribune, Feb. 23
What of the Wii-buked? (Link:
http://www.engadget.com/2007/02/21/switched-on-what-of-the-wii-buked/)
Ross Rubin writes: “The launch of the Wii has been nothing but magic
mushrooms from the hype around the controller to the E3 reception to
late-night Wii Tennis face-offs (Link:
http://www.joystiq.com/2007/02/02/conan-takes-on-serena-in-wii-tennis)
between Conan O’Brien and Serena Williams. I thought it was the best
consumer technology (Link:
http://www.engadget.com/2006/12/20/switched-on-the-2006-switchies-home-prod
ucts) product of 2006. The Nintendo team has executed almost flawlessly,
but the company has brushed aside criticisms regarding product shortages
without so much as a flick from a Wiimote. In a way it was a sign of
different approaches by Sony and Nintendo, but it was also a sign of the
differences between the two user bases.”...
Switched On column, Engadget blog, Feb. 21
CMSs, WYSIWYG&#8212;Why learn HTML? (Link:
http://techessence.info/node/84)
Many libraries may wonder whether on-staff web-design expertise is truly
necessary, given the proliferation of content-management systems and
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WYSIWYG tools such as FrontPage and Dreamweaver. In practice, ease of
content creation has tended to trump all other concerns in libraries,
which has produced some truly unfortunate results measured by both patron
and staff concerns....
TechEssence.info blog, Feb. 19
The Oscars for tech film flubs (Link:
http://news.com.com/2300-1026_3-6161803-1.html)
Nominees for this year’s Oscars may have displayed some top-notch
filmmaking, but they were by no means perfect. Sharp-eyed moviegoers have
pointed out all manner of technology missteps, scientific blunders, and
cameos by gadgets that didn’t exist when their films were set....
C|net news, Feb. 23
Seen this scene before? (Link: http://www.thestar.com/article/184493)
After an exhaustive search that almost brought Vanity Fair journalist
Nick Tosches to his knees, sifting through sources from Lake Como in
Italy to Colborne, Ontario, he finally found where this Windows XP
desktop wallpaper photo was taken. It turns out that the leaf-littered
lane that stole his heart one afternoon when he first glimpsed it on his
computer is just west of Toronto in the Burlington suburb of Kilbride....
Toronto (Ont.) Star, Feb. 22
The killing of Wi-Fi? (Link:
http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,1895,2098483,00.asp)
PC Magazine pundit John C. Dvorak speculates: “There is mounting evidence
that the cellular service companies are going to do whatever they can to
kill Wi-Fi. After all, it is a huge long-term threat to them. We’ve seen
that the route to success in America today is via public gullibility and
general ignorance. And these cell-phone service companies are no
dummies.”...
PC Magazine, Feb. 26
Google Premium: Don't get too excited (Link:
http://news.com.com/2061-12572_3-6161411.html)
Google has announced the business-class version of its application suite,
Google Apps. It’s widely seen as a serious threat to Microsoft’s Office
suite, primarily since it costs $50 a year per user, which deeply
undercuts the price of Office. However, it is simply not there yet. The
word processor and spreadsheet can’t exchange data, the spreadsheet has
no graphing function, and there is no PowerPoint equivalent yet....
C|net news, Feb. 22
Actions & Answers
===========================================================================
Highlights from week two of Five Weeks to a Social Library (Link:
http://meredith.wolfwater.com/wordpress/index.php/2007/02/25/five-weeks-toa-social-library-highlights-from-week-2/)
In the second week of the free online course Five Weeks to a Social
Library (Link: http://www.sociallibraries.com/course/), RSS and
del.icio.us generated a lot of excitement for participants and many could
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see the personal and professional benefits of using these tools. More
info can be found on the course’s blog (Link:
http://www.sociallibraries.com/course/blog)....
Information Wants to Be Free blog, Feb. 25
Ask the L-Team (Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YwCUtpbUWgk)
Nick Baker and Rob Grote of the Williams College Library in Williamstown,
Massachusetts, put together this video extolling the virtues of their
reference team for National Library Week 2007. “Ten years ago, a group of
bibliophiles was sent to library school for being overinquisitive. They
promptly escaped to the Williamstown underground, where they survived as
Librarians of Fortune.”...
YouTube, Feb. 14
How to submit a FOIA request (Link:
http://www.bushsecrecy.org/PageIndex.cfm?ParentID=2&CategoryID=8&PagesID=34
)
A FOIA request can be as simple as a letter requesting records. However,
your pursuit of government information will be more likely to succeed if
you do some preliminary research to identify where the information is
likely to be located, and how to draft an effective request....
Public Citizen
OCLC Members Council meets in Quebec City (Link:
http://www.oclc.org/news/releases/200651.htm)
OCLC Members Council met in Quebec City, Canada, February 5–7 to explore
issues facing libraries and the OCLC cooperative from a different
perspective and vantage point. It was the first time in the 29-year
history of Members Council that the body has convened outside the United
States. Ernie Ingles (above), OCLC Members Council president and chief
librarian of the University of Alberta, presided....
OCLC, Feb. 23
New website for math and science students (Link:
http://www.jhu.edu/news_info/news/home07/feb07/cogito.html)
Cogito.org (Link: http://www.cogito.org), developed by the Johns Hopkins
University Center for Talented Youth, offers a virtual home for the
world’s brightest students with strong interests and abilities in
mathematics and science. The site offers free use to all visitors, who
can access most of its resources and learn about everything from global
warming to cold fusion....
Johns Hopkins University, Feb. 15
Apply for The Big Read (Link:
http://www.neabigread.org/application_process.php)
The Big Read is an initiative of the National Endowment for the Arts (in
partnership with the Institute of Museum and Library Services and Arts
Midwest) designed to restore reading to the center of American culture.
Approximately 120 organizations in communities of varying sizes across
the country will be selected to participate in The Big Read from
September through December 2007. An intent to apply form is an optional
requirement by March 1. All requests for proposals must be submitted by
April 12....
National Endowment for the Arts
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Send a birthday card to the Cat (Link:
http://www.firstbook.org/site/c.lwKYJ8NVJvF/b.2484389/k.773A/Cat_in_the_Hat
.htm)
Early-literacy organization First Book is partnering with Random House
Children’s Books and Dr. Seuss Enterprises to celebrate the 50th
anniversary of the publication of The Cat in the Hat. Random House will
donate one new book to First Book for each card received through May 1.
Visit Seussville.com (Link: http://www.seussville.com/) to send an
e-card, or see details for mailing in one of your own. Special cards are
also included in the new 50th Anniversary edition of The Cat in the
Hat....
First Book
Summer seminars in Slovenia and Czech Republic (Link:
http://sils.unc.edu/programs/international/)
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill School of Information and
Library Science is offering seminars on librarianship in Slovenia June
3–16 and the Czech Republic May 27–June 9. The registration deadline is
March 15....
University of North Carolina SILS

From the CentenniAL Blog
(Link:
http://blogs.ala.org/AL100.php?title=what_the_barbara_gittings_interview_di
dn&more=1&c=1&tb=1&pb=1)
Leonard Kniffel writes: “In the December 1999 issue, American Libraries
published a three-page interview with Barbara Gittings. (Link:
http://blogs.ala.org/AL100.php?title=what_the_barbara_gittings_interview_di
dn&more=1&c=1&tb=1&pb=1) She sat for the interview at ALA&rsquo;s Annual
Conference in New Orleans, where she had come to see the task force
become a full-fledged round table, now called the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual,
and Transgendered Round Table. Gittings was an activist of the first
order, but she was a professional activist. She understood what worked
and what didn&rsquo;t in the context of the American civil rights
movement....”

Career Leads from
(Link: http://joblist.ala.org/)
Panhandle Regional Library System Coordinator (Link:
http://joblist.ala.org/modules/jobseeker/controller.cfm?scr=jobdetail&jobid
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=5411), Scottsbluff, Nebraska. Exceptional opportunity for a versatile
professional to provide services for a multitype regional library system
in a 14-county area in western Nebraska. Responsible for coordinating
activities of the Panhandle Library System Board with the Nebraska
Library Commission....
@ More jobs (Link: http://joblist.ala.org/)...

Poll
What do YOU do?
What is your patron cell phone policy?
Click here to ANSWER (Link:
http://www.zoomerang.com/survey.zgi?p=WEB2267RN2DUEA)!
===========================================================================
Results of the
February 21 poll:
Is the use of the word “scrotum” in Susan Patron’s The Higher Power of
Lucky gratuitous?
9%
Yes
91%
No
(315 responses)
This is an unscientific poll that reflects the opinions of only those AL
Direct readers who have chosen to participate.
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